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Dispute Raging Over Vie t Peace Maneuvers

QuestionRaised
If Hanoi Ever
Issued Feeler

Variable Cloudiness,

Little Change
In Temperatu re

By JOHN ML HIGH70WER
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The
Johnson administration found
itsfelf caught up today in a
stormy dispute over its publication of correspondence reporting
and probing a conditional peace
offer from Communist - North
Viet Nam.
The storm overshadowed the
central question whether Hanoi
bad in fact made an authentic
PRAHUB DU SAC, Wis. Wapproach for a settlement on its
A raging fire swept through the
own terms and might yet rethree-story Sauk Prairie Junior
spend to a U.S. request for c_au>
High School Sunday night with
ification of conditions in it.
damage estimated at $300,000.
President Johnson could try to
The 50-year-old brick building
revive the roundabout peace
was
called a total loss by au- PARIS (AP) — France settled complete returns from Euro- bly elections in November 1967. iating first • round setback, in
exchange with President Ho CM
but firemen succeeded back for more years of Gaul- pean France and all overseas "All my efforts," he said, which he won only 43.9 per cent
thorities,
Minh of North Viet Nam by
in keeping the flames from
territories except Guiana and "will be to make the legislative of the vote.
sending some kind of new mesleaping to adjacent school fa- lism today following President Polynesia .gave the 75-year-old elections the decisive engageOn the international scene, Da
sage in Bo's direction, but adCharles de Gaulle's re-election president 13,063,134, or 55.18 per ment which will save the repub- Gaulle faces two items of unfincilities and nearby homes.
ministration officials said today
to another seven-year term.
cent. Leftist Francois Mitter- lic from the adventure into ished business.
that there bad been no decision
The 700 pupils at the junior Although De Gaulle's failure rand got 10,609,744.
which a discounted Gaullism is One is the negotiations in tha
high school and adjoining ele- to win on the first ballot two
on any new U.S. action. The segoing to plunge it."
six-nation European Common
reg.
mentary
school
will
not
return
About
84
per
cent
of
the
crecy covers were torn from
weeks ago gave clear notice
De Gaulle, who begins his new Market, which De Gaulle
until after Christmas. They had that his popularity had slipped, istered voters balloted, a near term Jan. 8, issued na victory brought to an abrupt halt last
the incident last j'riday afternot been scheduled to begin almost no one expected the au- record turnout.
noon after the St. Louis Poststatement from the seclusion of June to block attempts to giva
their holiday vacation until tocratic old man to alter his polDispatch reported that a new
Mitterrand t e r m e d De his estate in eastern France. the economic community's exTuesday afternoon.
peace offer from Hanoi had
icy goals. He may soften his Gaulle's v i c t o r y "mediocre His supporters were overjoyed ecutive more power.
Gerald Eyler, superintendent methods, however.
been rejected by the United
and said he would turn his at- that he had pulled out a com- De Gaulle opposes any move
of the Sauk Prairie school sys- In the run-off election Sunday, tention to the National Assem- fortable margin after his humil- toward supranational!!/ by the
States.
tem, made the damage estiDr. Giorgio La Pira, former
Common Market administramate and said the fire apparentmayor of Florence and a lefttion. The five other members
ly originated on the first floor.
wing Christian-Democrat, one of
scheduled a meeting in Brussels
He blamed either defective wirtiie principal intermediaries in
today to discuss the impasse.
ing or spontaneous combustion.
They hoped for some -word from
the affair, virtually accused
The wooden interior of the
De Gaulle that he Is ready to
Secretary of State Dean Busk of
building, built in 1915, was contalk again.
sabotaging what La Pira took:to
sumed "like a matchbox," said
The second major internationbe a hopeful exchange on peace.
one official.
al item on De Gaulle's agenda is
"Rusk is to blame," La Pira
reform of the North Atlantic
was quoted in press dispatches
There were no injuries reTreaty Organization. De Gaulle
from Florence, "because he obported.
has called for an end to military
viously wanted this mission to
Firemen w e r e summoned
integration in the 15-i.ation alfail by disclosing in advance
from Prairie du Sac, Sauk City
liance and has warned that If a
what had been done."
and Baraboo. They battled for
basic chance is not made,
BUT WINTER ISN'T HERE YET! . . . Winter starts three hours to bring the flames
State Department officials ,
France
will bow out by 1963.
of
Tuesday
according
to
the
calendar
but
Peter
Trabold,
13,
under control and keep sparks
calling the charge outrageous,
Concrete proposals by De
said tte publication was forced North Adams, Mass., found a pretty good sample near the from igniting nearby rooftops.
Gaulle for changes in NATO are
A brisk wind carried the
by concern for what they con- Hairpin Turn on the Mohawk Trail in the Berkshires. It
expected early in 1966. ,
tended was. a partially erro- was a snappy minus 2 on Mount Washington this morning sparks as far as three blocks,
authorities
said.
neous account which had al- and season lows were set in many parts of New England.
Prairie du Sac is located on
ready become public. Rusk -was (AP Photofax)
the Wisconsin River about 20
reported angered and upset by
miles northwest of Madison.
the criticism.
Arthur J. Goldberg, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations _MH_-«M-M__MWH___n--_M-m_-_i«aW_M«|
and another who played the role
of go-between, said Sunday on
ABC's "Issues and Answers"
OIL FOR ZAMBIA . . . Drums of oil
ment of Premier Ian Smith has cut off oil
Uje administration would have
VjuaBfeired to carry on this disstand at a storage depot at Mikumi, Tansupplies to Zambia to counter Britain's oil
<mfi«Uoo to prtvaq?'* but was
zania
as
trucks
from
Zambia
are
loaded
embargo. (AP Photofax via cable from Lon,
DULUTH, Minn. CAP) - A
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
faced wift a "a3_d_r of confifor
the
overland
journey
to
provide
oil
for
don)
warrant charging aggravated
Four persons died in Minnedence" with the public over the
assault was Issued today against land-locked Zambia. The Rhodesian governsota highway accidents Sunday,
credibility of its peace policy.
a rural Cloquet man in the shotpushing the 2965 death toil one
Goldberg argued the adminisgun wounding of a youth during
over the count for a year ago
tration acted correctly in retrapline dispute.
a
today.
leasing the correspondence.
This year's toll now is 808,
Tbe
charge
was
filed
by
the
he
did
not
think
Qoldberg said
compared with 807 one year ago.
St.
Louis
County
attorney'
s
ofdisclosure of the exchange over
In 1964, the count wound up with
fice against Alvin Wuorinen, 32,
peace negotiations would hurt
a record 844 persons dead.
(AP)
Fordrawn
from
the
race.
MINNEAPOLIS
of
rural
Cloquet
Wuorinen
is
acany chances that now exist for
Killed Sunday night when her
mer Gov. Elmer L. Andersen Prior to hie election as gov- cused of wounding Robert Packsuch talks.
car slammed into a freight train
Reernor
in
1960,
when
defeated
said
today
he
will
not
seek
he
Minn,
er
Jr.
of
Sawyer,
last
Fri"I think we would continue to
in the northern Minneapolis subhope that this matter will be publican endorsement for either DFL Gov. Orville Freeman, An- day. Zacher, who suffered leg
urb of Brooklyn Park was Annasenator.
He
dersen
served
a
term
in
the
governor
or
U.S.
wounds,
was
released
today
transferred from the battlefield
belle
Hill, 47, of Crystal. She
He
was
active
in
state Senate.
from a Cloquet hospital.
to the conference table. So I do called the decisionfinal.
was alone in her car, and died
support
of
the
taconite
tax
Andersen, ousted from office
Zacher and his father told SAIGON, South Viet Nam to seize the city is expected.
not feel discouraged," he said.
government have touched off a at the scene near 63rd St. and
deputies they had obtained per- (AP) — Viet Cong ranging from Government troops have been
"If there is a genuine desire by Gov. Karl Rolvaag in the 91- amendment in 1962.
flurry of coup rumors. At such Highway 52,
mission from the owner of prop- youthful saboteurs in Saigon to able to do little to clear the suren both sides to negotiate, that vote recount three years ago,
Two other persons died In
erty at Side Lake, near Brook- battle-hardened battalions in the rounding countryside. Some vi- times anti-Communist opera- Minneapolis Sunday evening.
desire will surmount whatever said he intended to remain acKitchen
Dialogue
ston, to set a muskrat trapline. countryside are tightening a tal military installation- and tions often are disregarded in Rose Aronovitch, 61, of Minnethe difficulties are ol disclo- tive in the Republican party.
*'
sure.
He'urged the GOP to select
Dialope in the kitchen:
apolis died when struck by a
They said the shooting occur- noose of terror around Saigon. tactical areas are considered favor of political jockeying.
But Dr. Benjamin Spock and candidates who could appeal to "Can I have another couple red after "Wuorinen ordered The threat at present is most- threatened. One such military Rivalries between various in- car as she ran to catch a bus
B. Stuart Hughes, cochairmen independents and Democrats of slices of soup, dear?" them off the lake and they re- ly psychological. But a massive area is almost within rifle shot telligence agencies complicate in north Minneapolis, The driver
of the Committee for a Sane and said that candidates with a . . . The only person who fused to leave.
terror campaign may be near of the U.S. 1st Infantry Division the picture. Police sources say of the auto was identified as
George Casey, 39, Golden Valley
Nuclear Policy, attacked the broad appeal could . bring the listens to both sides of an
for the capital, which has es- headquarters just north of Saiinformers often fear being ex- who told police he didn't see the
argument is the woman in
administration on the ground GOP victory in 1966.
caped much of the brutality of gon.
the next apartment . . .
the war despite repeated terror- Adding to the problem, rum- posed by Viet Cong agents who woman until he hit her.
that it was "avoiding negotiablings of military discontent have infiltrated into the governist acts.
tions (by publication of the cor- Andersen said his decision "What's the matter with that
No Viet Cong military attempt with Premier Nguyen Cao Ky 's ment's version of the U.S. Cen- Glenn R. Erickson, 25, MLnnerespondence) in order to keep means he will not be open to college football player?"
papolis, died when his car crashasked . the alumnus. "He
tral Intelligence Agency.
the National Liberation Front any draft movement.
(the political arm of the Com- This leaves Ramsey County looks unhappy." "He is,"
High officials in Washington ed into a bridge abutment in
munist guerrilla forces in South attorney William Randall and said'the student. "His faand Saigon have focused sharp- north Minneapolis. The Hennether's
always
writing
him
Harold
lawyer
)
South
St.
Paul
W)
WASHINGTON
ly on the recent campaign of pin County medical examiner's
- Rep.
Viet Nam out of any future
LeVander as the only announce for money." Old-timers reMelvin R. Laird, R-Wis.,
terror in Saigoh which began office scheduled a post mortem
government in Saigon."
with the bombing Dec. 4 of the today on Erickson.
chairman of the House ReNorth Viet Nam itself de- seekers of GOP endorsement for call all it took to put a perMetropole Hotel, a U.S. and Al-V Clyde Wishkop, 43, Grand
publican Conference, prenounced the whole thing Satur- governor. John McNulty, a Min- son to sleep was a drowsy
Marais, died near there early
lied billet.
dicted Saturday the cost of
day as a hoax and in effect de- neapolis lawyer, could be the en- sermon.
Sunday when his car apparently
the Viet Nam war will be
nied that a peace probe had dorsee for the U.S. Senate.
A scries of Incidents since led hit an icy spot, skidded over a
$8.8
billion
more
than
what
Andersen told a morning news
been made.
SLAYTON, Minn. !__— The joy of a double slaying outside a to a dusk-to-dawn curfew for 20-foot embankment and into a
has been budgeted for the
Communist Chinese conference he had been urged to
The
U.S. servicemen in Saigon.
ravine. The accident was on
&*
$&
&•
current
fiscal
year.
and
warmth of Christmas time church on Sunday morning.
chimed in Sunday, calling the be a candidate. In a prepared
Highway 61 about ,3& miles east
Concern
is
high
now
because
shots
pistol
An
explosion
of
"The idea seems to be ln this small farming town were
said:
report of peace feelers a "U.S.- statement he'
the current terror campaign of Grand Marais.
firecrackers
broke
the
calm
like
(For
fight
now
and
pay
later,"
more
laughs
see
nornade hoax" which "fools
subdued today while folks re- dawn yesterday as horrified obviously is geared to the filth In addition , four teen-agers
"As.tor 1MB , I will not be a
Earl Wilson on Page 4)
said Laird.
body."
covered from the numbing chill churchgoers looked on. Two anniversary today of the Na- died in crashes Saturday. They
U.S. officials liere were Im- candidate for the Republican enwomen lay mortally wounded tional Liberation Front, political were John Lopac , 18, Minnefor
either
governor
or
pressed by the degree of confir- dorsement
apolis; Donald J. Crow, 19,
on
the sidewalk near St. Ann's arm of the Viet Cong.
mation in the Hanoi broadcast, U.S. senator. I ask my friends
Inside tho city are four known Farmington ; Myron Anderson,
Church.
Catholic
generate
no
however, of the main mechan- and supporters to
Viet Cong Commando units, the 17, rural Webster; and Richard
One was Mrs. Jlosallne Giiles, 65th, 67th, 158th and 159th. They Topp, 15, Farmington.
ical fact of the reported peace activity in my behalf. Although
active
in
the
Re34, mother of eight children probably total less than 300 per- A Minneapolis couple, Mr. and
offer — the meeting Nov. 11 be- I will continue
ranging in age from 4 to 15. The sons.
Mrs. Albert Franklin Plckard,
tween La Pira and Italian Pro- publican party, I simply prefer
other was her mother, Mrs. The Commandos are not or- about 60, died in a two-car crash
fessor Mario Prlrnicerlo, with to devote more time to nonpolitmy own
Peter Schreier, 60. The women ganized as military units. The near Bucklin , Kan., Saturday.
Ho and Premier Pham Van ical public service and
"
private
affairs.
personal
and
had gone to the church with members are parts of Commu- Driver of the other was Eino
Dong.
Schreier and four ot the Giiles ' nist cells and subcelLs and most Nlkula , 47, also of Minneapolis.
The North Vietnamese an- Andersen, 56, said he would
children for the 8 a.m. mass. are unknown to each other. Nikula and his wife both -wore
nouncement differed in its em- not make a personal endorseHeld on suspicion of murder Over-all plans are known only injured.
phasis from the account "which ment of any of the announced
this
time.
He
said
Italian
was
the former husband of one by a top handful. If one cell or
candidates
at
on
to
La Pira passed
of the victims, Everett Giiles, group is compromised, the sabGood Fellows
Foreign Minister Amlntore Fan- his own decision could change
35, who surrendered to Murray otage network does not colfanl, the U.N. General Assem- the minds of wouldoe candiContributions
County Sheriff William Neuman lapse.
bly president, and wheh Fian- dates who previously had withPreviously
listed .. $3 ,60l» . r»l.
sheriff's
home
near
Jr.
at
the
3)
Col.
M,
Page
(Conttnned on
Fanning out of Saigon Into Gla
Cathedral
Jr.
Girl
the
church.
STORMY
Dinh Province , also part of the
Scout Troop 638, ,
2.50
CHlei, a wiry ISO-pounder, capital military district , are
638
2.50
WEATHER
was taken to the Lyon County perhaps five Viet Cong district
K) .O0
Carleton W. Fish ..
FEDERAL FORECAST
jail at Marshall, Minn. A new organizations , some with miliFriends from
WINONA AND VICINITY term of court began today and tary companies attached. These
Goodview
2.00
Murray County Attorney Paul district organizations have a
Variable cloudiness t o n i g h t .
2.1)0
Anonymous
Fling said he would present the measure ot autonomy and inPartly cloudy Tuesday. No imPaul Libera
5.00
case for probable referral to the clude many of the most dedicatportant ohange in temperature.
Ida J. MulhollondL .
l.SO
grand jury, Flrat degree murder ed Communists.
Low tonight 15-20, high Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs.
indictments must come from a Recent intelligence report2842.
L.H.B
SO.flO
indicate tliat two Vict Cong batLOCAL WEATHEH
grand Jury under state law,
Employes and HaulOfficers said this was tho se- talions also have moved into the
Official observations for the
ers of Lanesboro
quence of events that led up to area Just south of Saigon.
24 hours ending at 12 m. SunCo-op Creamery,
It
seems
unlikely
that
the
Viet
the
shooting
at
southwestern
this
Lanesboro, Minn.
25.00
*
Everett,
divorced
husband,
SLAYING SCENE . . . Peter gchreler is took Mrs. Giiles
Cong would try to take physical David , Susan and
ISwimum, 27; minimum, 11;
Minnesota town of 2,500:
(
were
shot
with
The
women
left)
35
into
custody.
by
his
son
and
an
unidentified
helped
,
noon, 24: precipitation, »o»e. _
The Schrelera, Mrs. Giiles and possession of the city since they
John
3.09
friend from the scene of Sunday's double a small pistol as they walked toward St. lour of her children went to do not have the military organi- Winona Park Hec
Official observations for the
)
today:
m.
to
slaying ol Schreier'a wife (body in left tore* Anne's Catholic Church (background
ft hour* ending at 12
church together and the children zation to back up such a move.
Squares
24.50
Maximum, 30; minimum, 28;
EXCEPT SATURDAY
walked on ahead of the women, Their hit-and-run tactics are exground) end his daughter, Mra. Rosaline attend Mass. (AP PhotofaaO
noon, 30, precipitation, l inch
while Schreier parked the car. pected to remain unchanged.
Total To Date ...S3.725.8U
Giiles (body in right foreground). Officers
AND SUNDAY
¦now.

$300,000 Fire
In School at
Prairie du Sac

Not Open to Draft

Andersen Not
In Governor
Or Senate Race

HfQ3__________ 1^
^

State Highway
Deaths Pass
1964 Figure

Warrant Issued
In Trap Dispuie

Noose of Terror
Tightens on Saigon

Laird Sees
'Fight Now,
Pay Later'

WINONA
STORES

Gen.DeGaulleat75
Wins 7-Year Term

2 Women Slain
Outside Church

Mondale to
Tour Ind ia
And Viet Nam

Lets' Get Gtmno
By A F , SHIRA

l

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Sen.
Walter F- Moodale, D-Mlna,
will leave next week on a 12-day
tour of India and Viet Nam for
the announced purpose of seeing
how American food surpluses
are being used to alleviate hunger.
Mondale said Sunday he will
leave Dec. 29 and go first to
India. The trip, he said, Is under
the auspices of the Senate Agriculture Committee.
Before departing for India,
Mondale aild. he will » to
Washingtonto talk with ChidapinmiktkmvmMMHM m a ^

j

Men's Dependence Upon Plants
HTLE man it an independent creature in many ways,
W' possessing reason , intellect and will power, he is, nevertheless, subservient to certain environmental conditions which ,
if unfavo rable, may limit his very existence.
Tht extent to which trees and other plants purify and cool
(he air we breathe generally is not given the consideration that
It merits. Man and other animals take oxygen from, the air and
exhale carbon dioxide. The plants, on the other hand , absorb
the carbon dioxide from the air and convert it Into oxygen which
is iiien given on IIHU ine ainiiwphere. One plant physiologist ¦re strongly Influenced by light,
has estimated that 1,500 square heat , cold, gravitation and
Inches of leaf surface can with- moisture.
draw ill of the carbon dioxide The sun, of course, gives
from 7.50 cubic feet of air in one great quantities of energy to the
liour7s time.
earth in the form of light
Carbon is an important ele- and hea t. The chlorophyll ,
ment in the composition ol •which is tlie green coloring matplant foods and, also, in tht ter of most plants, is entirely
walls of the cells. It comprises dependent upon light. A portion
approximately one-half of the of this light is laken up by the
Iry weight of all plants. All of chlorophyll bearing tissues of
this carbon is derived solely the plant in the formation ot
from the carbon dioxide in the starches, sugars and other carair, of which it forms only a bohydrates. This process is
small part.
known as photosynthesis, is very
Plants are composed of cells complicated, and not yet fully
of various kinds that perform understood by plant physiolodifferent work. The cell walls gists.
make up the body of the plant Photosynthesis is of great Imk>nd give it liability. Each cell portance to our welfare in
In turn contains a substance many ways. Owing to the volknown as protoplasm which umes of carbon dioxide that are
contains various bodies. There ?:iven off by industrial plants,
is a free intermingling of the ires and animals , so much of
protoplasm In the various cells this gas would fill the atmosthrough delicate pores in the phere that all animal life
eel! wall!. Thus , the living aub- would cease to exist were It not
itanct of the whole plant body for the fact that so much of it
forms one united mass.
Is taken up by plants. ThereTHE PROTOPLASM has th* fore, plant life in general does
properties of absorbing various for us what we cannot do for
gases and fluids, reducing them ourselves.
to simple elements, reuniting THE LEAVES of plants
them Into foods anicasting out absorb aJid store up the energy
those substances that are not of the sunlight, Also, they have
required. Therefore, the living the function of transpiration
tissues of plants are composed which is the giving off of watt various chemical elements ter. This is accomplished
hat undergo great changes and through the pores on the underside of each leaf. When there
is ample moisture the leaves
are turgid and stiff , but when
the moisture is low the leaves
droop sad wilt. In order to conserve the moisture in hot, dry
weather, the openings of these
small pores close tightly.
Man and other animals eat in
order to obtain the nourishment
and energy that is locked up in
Burns Cleaner
foods. In breathing, the oxygen
breaks up the food compounds
end Hotter
and frees the energy that gives
the power to move and work as
JOSWICK'S FUEL well
ss providing heat for the
& OIL
body. The plant lives in the
same way. It differs from the
Ml tart Sanborn St.
animal enly ln having the addMM
Phon*
ed power to build up the comWhere you get mors heat
plex food compounds from crude
at lowtr cost .
materials'. This, the animal cannot do.

Mobilheat

FUEL Oil

USS DUI.UTW COMMISSIONED . . . The USS Duluth
is draped with bunting during ceremony commissioning the
amphibious transport dock ship at Brooklyn Navy Yard in

Lake Tomahawk
Couple Dead
In Suicide Pact

LAKE TOMAHAWK, Wla. (*
—A middle-aged couple wai
found shot to death Sunday
night In what authorities called
a suicide pact.
The bodies of Elmer F,
Kroenlng, 48, and bis wife, Marie, 49, of Rothschild, near Wausau , were found in separate
bedrooms of their mobile home
In a trailer court near Tomahawk Lake just outside oi thia
Oneida County village.
Sheriff Alfred E. Sommen
said a .39 .08 rifle was between
Kroenlng' a knees. He said a ,12gauge shotgun ley partially beneath Mrs. Kroening's body.
Both victims were shot in the
head.
Coroner John E. Hyde described the deaths as tbe result of a "'suicide pact."

Minneso.an National
Teacher Finalist
NEW \TORK (AP)-Robert F.
Arnold, Richfield, Minn., has
been chosen one ol the five
finalists Ui the National Teacher
of the Year contest.
Arnold Is a sixth, grade teacher at Lincoln Hills School and
was chosen earlier as Minnesota 's Teacher ot the Year. Ife, Is
a native of Hawley, Minn.
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BILL MERRILLS

Today we 're going to muse on
some meaningful observations
surrounding stop signs. That's
right, stop signs, which , by the
way, can be a matter of life
or death.
At the scene of an accident,
people are quick to point out
the error of the driver who ran
the stop sign. Somehow, running
a atop sign carries with it, the
accusation of neglect , the lack
of responsibility, or that you're
a daydreamer of the worst sort.
Yet, I question if any of us who
drive snd have spent much
time behind the wheel , are without blame.
Most of us, at one time or
another, have run a sign. My
dad managed this violation it
the presence ot the local Chief
of Police. Seems Dad stopped to
give this city official a ride.
They both became so engrossed
in their conversation that before
they knew it, my father had
slipped through the sign, officer
and all.
I RECALL that one* while In
the Twin Cities in Minnesota, I
came to a corner known as 7Corners. I became a bit confused as to which of about tbree
signs I was to obey. Finally
chosing one, I drove reluctantly
on through. Shortly thereafter,
a police car stopped me for running a sign. I explained haw I
was confused, as to which of a
number of signs I was to follow, during which the officer
looked at me as if I were from
outer space and insisted that
there was only one sign in the
first place, and that I ought to
wake up If I intended to do any
more driving. After considerable
discussion, it was discovered
that I wis talking about one set
of signs and the officer about
another, and that chances were
now good that I had run not one,
but two signs. You know , he
didn't even give me a ticket. I
guess he was happy Just to get
out of the discussion.'
MOST OF US drive so mock
we seen to be operating our
machines through the subconscious, which is equivalent to
saying we are driving in a state
of mind a bit removed from
putting first thin gs first. For
example, one will drive up to a
fixed metal sign -with the word
S-T-O-P spelled across it in
large letters, while a block away
an electric sign Is controlling the
flow of traffic. And then one aits
there as if waiting for this permanent non-electric sign to turn
to GO. After a hom peeps to
bring you back to reality, you
realize what lt is you're doing,
or either , not doing. The reason I think for stici) a stunt is
that far too many of us become pre-occupicd and start
driving by impulse, We move
with the traffic. IE the car ahead
begins to move, we assume we
should go. When you're the first
csr to the comer and there is
no car ahead of you, one just
alts - not thinking.
STOP SIGNS arc pretty Important things and serve well
as a symbol of life If obeyed; a
symbol of death, if Ignored.
Whenever we see one, we would
do well to check our driving
manner to make sure we are
driving by intent, not Impulse,
as this can prove to ht "Something to Live By."
And now a last minute
thought-provoker Is that you can
carve your own tombstone by
chiseling in traffic.
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New York Saturday. The Duluth is scheduled to be the last
vessel constructed before the shipyard Is closed next June.
(AP Photofax)

Ridgeway Area
Schools Sold

RIDGEWAY, Minn. - Ridgeway Consolidated school board
Saturday sold the five rural
schools that had been used until
the new building was ready and
occupied late in November.
Gordon Nagle purchased the
Whitlock School adjacent to bis
farm. Bush School, phis the acre
of land on which it stood, went
to Hector Olson, Homer, for
. UOO.
Alfred Mueller bid In the
Ridgeway School for Grace
Lutheran Church here. It is
adjacent to the school grounds.
Cooper School was sold to
Duane Zenke, Nodine, and the
2-room Boynton School went to
Arthur Aldlnger, who lives
about a mile from the building.
The school bells went for
more than $100 each, according
to Robert McNally, rural Houston, district clerk- McNally
said the board would meet soon
to tally the receipts from the
sale, because the contents of
the schools also were sold. Freddie Frickson, Dakota livestock
dealer, was the auctioneer.
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19-Year-Old Dies
In Farm Accident

M-NNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
farm accident in the Maple
Grove area claimed the life oA
James David Kelley, 19, 0/ rural
Osseo. He became entangled in
the power takeoff unit of a manure spreader.
a

Santa Claus to
Perform Wedding

I

*
T DOBBS

j

$10.00

RIVERSIDE. Calif , (AP) -A
department atore Santa Claus
will perform a wedding Tuesday
in a store elevator.
Santa Is the Rev. Jack Perkins, a moonlighting minister
who won't have time to remove
his costume before officiating I
In the traditional .Dobbs hat box, you*
]
at the marriage.
man
will be happy to carry home the
»
I
The couple to be wed are RobDobbshat of his choice!The hat "will be
|
\
ert McCIure, 39, of nearby San 1
his:selection, but you get all the credit
1
Bernardino, an elevator servicefor
a
gift
really
wants,
and
can
use!
he
{
man, and Lea Bonhara, 27, ef I
Riverside.
They met two years ago when
;MMiss Bonham was an elevator
operator and McCIure was mating his inspection rounds. She
has since been transferred to
the housewares department.
TUB OUALITY ITORE - In Downtown Winona
|
Best man will be Pat Harri- \
(
•
111West 3rd St., Across from Tiltphene Ce.
j
son, the store's maintenance engineer.
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1 Last Minute Gift Suggestions! I
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RCA VICTOR
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Portable and Console Stereos
"GIFTS

RCA V ICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO
• stereo amplifier e two
duo-cone speakers • tilt-down
changer, full-size turntable .
univ-rsal stylus e RCA solid
copper circuits e continuous
tone and separate volume con-

$8955

' *MK V
i SOLID STHE STWW •
• Amplifier, U w-atta peak
power . , speaker. . RCA
sol d copper circuits • AMI M radio • .-sp**! changer
• feather-action tone arm

$249.95
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THAT KEEP ON GIVING"

RCA VICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO
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• . speakers • tilt-down de.
luxe changer • feather-action
tone arm, diamond stylus •
magnetic tone ami lock •
srng-along microphone e s«p.
arate bass, treble, loudness,
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City Judge
Hears Four
Guilty Pleas

Judge John D. McGill heard
four guilty pleas and scheduled
a hearing on a motion for summary judgment fce a traffic case
in action today in municipal
court.
Darrell R. Horner, 48, 4230
7th St., pleaded guilty to charges of speeding, failure to yield
the right of way to an emergency vehicle and Musing to
display his driver's license to a
patrolman Saturday at 11:33
p.m.
A total of $75 in fines imposed
by the judge was satisfied from
posted bail. The alternative to
the fines was 24 days in jail.
Horner was clocked at 50
m.p.h. in a 30 zone on 5th
Street from Junction to Pelzer
streets, refused to yield the
right of way to an emergency
vehicle at West 5th and Pelzer
streets and refused to show his
driver's license to patrolmen at
his home.
WILLIAM R. Storlie, 129 W.
8rd St., pleaded guilty to charges of carelese driving and driving after revocation of his driver 's license Dec_ 5 on CSA 32 in
Goodview. He was arrested by
a sheriff's deputy.
Storlie began serving a 22-day
sentence in county jaU when he
could not pay the total of $65 in
fines imposed by Judge McGill.
Melv_a ' Iverson, 63, 414 E.
Sanborn St., won a suspended
sentence after he pleaded guilty to a charge of assaulting his
wife Saturday at 5:55 p.m. at
their home. Judge McGill suspended Iverson's $35 fine or 12day jail term but warned that
Iverson's sentence would be
double that if he is charged
with the same offense within
six months.
John F. Sommers , 50, 422 Dacota St. , pleaded guilty to a
charge of careless driving on
Dacota Street from 5th Street
to his home Sunday at 9:20 p.m.
He made arrangements to pay
his $30 fine as the alternative
to 10 days in jail.
CITY Prosecutor James W.
Soderberg moved for a summary judgment against Arthur
P. Huebner who was scheduled
to stand trial on a careless driving charge Thursday at 9:30
a.m. Judge McGill scheduled a
hearing for arguments on the
motion Dec. 28 at 10 a.m.
Attorney Martin A. Beatty
represents Huekner, 18, 479 W.
Mark St., who was arrested and
charged Dec. 2 ^He was to be
tried Thursday by a jury of 12,
but the trial was postponed until Judge McGill rules on the
motion.

Former Staffer
In Peace Corps

Charles N. Wheeler, St.
Mary's College graduate who
was on the staff of the Dally
and Sunday Mews in the summer of 1964, has been named a
Peace Corps "volunteer.
The Joliet, 111., youth, has
comoleted 15 weeks of traininfl
at the Peace
Corps camp in
Puerto R i c o .
Wheeler w i l l
leave for Panama Dec. 28. He
and others will
work in community development programs
In the major
cities of Panama City, Colon,
Wheeler
David and Santiago, replacing volunteers who
have completed their two years
of service.
Approximately 160 volunteers
are In Panama.

Durand Firemen
To Farms Twice
DURAND , Wis. . Special) Dtirnnd firemen were out twice
Sunday.
Joining Durand volunteers at
the Arnold Hince farm five
miles north of Plum City were
the Elmwood and Plum City
fire departments, where a hoghouse, 1,000 bales of straw , and
a plow were destroyed. The Ryeur-old daughter o( Mr . and
Mrs. Hince •discovered the five
at 3:15 a.m. As the family moved to the farm recently, they
had no hogs. Firemen fought
the blaze until 5:30.
The Durand department was
called at 11:55 a.m. to the Thicn
Tappe home 2% miles east of
Durand on Highway 85 where
fire of undetermined origin
started on the back porch and
in the kitchen. Some of the
porch was destroyed ond there
was damage in the kitchen and
smoke damage throughout the
house. Mrs. Tnppe discovered
the fire.

AFTER UGHT SNOW

Above Normal DowntownPlan
Readings Seen To Be Offered

Despite an inch of snow which
covered "Winona and vicinity
overnight, a pleasant five-day
forecast was issued for the area
today. The snow came on the

700 Kids
Dial Santa

More than 700 children
placed calls to Santa Claus
Sunday afternoon, according
to Jaycees who sponsored
the annual service.
A force of 18 men was kept
busy from 1 to 5 p.m., with
the heaviest traffic coming
between 1 and 3 p.m. Heading the committee was Gerald Whetstone.
Requests covered a wide
range of gifts, Jaycees said.
One child wanted "a mink
coat for my mother." A little
girl reeled off a long list of
requests, aftd , as an afterthought, shrieked: "I clean-;
ed up the living room today, too."

Second Driver
In Fatality
Gives Version

The driver of the second car
involved in a fatal accident Friday afternoon on U.S. 61-14 about
a mile east of Winona gave his
account ef the mishap today.
A. F. Shira, Homer Road,
said that he drove up to the
highway On the entrance road to
the Black Horse Tavern and
stopped while two eastbound
cars went past. He intended to
drive west on the highway to
Winona, Shira said. .
THE RURAL Winona man
continued, "I looked both ways
and saw a car approaching from
the west, quite a distance beyond the bridge." Seeing no
reason why he couldn't make
his turn onto the highway ,
Shira started out.
He was in the lane nearest
the median ditch ot the highway, Shira recalled, when "the
car just zoomed up in front of
me." He remembers wondering
why the other car hadn't gone
behind him, where there was
room to pass, Shira said, before .the cars impacted and he
blacked out.
Shira said that he suffered
a shoulder separation in the
mishap and was "sore all over"
on Sunday. The first thing he
remembered after the accident
was standing on tbe pavement
beside his car. He bad already
given a highway patrolman his
driver's license, but he doesn't
remember doing it, Shira said.
RICHARD KeUeher. 20. Elmhurst, 111, was killed instantly
in the mishap. He was riding
beside the right-rear door of a
car containing five St. Mary's
College students driving home
for Christmas.
Two of the students received
minor injuries in the accident
and went home by train this
weekend. Two others were reported "doing very well" by an
official at the Community Memorial Hospital.
It was not known today, however, whether John Hendele, 20,
Joliet, Hi., and Joseph Kerns,
19, Ri\erdale, HI., would be released from the hospital here in
time to join their families foi
Christmas. Kerns suffered pelvis
and rib breaks, and Hendele
had multiple face cuts.

Social Security
Office Open 2
Nights This Week

The social security office will
remain open tintil 8:30 p.m. today and Thursday.
V. E. Bertel, district manager, said the purpose in evening
hours on these two days is to
give the people who work during the day an opportunity to
come in and enroll for Medicare.
Bertel said all persons who
will be age 65 on or before Jan
1, 1966, must enroll by March
31 , 1966, if they want full protection under the hospital and
medical insurance programs.
He urged people in this age
group to take advantage of
these special hours. People with
quest ions about social security
other than Medicare also are Invited lo visit the office on these
two evenings.
Bertel said that the office will
be closed all day Friday , Dec.
24, and Dec. 31.
The social security office Is at
,?5« E, Sarnia St. Regular off ice
hours are from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m.
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last day of fall. Winter begins
at 7:41 p.m. Tuesday.
Temperatures through Tuesday, said the weatherman, will
average 10-15 degrees above normal daytime / highs of 23-30
and nighttime lows, of 5 to 12.
A warming trend is scheduled
to set in early in tbe period and
continue through Saturday.
Precipitation in the five days
Is slated to average one to twotenths of an inch ( melted) coming near midweek and at the
end.

AFTER REACHING a Sunday
crest of 7.7, the stage of the
Mississippi River here was falling today. Unless * unusually
warm weather occurs accompanied by heavy rains the falling
tendency is expecetd to continue, Weather Bureau observers
said today.
Stages here for the last four
days :
Friday
7.3
Saturday
7.5
Sunday
7.7
Monday
7.1
The day-to-day forecast predicts variable cloudiness tonight, partly cloudy Tuesday
with no important change in
temperature. A low of 15-20 is
seen for tonight and a high of
28-32 for Tuesday. little change
is indicated in the outlook for
"Wednesday.
The inch of sncw which fell
overnight made area highways
slippery today but traffic was
expected to cut down to the
pavement with warmer afternoon temperatures. The high
Saturday afternoon was 27 and
on Sunday the temperature got
up to 30. Low Sunday morning
was 11 and this morning 26. At
noon today the reading was 26.

Tuesday Night

The final draft of a comprehensive downtown neighborhood
renewal plan will be presented
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. to the
Housing and Redevelopment
Authority of Winona.
Authority board members,
city officials and other interested persons will hear the report
by William Chapman at the
community room, Arthur C.
Thurley Homes. Chapman represents the planning firm of
Nason, Law, Wehrman &
Knight Inc., Minneapolis.
The plan, financed by a federal grant, of $77,600, will provide the basis for any urban renewal which the city may even'
tuaUy decide to put in motion.
The plan will deal with present and recommended land
uses, rehabilitation standards
and a possible sequence of renewal projects.

Damage Slight
In Collision on
Mankato Avenue

BIG DAY TODAY . , . For the man who delivers the
Christmas mail, today was the big day. Here are some of
the bags of parcels which greeted John Swinsen and the re-

Vandals Like
To Smash
Yule Bulbs

Bank Debits
Increase 16°/o

Several groups of juvenile
boys went on destructive rampages over the weekend, Police
Chief James W. McCabe reportAbout $50 damage to each car ed today; but some of the vanresulted from a two-car colli- dals are now in the hands of
sion at East Broadway and juvenile authorities.
Mankato Avenue Saturday, po- Carl Peterson, 710 W. 5th St.,
lice reported.
caught three boys who broke a
The fender - bender rnishap bay window in his service staSaturday at 4:43 p.m. was the tion at 1656 Service Dr. over the
last traffic accident reported by weekend. The boys, whose age
Winona police through today at was not given, were turned over
noon. Winona drivers apparent- to juvenile court. . Value of the
ly came prepared for Sunday broken window was not estimatnight and Monday morning snow ed.
A YEAR AGO today the Wi- on the streets.
William Heise, 267 E. Broadnona high was 20 and the low *>**a^*a*i^_m *s ***^
way, reported that 70 bulbs
6. Snow on the ground then
were taken from a Christmas
measured 2.5 inches. All-time CITY ACCIDENT BOXSCORE lighting display in his front
—To
Date—
high for Dec. 20 was 54 in
1965
1964 yard this weekend. However, he
1894 and the low for the day
6
1 caught one of the youthful van-16 in 1872 and 1901. Mean Deaths . . . .
rals, and police rounded up
Accidents
.
446
470
for the past 24 hours was 28,
four others who bad participatInjuries
...
183
182
contrasting sharply with the
ed.
Property
normal figure for this time of
The boys were 10, 12 and 13
Damage
.
$182,907'
$103,466
the year of 19.
years of age. They explained
International Falls had the
Casimir J. Kowalewski, 1063 that Christmas light bulbs make
low reading for the state of 9.
a pleasing sound when dashed
It was 15 at Ribbing and 17 at E. Broadway, was driving east against a sidewalk.
Bemidji- Rochester posted a on Broadway, and David W.
A group of boys were appremorning low of 27 with a trace Napoleon, 22, San Antonio, Tex., hended in the city's West End
of snow after a Sunday high of was driving south on Mankato Saturday af ter
30 and La Crosse, with an inch Avenue when the two collided. in their area. similar exploits
McCabe
of snow had temperature ex- Access to Mankato Avenue at did not give theirChief
ages
or how
tremes of 25 and 30.
Broadway is controlled by stop many were involved. The group
Both the Minnesota and Wis- signs.
has been turned over to juvenile
consin highway departments re- Damage was to the left rear court.
ported tlie overnight snow had of the Kowalewski car and to Kenneth Benck, 575 Wacouta
created hazardous driving con- the left front of the Napoleon St., reported that vandals took
ditions in both states. The state vehicle. Patrolman Richard L. two strings of lights with 15
traffic patrols reported all roads Peterson investigated.
bulbs on each this weekend. He
were snow-covered and slippery.
valued the lights at $30. Earl
In many areas of tbe states, esStokke, 258 Center St., told popecially the north, snow still was
lice that he had lost 15 bulbs
falling at midmorning.
over the weekend.
THE SNOWFAJLL whitened the
lower Great Lakes region today.
Chicago got its first snowfall
of consequence when two inches Coals from a cigaret were
blamed for a blaze which roused
spread over the city.
Hazardous driving warnings Leo Hazelton, Sugar Loaf, from CHICAGO (AP) - Butcher
hogs sold as much as $1 a hunwere in effect across the lower his sleep today about 3 a.m.
Hazelton woke up to find the dredweight higher today on a
lakes from Wisconsin to Ohio.
Through most of Florida cold davenport in his upstairs apart- very active demand for the
rains fell, while unseasonably ment in flames. Alertly realiz- smallest Monday supply.in more
low temperatures chilled the ing that the flames could touch than three months.
off a Christmas tree in the same Offerings of 5,000 head, down
desert Southwest.
Chinooks moved down the room, Hazelton wrestled the 2,000 from a week ago, topped
eastern slope of the Rocky couch part way out of the living fairly freely at $30.75, within 25
Mountains from W y o m i n g room while firemen rushed to cents of the 17-year high which
through Montana. A chinook — the scene, according to Fire was paid on Dec. 9. Other
a warm wind — often results in Marshal Cleo Keiper,
mixed No. 1 and 2 grades moved
spectacular mid-winter tempera- The blaze was put out with at $30.25 and up.
one 1%-inch hose line in a dense Cattle supply also was small
ture rises.
Subzero readings were com- smoke which forced firemen to for a Monday and slaughter
don gas masks as they worked. steers sold strong to 50 cents
mon across New England.
Keiper said that flame damage
confined to the davenport higher, with the top unchanged
was
NW LIGHT FOUND
and to the woodwork of the at $28.
Sheriff George L. Fort report- doorway to the kitchen where Prices were steady for wooled
ed that his deputies found a Hazelton had pulled the burn- slaughter lambs at $25-27.50.
switch light from the Chicago ing couch. Smoke damage was
8t North Western Railway in the heavy, but confined mainly to
roadway at the junction of old the second floor of the house Fire Near Ettrick
and new U.S. 61 just west of owned by Mrs. Glenn Wood, Kei- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Goodview Saturday night. The per said.
A wall in the kitchen on the
light had been taken off a Hazelton lives alone In the up- Willard Crivets farm in Bear
switch on the nearby railroad stairs apartment. He told fire- Creek six miles north of Ettrick
tracks but was returned to the men that he had been smoking burned out Sunday noon . Fire
on the couch earlier that night. started in a chimney on the
company by the sheriff.
outside of the wall . Ettrick firemen were called.

Cigaret Blamed
For Home Fire

Countdown for
Safe Journey

At Cape Kennedy t h e y
wouldn 't dream of blasting off
a rocket without a countdown.
But many drivers seldom think
to see If all systems are GO
before taking off In their cars.
The Winona Safety Council
apd Police Chief James W. McCabe recommend lhat motorists
give themselves a safety countdown before turning the ignition
key this winter.
"A "NO" TO any of the following six questions should be
the signal for a "hold" while
corrective action is taken before you put yourself and your
car on the line, according to
the safety council and Chief
McCabe.
.
FIVE - Car in safety shape
— especially brakes, lights,
steering, tires?
FOUR — Enough time nllow_d to make the trip without
rushing?
THREE - Driver set for possible weather and traffic condl

Lions ahead?

TWO — Heat breaks mapped
out along the way if the trip is
long?
ONE — Seat belts fastened—
snugly?
IGNITION - Take a deep
breath, relax and drive for safety.
SAFE driving starts with a
safety-check , Winona S a f e t y
Council reminds Winona and
area motorists. The council
asks that motorists put their
cars' brakes, tires, lights , steering and exhaust in safety shape
for winter driving.
The council ond chief McCabe reminded motorists that
posted speed limits are for favorable driving conditions only.
Drivers should adjust their price
as road, traffic and we. thcr
conditions chance.
And remember to make the
saf ety countdown bef ore movinn
out onto wintry streets and
highways, they urged. It 's u«
easy aa 3-2-1.

Butcher Hogs
$1 Higher

La Crosse Chest
Exceeds Goal
LA CROSSE, Wis. - The
La Crosse United Fund has
exceeded its goal in an overthe-top campaign , officials
announced today. A total of
$275,054 was subscribed. Tho
goal was $272,844. This was
a 4.1 percent increase over
last year 's $284 ,230 gofll , according to campaign cochairmen Kenneth Dafil and
Ralph Steele.
Tho l a r g e s t Increases
from the large Industrial
firms were Tranc Co. ; AllisChnlmers ; G. Heileman
Brewing Co. ; N o r t h e r n
States Power Co., Ln Crosse
G a r m e n l and Riviera
Sportswear; Ln Crosse Cooler Co., and Dairylimd Power Cooperative.
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mainder of the crew at the Winona Post Office early this
morning. (Daily News photo)

Bank debits in Winona and
nearby areas appeared to reflect a sharp upturn in business
throughiut the region in November.
The total for Winona was $36,809,000, 16 percent greater than
for the same month a year ago.
Other cities reported similar
trends, according to the monthly report issued by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
At Rochester, debits showed
15 percent rise, at Mankato the
gain was 20 percent and at La
Crosse the rise was eight percent. Among cities of this twostate area, only Ean Claire
showed a drop. There debits
last month were one percent
below those of November 1964.
Smaller cities of this area
also showed percentage rises.
Wabasha showed a 64 percent
increase. Lewiston gained 30
percent, Plainview, Caledonia
and St. Charles were in the 19
to 20 percent range.
Area Wisconsin cities showing
gains included: Mondovi 22 percent, Arcadia 21 percent, Durand 18 percent, and Galesville
17 percent.
THESE RISES paralleled
those of the 9th Federal Re-

It's Big Day
For Carriers—
So It Snows

serve District generally which
registered a gain of 18 percent
Today ends the big weekend
among all reporting cities. The j for the Winona Post Office.
Minnesota average was a 19;
percent increase.
! It began Friday, which apBank debits for the most part pears to have been the big day
are checks against depositors' to mail for Winonans, and ends
accounts, thus representing today, which appears to be the
payments for goods , services, big day for them to get mail.
Machine cancellations of outpayrolls and debts. They also
going
mail at the post office
include transfers of fuiids
which have no business signi- Friday were 70,543, the peak
ficance and so are a general day, and Sunday clerks were '
but not fully accurate, indicator busy distributing mail into carof business activity. The debits riers cases so that a complete
cliiefly include those against delivery could be made today.
cliecking accounts of . individu- Carriers were greeted with the
als, partnerships and corpora- first real snow of the year.
Total machine cancellations
tions, states aud political subthrough
Sunday were 434,595 for
divisions.
Total bank debits for Winona the Christmas rush beginning
in the first 11 months of 1965 Dec. 11. That's virtually the
stood at $354,873,000, an in- same as a year ago, when tha
total for the same period was
crease of 8 percent from the 434,377.
same period last year. At Ro- These totals
exclude business
chester the gain was 6 percent
mailings
through
postage meand at La Crosse it was 7 perter machines ; they remain
cent.
In Minnesota as a whole the about the same said Acting
average 11-month increase was Postmaster Lambert Hamerski.
11 percent. For the entire Fed- The Christmas rush is reflected
eral Reserve district, the gain in the machine cancellations at
the post office.
was 10 percent
that special delivery
Following is a detailed re- He noted
"will be delivered on the
articles
port for this area ($0O0 omittday of arrival at destination up
ed):
to the limits of tbe local night
delivery times. Also, special deMINNESOTA
livery articles will be delivered
November
% Jan.—Nov. %
on Christmas Day and on Sun1965
1964 Change 1965 Change
days.
Caledonia
..$ 4,271 $ 3 ,553 +20 $38 ,438 +11
Postmaster Hamerski also
Lanesboro
1,870 1,603 +17
16,820 +11
emphasized
that special hanMankato
63,824 53,069 +20 565,652 + 7
dling service on mail provides
Spring Valley
2,980 2,694 +11 32,388 + 4
speedier transmission between
Lewiston
1,344
1,037 +30
13,257 + 7
post
offices. Special ' handling
Plainview
3,950 3,284 +20
35,016 + 8
mail
is
transported and handled
Red Wing
12,700 11,600 + 9 113,323 + 7
in
transit
along with first-class
Rochester
95,252 83,014 +15 890,307 + 6
and other preferential mail.
St. Charles
3,077 2,582 +19 30,493 +16
Stewartville
2,421 2,126 +14
22.140 + 6
Wabasha
3,040 1,853 +64
23,605 +15
Only U.S. Withdrawal
Winona
36,809 31,651 +16 354,873 + 8
Will Start- Peace Talks
WISCONSIN
Arcadia ..'
3,353
2,767 +21
35,953 + 9
TOKVO (AP)-Premier Chou
Durand
4,543 3365 +18
48,337 + 7
En-lai
of Communist China deEau Claire
63,507 64,211 — 1 769,371 + 8
clared today there is no other al1,322 +17
14,604
Galesville
1,54«
0
ternative to a withdrawal of all
La Crosse
87,341 81,228 + 8 937,237 + 7
U.S. troops for peace in "Viet
Mondovi
2,654 2,169 +22
27,941 + 8
Nam.
Chou's remarks at a Viet
FREE TB X-RAYS
WEATHER
Cong fifth anniversary ceremo(Mon. -Wed.-Fri., 1-5 p.m.
ny in Peking were another inRoom 8, City Ha ll)
OTHER TEMPERATURES
dication
of Chinese pressure on
Winona
Co.
residents
tree,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
others , $1 each.
the North Vietnamese to oppose
High Low Pr.
Last -week
45 unconditional talks with the
Albany, clear
34 6 ..
Total since 1959
57,999
United States.
Albuquerque, clear . 37 24 ..
Atlanta , cloudy
47 26 ..
Bismarck, clear .... 43 24 ..
Boise.pclear .. ... ... 30 13 ..
Boston , clear
38 13
Chicago, snow
32 29 .21
s
/
> ., .•*• ^. V^
Cincinnati, cloudy .., 34 24
Cleveland , cloudy .. 32 23 ..
Denver, clear
43 14
Des Moines, cloudy .41 32 ..
Detroit, cloudy
27 22
Fairbanks, snow . .. 4 -4 .02
Fort Worth, clear .. 53 33 ..
Honolulu, cloudy ... 76 69
Indianapolis, cloudy 37 29
Jacksonville, cloudy 54 42 2.21
Louisville, cloudy .. 41 27
Memphis , clear .... 47 28
Miami , cloudy
82 64 .43
Milwaukee , snow ... 30 26 .16
*•*> V
\V i (
Mpls.-St.P., snow ... 28 26 .02
/
^—mmmf m—mmmm—*'***
New Orleans, clear . 54 39 .38
New York, clear ... 39 23
Okla. City, clear ... 55 33
Omaha , clear
42 30
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 31 15 .01
Ptlnd, Me., clear ... 34 6 ..
Rapid City, cloudy . 51 .... ..
St. Louis , cloudy . 40 32 ..
Salt I,k. City, clear . 33 14 ,.
San Fran., cloudy . .55 45 ..
5(1 4B ..
Sea tile , cloudy
It will slow us down, if we let itWashington , clear .. 42 24
College enrollments arc rising by several hundred
Winnipeg, cloudy . 2 2 15 .06
thousand every year—and that 's the problem.
EXTENDED FORECAST
Higher education needs funds to help finance tho
MINNESOTA - Temperafacilities, equipment and teachers to educate all these
tures Tuesday through Saturday
polentifd leaders.
will average 10-15 degrcea
This is where it hurts, Progress calls for leadcrship.
above normal high of 17-24
are needed, in great abundance, to make wiso
Lcndcr.
north and 23-30 south, and normal low of 3 below to 4 above
UNC of our resources, manpower and human skills.
in north and 5-12 above Jn south.
If the supply ol leaders doesn't keep pace, can we
Warming trend early in period,
expect to maintain our high level in jobs , opportunities
then continuing mild. Precipitaand living standards?
tion will average one or twoThis is everybody 's concern—and everybody can
tenths inch mfelted , with heavhelp.
Give to the college of your choice
4
iest snow in north, coming
about mid-week and near end of
the week.

Will the college problem
change our speed?

Regular Mt«lh.0i
J** *n0" Srd Monday*-* :J0 p.m.
Social Night- —- Oth«r Mondays

INDEPENDENT ORD ER OF ODDFELLOWS

Milton Knutaon, N.O.

College is America's best friend 1
ri
f -iMI_ i«rf at a (nolle sank* in <oop»xallon •wltti Hi* Adwtlil/n tf __ K
Coiiiir.ll . th<i Council for Fln»nr.lnl Aid to Mucitlom »nd ttw fj_W—\
Newip»|)«r Advsrtllln*. Executlvti Jtltoclallon.
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Menu Snatcher
Irks Bette Davis

Br EARL WILSON
NEW VORK — Bette Davis thinks she's been mistreated —
sad when she thinks things like that , she doesn't go hide in a
cave . . . she speaks out . . . While dining at a luxurious new
restaurant in the 50s (initial "L") , Bette asked Yogi Berra to
autograph - menu to her son Mike.
Yogi signed his name on the menu (no mean feat for "Yogi)
•nd Bette was gloating over her trophy when • woman associated with the management snatched it away saying, "You
can't have this menu, we're
short of menus!'' 'Yogi had to even get in the Empire Room
sign his rtame again — on a as a customer — the other
card. Bette has several words night Lena was the heroine,
for such conduct which are the star, the doll.
doubtless still ringing in the
AND THE BELLE of the
lady 's ears and they include
"Appalling ." "monstrous. ' - and ball , next to Lena, was a Negro
beauty named Fleurette Car"How dare she?"
My B.W. wenl to buy a silk ter, whose tight-fitting purple
nightgown as a Christmas gift sequined gown and the contents
— and there, with many other within led many a male includwomen waiting to buy night- ing .John Sargent, Doubleday
wear, was an older man pur- president , to ii.sk permission of
chasing a sexy nightie which her escort , Charles Preston of
had to be blue and flimsy. He the Wa ll Street Journal , to
even had the salesgirl hold it dance with her.
up against ber own figure . . . Jack Benny told Marty Rack"Why is he so particular?" one in that the afternoon after he
woman wondered . . . "Prob- was robbed of $400 ,000 worth of
acy ," said another "he plans jewelry in New York , Mary Benny WHS back at Winston's buyon wearing it himself. "
diamonds, "But MARY!"
The Nelson Doubledays' re- ing
Jack said . . "Listen, Jack ,"
eeptlon at the Waldorf for Au- Mary
, "If you fall off a
thorees Learn Home was remark- horse, said
vou
have to get right
able because, In the days be" .
.
.
back
'on.
't
fore civil rights, Lena couldn
ONE REASON J. Paul Getty's
rich is that he refuses to pay
WINONA DAILY NEWS
i overdue -^postage on mail sent
•¦
i
to him . . . It came out at RayMONDAY, DICBMBER JO, .«$
I
mond Lee's party for John
VfrHJMB tie, HO. 15
j Roosevelt at Bob Taplingers'
PuMMiM tf«ily except Sttvnfay and Hoi- that John and James Roosevelt
by Republican ana Htrtki pubiiih.
Sy»Cemptny. Ml Franklin tt„ winoni, each have wives named Irene
. . . Brigitte Bardot insisted on
~~~ a suite at the Plaza Hotel front4UB 1CRI. TI0N RATtS
ing on Central Park and why
tlnglt Copy — 10c D_ tly, 15. Sun_»y
shouldn't she? . . . Richard Burl«r-P_r
W
MK
30
«nt»
by
C«rr
&tlv*r«d
9. wttkt I15.M ton and Liz Taylor on the Sam*_ *» iiz.Tk
my Davie TV special will sing
fry mall strictly In advance; papir .top"What Do The Simple Polk
Si en explrrtlon date.
Do?" . . . Lada Edmund Jr. of
In Fillmore. Houston, Olmiled, Wlnone,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jeckion, Pepin end Hullaballoo has been getting
Trampaaltau counties and armed forces wild letters from Herman of
personnel In tha continental United States.
with APO or FPO ed-m...: Herman's Hermits. . .Joe Le¦
r' overran
V-er :,.. _ , S1- .00 I months .. . 13.50 vine the film tycoon left the
SIM hospital after about four days of
? mwtttia ... M.SO 1 month
All efhar subscriptions!
reducing treatment — and
t nwHti ... . «t.» Imonths .... U.U went heme to try it there —
k months .
M.00 1 year
. .. $15.00
but will return to the office
eVsnd chance of address, noticee, undeliv- j immediately "I'm sick of hospiTM
copies,
subscription
orders
and
ether
•
msn Items te Winona Dally Naws, P.O. tals," he said . . . The Peter
9*M 70, WHvorsa. Minn.. MM/.
Lawforda lunched together it
leceni Wan* pestsge peid at wlnana, the Lafayette . . . What's goMinn.
ing on?
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
Hugh O'Brien went to a party
given by Jack Benny and reSorts : "The wine flowed like
YC exos-town traffic!"
NktM'. .:«M:U
WISH I'D SAID THAT: A diner at the Kobe Steak House
3S*4St*0*
said teen-agers in his neighbor| hood are so romantic they're
ENDS THIS,
1
mugging people by candlelight.
REM EMBERED Q U O T E :
"Any man who saya he can see
through women is missing a
lot." — Anita Halidae.
EARL'S PEARLS: N o r m a
(Disc Au Go Go) says her new
apartment is io small, she walked into the living room and
tripped over the chandelier.
Buddy Hackett , a diet expert ,
claims there are "minus 20 calories" in a stalk of celery: "It
has 5 calories , but you burn up
25 calories just chewing it" . . .
That's earl, brother.
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Now you can give
flying lessons
for Cliristmas!

_U._ M1/1_f
17
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"Clar«ne«, th« CrMi«y«d Lion "
7:15-lOi20
•
"HEf- CULBS" Shown At

8:50 Only
~_ ^_ ^_
~>
TZ_ ^^ioa!Zmmmaa7!ma
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23» Introductory Flying
L»sion (only $5)
if Special Pilot
Solo Course

\_ mmf ^\w^__ \_ \_ \\2}.Private
MM_f
a_M- WM_
mSS_M
^^^^W
wMmwM ^
Start*

Pilot's Course

Wliat could be more km or
I o n ( e r rernembered than
t|.rs « unique R ifts? AH three
provide flymc instruction in n
sleek Piper nfrplnn. hy a
government-lmMisrri inMniclor |>lii.. a pilol ' 5 logbook
with the -Indent' s time .nlme<i . . . contact us today for
complete dot nils , rates , ordering Information.
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A gift (or -veryene. Any person rsI KnrdU> . a of aje ran us» this gilt
. . . a gilt equally appro prime (or
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neph aws , irandmas , husbands ,
HS_fv
CARTOON
I —
fathara . boyfriends. , . or youniI ^1_M9__ I. mtruMm
atara thrilled at tha chance to fly
. . . any ot thoe* msuy people whom
you *-|alt to reinembt'rat ClirlMmss
. . . ln short , any man, -woman or
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Good for tha ontlr* yoar.
Certificates available now at:

Winona
Aviation Service
At Mux Conrad Field

GIRLS' ?

Food on board the spacecraft
— some of It dehydrated — got
tedious and somewhat objectionable toward the end of the
flight, the source* noted.
Air Force Lt. Col. Borman
and Navy Cmdr. Lovell , as well
as Gemini 7 astronauts Walter
M. Schirra Jr. and Thomas P.
Stafford, praised the Titan 2
booster and Gemini spacecraft.
All four also remarked how
easy lt was to see through each
other's spacecraft
windows
while they were rendezvousing
high above the earth Wednesday.
Schirra was quoted as saying
that the Gemini 7 capsule appeared twice as bright as the
brightest star, Sirius, when he
was approaching it and Schirra
and Stafford indicated that rendezvous was easier than they
thought.
Stafford and Schirra .©piloted

two small airplanes on Thursday from the prime recovery
ship, the aircraft carrier Wasp,
to Bermuda.
On the way, sources said, they
tried to fly their two aircraft in
formation and noted that it was
much easier to pilot two Gemini
spacecraft in formation, even
though the spaceships were
speeding at 17,500 miles an
hour.
Persons who talked with the
astronauts quoted Borman as
saying he thought future spacemen should not have to fly in
bulky space suits on long-duration flights. And if a "back up"
pressure system is needed, Borman suggested it be built into
the spacecraft rather than the
space suit, sources noted.
The two Gemini 7 pilots flew
much of their mission in their
underwear, and would have
done it even more If Mission
Control permitted them.
Borman and Lovell are scheduled to stay at Cape Kennedy
until Wednesday, concentrating
on medical examinations. They
then plan to fly to the Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston,
Tex., to begin eight days of telling and retelling the story of
their marathon flight to project
officials.
Navy Capt. Schirra and Air
Force Maj. Stafford flew from
nearby Patrick Air Force Base
to Houston Sunday afternoon,
after a playful reunion with
Borman and Lovell.
Schirra and Stafford were not
on hand to meet two Navy
planes that flew the Gemini 7
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ALL LADIES' WINTER

crew from the Wasp to Cape
Kennedy.
KGOII COU
For »h. Jnd Sport
Instead, Schirra was crouched
Shirt when you boy
in a doorway at astronaut crew
headquarters on neighboring
one -for Chris*ma_ ot
Merritt Island, When Borman
the regular price ef
9_. 1
and Lovell walked down the
#T
. # -#
53.99.
be
jumped
out
and
began
hall,
beating the air with his arms as
if the Gemini 7 crew needed
landing instructions.
Borman and Schirra had a
well-publicized bet over which
spacecraft would land closest to
its target, the Wasp. Officials
MO. TERI^S
said Schirra acknowledged that
Borman got slightly closer, but
blamed it on an instrument in
the Gemini 6 capsule which was
slightly off.
Astronaut Donald K. Slayton,
director of the Gemini 7 crew,
said the bet was called off.
"There was a lot of handshaking and mutual congratulations," said Slayton of the meeting of the two Gemini crews.
The reunion was a brief one.
\v* I iwt
_^Mtin- Tou | saw
Schirra and Stafford had to tiMl*J
leave for Houston only 45 WWM_W_W_m ** M *"*i Pow"—*<** H—Ww H Pn
minutes after Borman and Lovell arrived at Cape Kennedy.
Of prime Interest to reieachers is finding out how much calcium was lost during the space
flight.
Other tests will show whether
a heart gets "lazy" in the
weightlessness of outer space,
and how much of a strain it puts
on a spaceman returning to 8
wes_w>wj<-»w5Tea
earth's grarity.
Some researchers fear that
over a long period of time calcium loss could make bones
dangerously brittle.
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Gemini 7 Astronauts
Begin Medical Checks

CAPE KENNEDY , Fla. f AP)
— Astronauts Frank Borman
and James A. Lovell Jr., who
sailed far enough during their
two weeks In space to make 10
round trips to the moon, begin
three days of medical checks
here today lo determine what
physical rigors space travel has
on man.
People who talked with the
astronauts said their main complaint of the 14-day flight was
the confinement — they couldn't
stretch out. They asserted they
dreamed a lot during the mission, sources said. And Borman
was quoted as saying that Lovell was dreaming "all the
titnt."
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Wabasha Sets
Parties, Rites
For Christmas

Cattle Rustlers
Get 4 Animals

Humphrey Tells dignity of human beings to
which they are entitled."
Former President Truman
'
Of President s presented
the award to Humphrey and said : "...Tonight I
Cattle thieves made off with
four young animals from two Aim in Viet Nam salute him as a man truly of
the people and for the people,
uninhabited county farms over

WABASHA , Minn. (Special)
— The screeching of fire sirens
heralded the first visit of Santa
Claus Saturday afternoon.
The Star of Hope, lighted by
contributions for underprivileged children is gleaming atop the
Foley building on Main Street ,
plans are complete for the
home lighting contest, church
Christmas schedules have been
announced , and yule parties
abound in Wabasha this holiday week.

SANTA appeared in the local
stores Thursday and Friday
nights and will again greet his
customers in the stores tonight
and Tuesday night from 7 to 9.
The merchants have arranged
for free Tmovies at the Pem
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons at 12:30 and 2:30.
Stores will be open every evening until Christmas eve, when
they will close at 4 p.m.
The Star of Hope, an annual
project sponsored by the Jaycees, lights another bulb for
each dollar donated. Donations
may be mailed to Star of Hope,
Box 31, Wabasha , or given to
any Jaycee.
The Jaycees also are sponsoring a .Christmas home lighting contest again this year.
Chairman is Donald Yarolimek. Judging will be held between 6 and 10 p.m. Dec. 27.
Co-sponsor is Northern States
. Power Co.
Plans for Christmas programs and services are complete at Wabasha's four churches.
Oar -Redeemer Lutheran
Church, the Rev. Lawrence E.
LUlegard, pastor, presented its
annual Sunday school program
and pageant Sunday night. Robert Dose, son of James Pose
was narrator. Chirstmas matins will be held Christmas Day
at 9 a.m. Festival services are
scheduled for 9 a,m. Sunday. A
Communion service will be
held at 9 a.m. New Year's day.
Pastor Lillegard announced
that the Nelson 'Sunday school
program will be Wednesday at
8 p.m. at Grace Lutheran
Church there, with Christmas
matins, festival service and
Communion on New Year's day
at 10:30 a.m., instead of 9 a.m.
The Rev. George Spratt, rector of Grace Memorial Episcopal Church, announced Christmas Eve services at 11, with
worship at 10 a.m. Christmas
morning. The Sunday School
Christmas program was held
at the church at Sunday night
Bags of candy were distributed
to the children.
At the ' Sunday school program at United Church of
Christ, Rev. Alfred Ward, minister, the pageant, "The Prophecy," was presented Sunday
night Mary was portrayed by
Carol Arniton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gifford Arntson, and
Joseph by John St. Jacques, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter St. Jacque. Mrs. William C. Fischer,

ST. MICHAEL'S DEDICATION . . . The
Bev. Harold A. Essman, pastor oi St. Michael's Church and administrator and chaplain
of this Lutheran Home at Fountain City,
Wis., was just ready to begin the ceremony
Sunday afternoon when this picture was tak-

en in the chapel-dining room of the new
addition. From left, Alvin Scheidegger, board
of directors secretary; Curtis Ellefson, treasurer; Vincent Kammueller, vice president,
and John Putz. (Daily News photo)

Sunday school superintendent, [ CONGRESS MEETS JAN. 10
was in charge. Candlelight services will be held at 11:15
Christmas-Eve, conducted by
the Youth Fellowship with the
Rev. Robert Rollin, minister of
the Methodist church, Lake
City, as guest speaker.
Christmas masses at St. Felix Catholic Church, the Rt. WASHINGTON (AP)
- Can- interview he looked for no diviRev. Msgr. John Gengler, pas- gressional leaders are in gener- sion in Congress over foreign
tor, open with midnight Mass al agreement that the dominant policy.
Chirstmas Eve. Three other issue in the session convening "The people of the country
Masses are scheduled for Jan. 10 will be the Viet Nan- are united behind the President's leadership in foreign poliChristmas day, at 6:30, 7:30, war.
8:30 and 10 a.m. Confessions Sharing the spotlight in what cy, particularly in Viet Nam,"
will be held Wednesday irom may be a long and bitter session McCormack said.
7 to 8 p.m.; Thursday, $ to 5 will be labor legislation, the ad- McCormack said he believed
p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m., and Fri- ministration's "Great Society" major domestic issues would
day, 10:30 to ' 11:80 a.m. and programs and perhaps taxes.
center on legislation to increase
Many members took advan- and broaden minimum wage
3 to 5 p.m.
tage of the fall recess to visit
PUBLIC Christmas parties Viet Nam. They returned with coverage, improve the unemincluded one for the St. Eliza- conflicting opinions on how the ployment compensation probeth's Hospital senior citizens war is being conducted and gram and "to strengthen Amerby St. Felix Church parish their differing views should ica by carrying out important
programs enacted last year."
council Thursday afternoon at touch off sharp debate.
Another labor bill, the HouseKennedy Hall in the hospital ;
passed
measure to ban state
There
is
little
that
Congress
the annual Wabasha council,
Knights of Columbus, Christ- can do about how the wax is laws prohibiting union shop lamas p a r t yat St. Felix school being fought, except to ap- bor contracts, will be a sizzling
in the Senate. It was
Sunday for the children, the propriate money to foot tbe bill. issue
dropped in that branch this year
But
the
fact
that
it
is
being
senior Girl Scout party for the
after a short, but effective, filiWabasha County ARC children waged and is costing a lot of buster but is still alive.
money
will
be
reflected
in
conat the armory Dec. 12, and the
Plainview 4-H club party to sideration of noni-ilitary legisbe held at Kennedy Hall Tues- lation.
"One of the basic Issues."
day.
said Rep. Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan, House Republican
leader, "will be the need to> curtail nondefense programs. We
are face to face with the decision between guns and butter.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Pres- The war is real and we must
pay for it."
ident Johnson named a. new
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Tbe
deputy commander for U.S. "But, some other programs," White House said today Presiforces in Viet Nam today but Ford added in an interview, dent Johnson welcomes the latthe White House said this did "while perhaps worthy, do not est call by Pope Paul VI for
not indicate any major step to- have the same top priority. We peace in "Viet Nam and is doing
ward an expanded military must take a hard look at the all he can to bring that about.
'Great
Society'
buildup.
measures
The position, second to Gen. rammed through during the re- Press secretary Bill D. MoyWilliam C. Westmoreland, is a cent session. They are expen- ers, asked for official comment
new one. It will be filled by Lt. sive and will continue to be ex- on the Pope's endorsement SunGen. Jean E. .Engler, now com- pensive. We Republicans are day of the idea of a Christinas
mander of the U.S. Supply and going to try to cut down some of cease-fire, said :
"The President welcomes this
Maintenance Command in this unnecessary spending.
"We are going to solidly op- new expression by the Pope of
Washington.
Westmoreland heretofore has pose any new taxes," Ford said. the need for peace in the world
Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., and specifically in Southeast
had no No. 2 man.
chairman of the tax-writing Asia. He regards the Pope as
House Ways and Means Com- one of the great men of peace
mittee, took a somewhat similar and believes his concern for
stand on taxes.
peace is an indication that most
men
throughout the world want
Said Mils: "If federal govpeace."
ernment spending is held under
reasonable restraint, the growth Movers said nothing about the
of the economy will both make Viet Cong offer of a Christmas
possible and require periodic cease-fire but instead restated
the view that "we will talk untax reductions."
House Speaker John W- Mc- conditionally any time tbe other
Cormack, D-Mass., said in an side is ready."

Viet. Nam to Be
Dominating Issue

CORDLESS Carving for $24.85
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Don't le. tha radiator pop its top.

LET OUR FACTORY TRAINED
EXPERTS SAFETY
CHECK YOUR RADIATOR

Phona 9421 — Ask for Jack Roach!
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HwY . 61 A Orrln St. %p/ STATIONS

Winter Driving
Warning Issued

"T_____7^t_f_JM_H_l__pr l__

MADISON , Wis. UB-A trio of
troublesome factors were called to the attention of highway
users today as winter driving
conditions changed with the arrival of new snow and colder
weather.
Dan F. Schutz, Motor Vehicle
Department safety director,
identified the factors as: Reduced visibility, inadequate traction
and sudden t e m p e r a t u r e
changes
He suggested:
Keep windows, lights and directional signals clear of snow
and road dirt; have good tires
and brakes and avoid the grand
slam technique in stopping;
mindful that ice near the melting stage is much more slippery
than when temperatures are
near zero
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mads coaster brake.

KOLTER'S 'K.
SALES AND SERVICE
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Palmer, 317 Zumbro Sf\
Mrs. W. A. Th.icle , 517 Olmstead St.
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Humphrey said "we seek
peace and we seek it with a passion...and we shall persist...until
all of God's children have ttie
chance for freedom and the full

__
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WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING
AND REPAIRING RADIATORS!
A plugged or leaky radiator can mean loss of engine efficiency, costly repairs, a spoiled trip. Don't add more antifreeze this winter , let Bunke's Apco Station clean and repair
radiator.
¦your

"The Communists," the vice
president said, "reserve to
themselves the right to support
what they call 'wars of national
liberation ' which is Communist double talk for any effort
by Communists to seize power
by force of arms in any area
of the world they so will — any
hitherto free nation...
"President Johnson is seeking to show the Chinese Communists in particular — who have
a great deal more to learn than
their experienced Soviet counterparts — that war does not
pay."

BIKES IN ALL SIZES

a man with a profound sense of ____ >m /i „_ iMtjfl^Maitf'"'
public service, a man of probity, _ HP^^ __ .____ > -.. _ .* »- - "V_y
integrity and, above all, as a ^__ ¦T -9_EM?- )^/_fP_IJi____.
m\^
' 4tr& r'J i n \ P ™^yi ~___fi
man of peace."
Humphrey told Mr. Truman 2 ^a ^____
f i __
^ k%WM
that if anyone deserved commendation, "it is you."
^__fy^__ _ f^W-Y ^>3_r V*> Y^&tfflm*.

LBJ Welcomes
Pope's Call for
Viet Nam Peace

Vice Commander
For Viet Nam

BLEW YOUR TOP?

the weekend, Sheriff George L.
Fort reported today.
Everett Larson, rural Lamoille, Minn., called the sheriff
Saturday morning to report that
three young cattle had been
stolen from a barn on his "other" farm Friday night. Some
other cattle kept in the bam
had been let loose, Larson told
the sheriff.
Robert Wolter, Dakota, reported Sunday night that a calf
was taken from his "other"
farm, a mile west of Nodine,
sometime Sunday. The calf, a
5-month-old Holstein, weighed
about 200 pounds, Wolter said.
Larson is missing a 6-monthold black Angus and a 6-monthold, brownish - black Holstein,
both weighing from 250 to 300
pounds. Also stolen from Larson was an 85-pound, 1-week-old
Guernsey.
Sheriff Fort is investigating
the thefts. Clues include tire
tracks and footprints in the
fresh snow near the Wolter
barn.
¦
Pete Hens, sophomore soccer
player at Michigan State, played
for Greenwich, Conn., ffigh
when it won the 1962 state title.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP ) President Johnson is trying to
prove in Viet Nam that aggression doesn't pay, Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey said Sunday night.
Humphrey addressed about
500 at a dinner where he received the Harry S. Truman
commendation award for humanitarian service. The award
is made annually by the State
of Israel bond organization.
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Wlncrest Not Logical
_sif" _» Fnr Ter h Srnnol
WINCREST ADDITION fca» b—n -Digested lis a site for Winona 's new Area Vocalional-TcrhrtJcal School and , without debating certain short -term cost factors that
have been cited in support of this location ,
we feel that there are several significant
long-range aspects that should be considered carefully by those charged with the
responsibility of ultimate site selection.
This $14 million facility will be a major addition to the already notable educational resources of this community and it
jeems only logical that its location should
be such that the greatest benefits can be
realized from the investment made in its
construction. Frankly, we feel that school s
— just as churches, auditoriums, cultural
centers and other huildings that are an
integral part of community life — should
be seen, as well as used. We want to look
with pride at this newest extension of our
educational plant and we wa nt to show it
with pride to those who visit our city. This,
obviously, would not be as conveniently
possible we re the new school to be erected
on the blufflo p silo.
ASIDE

FROM

THIS pur sly aaithatic

aspect, there are economic implication., in
site selection. Without question the enrollment of 1 ,400 or more post-high school age
students in the new vocational-technical
school, a student body in part drawn from
far beyond Winona 's Immediate trade
area , will generate additional business activity In this city.
The new school should be located where
the needs of these students can be served
conveniently and efficiently by the business community. It also lias been shown
historically that when a new school is built
— and especially a- vocational or technical
school — that new business and service enterprises spring up in its locale; hopefully,
this bonus dividend on our educational investment might be realized at a location
from which the entire community might
realize the maximum benefits.
There are, of course, other practical
matters which would Indicate that Wincrest — a noteworthy and -needed residential development — would be something
less than desirable as a school site. There's
the problem of access, for instance; the
traffic problems that would emerge with
several hundred can using limited roadway facilities during peak hours of travel
to and from classes and the high cost of
construction required to adapt roads to the
swell in traffic.
The course In practical nursing will be
a part of the vocational-technical school's
curriculum and the school's location ideally should be conveniently located in respect to Community Memorial Hospital
where the student nurses take their practical training.
IN ALL, IT WOULD iMm that a mora
central , more easily accessible location
than Wlncrest should be selected as a
school site if we are to reap all of the benefits that this new tchool gives promise ot
providing.

Teachers Pay -When
A Reasonable Level?
(Mankato Fraa Press)

THIS MAY BE construed in soma quarters as heresy, but we are about to ask a
question concerning the salary of public
school teachers. When is it going to reach
a reasonable level?
Read any newspaper you choose, and
you 'll get the same story. The teachers
want more money. They don't want just
enough to match the increasing cost of living, if any. They seek a figure commensurate with their standing on the professional
ladder, this standing to be determined by
themselves.
This has been going on for years, and
for a long time with the full approval of
the public. Perhaps we now need what is
referred to in Intellectual language as reevaluation. We've got to figure out what a
teaching job is really worth.
THE TOUGH PART of tha n^gotiatlon*

the school boards go through every year is
that the teachers play one board against
another. Tlie teachers talk about the necessity for paying what are politely referred
to as competitive salaries. The threat is
veiled , but it is unmistakably clear. If the
teachers don't get what they 're asking
from one school system, they can always
go to another.
Nobod y wants to be cruel about this, but
what the teachers are worth, and what they
think they are worth, are not necessarily
one and the same. We need well-trained,
competent teachers, nnd the profession
must be attractive enough to enlist intellectually superior people. Tlie public long
has been cognizant of that fact , and has
done lis best to upgrade the incentives. The
question which now may he logically asked is simply, have we reached the desired
stage .
PERHAPS WHAT th« harried public
ought to have at this point Is a comparison of salaries by professions. Probably we
ought to determine what is being paid to
other people who need qualifications and
trainin g similar tn that of the teachers.
It is highly possible that we have gone
far enough In submitting to the gun-atyourliead approach and should st»rt determining our answers hy other methods.
If we continue permitting one school district to be played against anot her , there
is no telling what astronomical figures the
teachers ultimat ely will dream up.
And (_< H1 t.lial! wipe away all learn from
their eye*,—Revelation 11:4 ,

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

'MAYB E NEXT CHRISTMAS — EH?'

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WAvSHINGTON — The most significant development in world affairs today Is the appeal
that the United States has Just made to other
nations for help In fighting the Viet Nam war.
Two members of President Johnson's cabinet — the secretary of state and the secretary
of defense — have presented to the council of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization the blunt
facts about the big burden the United States
is carrying virtually alone,
The NATO treaty specifies that member
states will come to the aid of each other if
attacked by any European power, but Messrs.
Rusk and McNamara pointed out that the conquest of Asia by Communist regimes could be
the forerunner of wars to take over Europe as
well AS Latin America.

A DISI-VTEGRATION of the whole situation
In Southeast Asia , however, Is bound to encourage the Communist imperialists in both
Peiping and Moscow. This is why the mission
of Secretaries Rusk and McNamara can hardly be brushed aside as a perfunctory step in
diplomacy. For the United States cannot police
the world alone, and there is no other way to
do it except by an alliance of the free countries of Europe, bolstered by their big armiei
willing to go to Asia to thwart the Communists
at the Inception of their march rather than to
await their invasion of Western Europe,
So the world is confronted today with
a growing crisis, and It will not be overcome
by appeasement or "peace at any price" negotiations.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Glenn Cjuinn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Quinn, has been named "star chapter farmer"
ot the Winona Future Farmers of America.
"Christmas ln Song and Story" will he presented by the Lincoln School fourth grade for
the Know-Your-Public-Schools program.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . .. 1940
All officers were re-elected at the annual
dinner meeting of the Sugar Loaf Boy Scout
district council, as follows: Francis J. Vaughan,
chairman; J. L. Christopher, vice chairman;
H. L. Harrington , treasurer, and \ictor A. Gilbertson, commissioner.
An order for 100,000 pairs of barbed wire
handling gauntlet* for the Army was receiving by the Northwest Glove Co.

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1915

George W. Hesse has rented the place of Z.
Parrot on 2nd Street. He proposes to remodel
it and establish a restaurant.
One of the conspicuous results of the retreat of students of Cotter High School conducted by the Rev. Francis O'Neill , was tha
organization ol a branch of the Holy Name Society.

Seventy-Five Years Ago

. . . 1890

Turkeys, chickens, ducks and geese were
brought "into tho city in great numbers and
were eagerly bought by dealers ,
T. Slaven was elected president and D. F.
O'Brien , vice president, of the Winona branch
of the Catholic Knlchts of America,

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
J. II. Jones has recently opened a new stone
quarry on Ihe opposite side of the river, where
he finds material for building purposes superior lo that on this side.
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Gulf Between
Pakistan, U.S.

NATO Called on
For Viet Troops

THIS IS THE first Ume that spokesmen
for the United vStates have laid the Viet Nam
case on the line. Secretary McNamara analyzed the meaning of Red China's threat In Asia.
He said the Peiping regime will soon have nuclear material to make not only bombs for aircraft but missile warheads. He mentioned that
the Chinese Communists have a standing army
of 2.3 million men and huge reserves as well as
a large air force, with planes supplied by the
Soviet government. The secretary declared
that Red China has already "targeted" Thailand for future attack.
These realistic statements were made to
convince the NATO members that a world situation confronts them which transcends in importance their own preoccupation with Europe.
For, while Mr. McNamara didn 't say so, he
implied that, if the United States gets tied up
in Asia , it might be difficult for this country to
furnish all the military aid necessary should an
attack by Communists develop inside Europe.
UP TO NOW, though there has been some
token aid given in the Viet Nam war by other
countries, the United States has borne almost
the entire burden. The mission of Secretaries
Rusk and McNamara was designed to warn
NATO that the members had better start thinking of ways to strengthen the alliance rather
than talking about ways of weakening or decentralizing the whole defense mechanism.
It Is, unfortunately, not fully realized in tha
free countries of Europe that the people of
the United States are growing a bit dlsillusioned about the attitude heretofore taken by
lis allies toward rendering help in the Viet
Nam war. Europe 's aloofness could result in
the formation of a public opinion in this country favoring withdrawal of American forces
from Europe and transferring the full responsibility for defending that continent to the European members of NATO.

WASHINGTON CALLING

lm_w_tm

substitute for tha
f Editor '* HoU : This column will be isa on
vacation.)
Mr.
Child*
while
Marquis ChikU article
By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — No twist or turn in all the story of
the cold war has produced a more poignant meeting of
leaders than the meeting just concluded between President
Lyndon B. Johnson of the United States and President Mohammed Ayub Jftan of Pakistan.
It was a confrontation, in a world where small men
sometimes seem positively to teem and swarm, of two large
men with large and ardent purposes and demands and
equivalents robust faults. So it had within it almost everything that could be described as hopeless — a presently
To Your Good Health
insoluble clash of compelin
a
interests
ling national
w o r Id neither participant
has made; a wide division
upon the terrible issue of
Chinese military expansionism. And it had most everything wrong with it except
pettiness and hypocrisy and
mealy-mouthing.
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M JI.
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see
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mists who
Dear Dr. M o l n e r :
fectly blinding sunshine in
What
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sease? Has a cure been
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this
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found for it?-R. F.
ence, at its end, a positive
Dear Doctor: About
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plainly
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of now at any rate
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business with
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ism (overactive thyroid>,
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It features such symptoms
harm of India, a giant fact
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THE GREAT gulf is thereYes, indeed, there is effore not bridged upon Ayub
fective
treatment. The metbKhan's departure. So in a
od depends on age and other
:
flat sense the meeting was
factors. In some instances
a failure. All the same, if
antithyroid drugs slow down
in
a
it was a failure it was
the gland's activity to a
subtle sense a successful
suitable rate. In other cases
Johnfailure. For though
7 radioactive iodine does the
son and Ayub could hot
job. In still others, surgical
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removal of the gland is prehighest of policy matters,
ferable.
they could and did come
It is possible in soma
together as men no longer
cases for the remaining porseparated by 9,000 milestion of the thyroid gland to
They met at first in wary
become overactive, although
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the usual experience. When
They parted in less doubt,
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mutual liking.
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How can it be said that all
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Ayub Khan goes homo
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AT ALL events, ft was a
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dinner given by the one
for the other.
him he is a dreadful fellow
They looked each other in
as well as a wrong one.
the eye and each said to
EACH TO the other Is tothe other, and to the assemday undoubtedly what the
bled diners, what he
thought, without apology — . British, with their gift
sometimes for getting to
and, curiously, also without
the heart of the matter,
giving or taking offense .
would call a good bad-type.
It was a rare, big diploGood bad-types are ridden
macy of big fellows . Each
by determination, right
refused to hide behind the
enough, and they can fight
polite foreign office rhetoric
with total implacability. But
that ordinarily pervades
they are entirely free of
such occasions. Each acted
the rubbishy qualities of
as well upon the notion that
shrillness and sham and
it is quite possible to tell
pompous littleness.
a man in plain words that
ho is wrong without telling

Graves
Disease
Severe
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Chancellor Prefers
Washington to Texas

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - It was
a bit of a blow to LBJ's
famed hospitality that Chancellor Ludwig Erhard didn't
want to meet him again at
the Texas ranch. Their first
meeting in December 1963
took place at the ranch, and
Lady Bird had gone out of
her way to make the 'chancellor of Germany feel at
home.
She put a book on Erhard's bedside table, "Pioneers in God's Hills," describing the G e r m a n
colonization of Texas. She
had Pierre Salinger secure
the longest, fattest cigars.
She prepared quiche Lorraine a cheese custard pie,
one of the chancellor's favorites, and when he arrived
at the ranch house a big
picture of him was on the
front porch together with
the German greeting "Wilkomrnen."
During their talks the new
President of the United
States took the new chancellor of Germany deerwatching, for a tour in his
convertible, and to church
services where the pastor
preached in both English
and German.

PRIOR TO his present
trip, however, Erhard made
it clear that he didn't want
to go to Texas. He wanted
the additional press coverage of a formal visit at the
White House. That's what
he's getting now.
Johnson and Erhard know
each other quite well. They
have had four talks, and the
President almost feels as if
he could get along without
the interpreter. Erhard
speaks English
through
haltingly ; and Johnson used
to speak German as a boy
but has forgotten most of it.
So they will rely on an interpreter, which handicaps
the President because he
likes to deal in direct, persuasive, personal conversation.
Erhard not only likes the
President, but Is gratefu l
to Johnson for his support ,
which has gone much further than most people realize. In the summer of 19f>4 ,
when Erhard was having
trouble inside his own
Christ inn Democratic party ,
LB.1 enme to his rescue,
THE INCIDENT occurred
after President De Gaulle
had called on the new chancellor, found him rather
vagtw about German-French
relations, and not as cooperation as his predecessor, Konrad Adenauer. When
De Gaulle later reported
this to Adenauer, there was
THE WIZARD OF ID

criticism inside the party
and Erhard was asked to
attend a party meeting in
Munich to report on bis behavior.
Prior to the meeting, Erhard seemed worried. When
he entered the room, however, he was cocky.
There was good reason.
For the new chancellor
pulled a letter from his
pocket from Lyndon Johnson stressing the joint aims
of the United States and
Germany.
That ended the intraparty rebellion.
Today, six months later,
Erhard faces new pressures
at home — chiefly the demand that Germany now be
admitted to the nuclear
club. More and more, Germans are arguing that their
country is no longer an exenemy, that it has done its
part in upholding the democratic defense of Western
Europe, that it now has the
largest army supporting
8
NATO.
ON THE other hand,
smaller NATO countries,
once overrun by Nazi armies , are worried over the
possibility of renewed Nazi
militarism. This worry is
shared by many Americans
who point to the fact that
two former Nazis are members of the Erhard cabinet
and that three convicted war

criminals are now operating
the old I. G. Farben cartel.
They are:
Heurich Buetefisch, sentenced to six years at Nuremberg.
Dr. Otto .Ambrose, sentenced to eight years.
Walter Duerfels, also sentenced to eight years.
Despite their convictions,
•11 three are now high up in
the direction of German industry.
These were some of the
reasons why President Johnson has already sidetracked
the multinuclear force aimed at sharing nuclear
weapons with Germany.
And on this trip Chancellor Erhard vdll renew his
plea but will probably ba
disappointed again. It's reported that the chancellor
will offer to send German
troops to Viet Nam in return for nuclear weapons.
But, tempting as this would
be to LBJ — now on the
verge of sending 200,000
more U.S. troops to the Far
East — it will probably be
declined.
THE CHANCELLOR will
have to be content with a
White House after-dinner
show giving thanks to Germany for its contributions
to Christmas.
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"It's so hard to decide which cruise to take . . . all
your ships' captains are darling!"
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Wisconsin Auto
Deaths Close
To 1 000-Mark

Toys Donated
To Orphans

$5,419, Tom Dwye* of suburban
Delwood, chairman of the fund
ping season ended Saturday as
committee, announced Sunday. Soo Locks Closed;
the Soo Locks closed until April
Dwyer, Delwood City clerk,
said the committee was still Shipping Season Ends 1 next year. The last ship to
clear Lake Superior was tho
receiving donations.
A similar driva in Grafton SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich. Canadian grain carrier Sir
(AB—The upper Great Lakes ship- James Dunn.
collected $12,000.
¦
ST. LOUIS (AP)-Toys, candy
and cookies donated by St. Louis Humphrey Heads U.S.
area residents have been sent
to the 11 children of Mr. and Philippine Deleaation
Mrs. Marvin Harlow in Grafton, WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
N.D., for their Christmas.
President Hubert H. Humphrey
MR and Mrs . Harlow were will head the American delegakilled in an automobile accident tion at the Dec. 30 inauguration
last July, leaving seven boys of Philippine President-elect
and four girls ranging in age Ferdinand Marcoe.
"Top Quality Fuel Oil"
from 1V_ to 17.
Two other U.S. representaThe children also are getting tives will be named after conor by tha ton
new sets of clothes from a St. sultation between Humphrey
Louis clothing manufacturer. and President Johnson, the
A fund drive started when the White House announced SaturHarlots were killed has reached day .

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wisconsin's traffic toll closed
in on the grim 1,000-dead mark
for the second straight year as
nine persons were killed in
weekend crashes.
Among the victims Sunday
were two Beltqt teen-agers, a
man walking home from
church, a college student, and
a young mother who froze to
death.
The year-long fatality list
mounted to 982.
It compared with 1,036 on the
same day last year when the
final figure eventually reached
a record 1,059 deaths. The
1964 count passed 1,000 on Dec.
7.

Steven Bonafede , 18, and Dennis Porter, 18, both of Beloit,
were killed Sunday when their
auto smashed into the abutment
of an overpass on Interstate 90
two miles south of Janesville.
Charlotte Warrick, 18, Jenkintown, Pa., remained in critical
condition at a Janesville hospital early today.
A pedestrian, Andro Shimo,
83, who was walking home from
a church meeting, was struck
and killed by a car as he crossed a Kenosha intersection Sunday night. It was Kenosha's
first traffic fatality in 307 days.
Pan] G. Case, 19, Milwaukee,
a student at Ripon College, died
Sunday when his car crashed
into a tree along Highway 23 in
the town of Rosendale in Fond
du Lac County.
The body of Mrs. Sharon Glaser, 26, Prairie Farm, was
found on the bank of Turtle
Creek west of Prairie Farm in
Barron County Sunday about
four hours after her car had
plunged down an embankment
and landed on its top in the icy
stream.
Authorities said .Mrs- Glaser
evidently escaped from the
flooded car but collapsed as
she climbed the steep bank and
died of overexposure. Her hus-
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Highways 3S-53 at the North Entrance to Hoi man, Wis.

to explain the low attendance, a spokesman
said that Santas in stores may be a factor:
"I believe one store had Santa in October."
(Daily News photo)

FLYING SANTA . . . The Goodview Lions
Club flew Santa in Sunday afternoon, but
only some SO children were there to see him
and receive his gift (a candy cane). Asked
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band found the body as he ]|S**^F
searched for her. She was the
mother of four children.
£
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Michael Halko, 45, Chicago,
111., died in a Milwaukee hospital Saturday night sis hours
after his car plunged down a
22-foot embankment at the entrance to an overpass.
Burdette L. Kimball, 26, of
near Zenda, died in a two-car
crash on Highway 50 east of
Delavan Saturday.
Robert Radichel, 17, of rural
Elkhorn, was killed Saturday
when Ms car struck a tree on
Highway 11-15 east of Delavan.
Mrs. John Van Doors, 41, of
rural Green Bay, was fatally
injured when her car struck a
utility pole near Green Bay
Saturday.
Not counted in the weekend
toll was the death Saturday of
Gillie McCIure, 76, Milwaukee,
who was struck by a car Oct. 8.
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GRAND OPENING HOURS:
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THOUSAND OAKS, Calif.
(AP) — Among Christmas lists
for Santa Claus, Steven Kilgore's is a classic.
If it doesn't stupefy poor old
St. Nick, it'll make him bankrupt.
The request from the 6-yearold:
A cowboy suit, cowboy hat,
gun, boots, holster, horse, corral, barn, hay and 10 acres of
land to ride about on.
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shirt va 1 u es going!
Choose from handsome,
Dacron® polyester cottons, cotton plaids, herringbone weaves , more!
Button - down , regular
collars, long sleeves.
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Three Gro ups Open
Redistriding Probes

one of the most complex un- man 's Telstar. Like three other
Titan 3 Set
manned space missions ever Oscar satellites which preceded The two communications sat- effect of natural radiation on
planned.
it , Oscar 4 was built by the ellites, developed by the Lin- living tissue.
Riding on the nose of the American Radio Relay League, coln Laboratory of the Massa- The mission will be one of tha
Id Fire Four
three-legged booster, the na- a group of space engineers chusetts Institute of Technology most complicated ever undertion's most powerful rocket now whose hobby la ham radio.
and named Les 3 and Les 4, are taken, lasting some six hourj
in use, 'will be two experimental
Oscar stands for Orbiting Sat- designed to test devices for fu- and involving over 150 events.
Orbiting Vehicles satellite
communications satellites, a ellite Carrying Amateur Radio. ture military defense communi- The four satellites — which
which will study activi- Oscar 4 is a complete radio fre- cations satellite systems.
make the entire payload weigh
the equator Tuesday to ellmai called Oscar 4, Is sort of a poor

CAPE KENNEDY . Fla. (AP) ties of the sun aid a fourth sat— A triple-barreled Air Force ellite for ham radio operators.
Titan 3 is
Liftoff is scheduled for 4 a.ni.
ST. PAUL (AP) _ Three to the federal court if the gov- sion and the case goes to the separate scheduled to kick four ( EST).
satellites into an orbit
]|
groups have launched studies exnor fails to call a special ses- '1 judges .
more than 20,000 miles above
The amateur radio satellite,
into ways to break the stalemate over legislative reapportionment in Minnesota, but none
is likely to come up with any
answers for the next couple of
weeks.
The Senate Elections Committee is the latest to begin its
deliberations. It met Saturday
at the Capitol and concluded
that its best avenue of approach
may be to go back to its original
bill presented during the 1965
session of the legislature.
The House Elections Committee and the Governor's Bipartisan Reapportionment Committee began their work last
Friday.

quency transmitter capable of
simultaneously receiving voice The na • atadying satellite,
and telegraph signals at 144 called OV2-3, will carry 15 exmegacycles and retransmitting periments, the Air Force said,
including various tests of the
them at 432 megacycles.

931 pounds — will be placed in
space so they hover above the
equator more than 20,000 miles
over Galapagos Island, west oi
Peru.

Tempo MADEFOR GIVING!
FAMOUS CORONADO HOME ENTERTAINERS
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Nobody know s what will come
of their separate efforts .
As matters now stand, Gov.
Karl Rolvaag is adamant about
not calling a special session ol
the legislature until Conservative leaders of the legislature
agree to "guidelines" for a special session.
The
Conservatives
won't
agree because they say the
governor is trying to dictate the
;
tenns, and it is the legislature's
business to redistrict, not the
governor's.
Tbe third party in the hassle
is a group of suburban Minneapolis officials who have gone
to the courts and want Federal
Court to do the job of reapportioning the state's legislative
districts.

M M Ma-MkaM_______ _______ ________ >

Bcrgcmd suggested Ihe committee might investigate the
legal basis for such actions.
Another new Idea came from
Sen. Mel Hansen , Minneapolis
conservative , who said a special
session ordered by federal court
might consider a constitutional
amendment to take the veto
power from the governor In redistricting cases. He would not
press that idea if the governor
were to call a special session
on his own, however, Hansen
said.
A group ol legisl ators had
challenged Rolvang 's right to
veto the regular session reapportionment bill, but lost in a
State Supreme Court decision
last month.
Zwach said tbe Senate committee might present a new bill

Swift Sales
Up Earnings
For '65 Down

______

Sales for the fiscal year ended
Oct 30 totaled $2 ,750,956,717,
compared with $2,611,(145,077 for
-964.
, ,
Swift Chairman Porter Jarvls
and R. W. lteheker , president
of the company, said both fresh
pork and processed meat departments had poor results dine
chiefly In souring live nog
prices. They added that the
"combined results of food de-partments were profitable ana
beef earnings were hig her.
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' 4-INCH ELECTRIC DRILL

)
CHICAGO (AP) - Swift 4 .i ' . . , ". . .
dollar sale,

Co. reported record
for 1S65 Sunday, but lower earnings for the year.
Consolidated net earnings for
this year were $16,350,888, or
$2 70 a share, compared jwith
$25,294,331, or . 4.17 a share , for

_____

Regular $729.95

The Senate Elections Committee took no action Saturday, but
Majority Leader John Zwach
said after the meeting was over
that he believes his committee
may wind up drafting a bill similar to the one it approved in
the last session , This bill was
changed before the House accepted it. Rolvaag vetoed the
final version.
The Senate group is asking
the Legislative Research Committee to analyze its original
bill, along with one proposed by
Edina Conservative Sen. Alf
Bergerud.
Senators also asked Sen. Robert Dunlap, Rochester conservative, to distribute to them data
from the University of Minnesota law library about reapportionment actions in other states.
Both studies are to include
figures on percentages the districts vary from ideal population size. Those percentages are
one subject which would be before a three-judge federal court
that ordered the Minnesota redistricting if it also is called
upon to.pass on a nev. law.
The court is to be asked next
month by a suburban Minneapolis group which pressed the
original case to take the whole
redistricting job from the legislature and perform the task itself.
Sen. Donald Sinclair , Stephen
conservative, injected one new
possibility Saturday, saying federal courts in three or four other
states had ordered governors to
call Special sessions of the legislatures to pass reapportionment bills.
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GRIN AND BEAR IT

Grenade Hurled
At Truckload
Of U.S. Soldiers

SAIGON, South Vict Nam
(AP)—Tbe Viet Cong gave Saigon a day of rest from terrorism on the fifth anniversary of
their National Liberation Front
today but renewed their violence
at nightfall.
A terrorist hurled a grenade
at a truckload of U.S. soldiers
after dark as the vehicle passed
over a bridge on (he northern
outskirts of the city en route to
a U.S. base.
The grenade bounced off the
rear of the truck and exploded
in the street, injuring only one
American, police said.
The Incident occurred despite
the tightest security in years in
the city of more than 1.4 million
to guard against any major
birthday incident. Officials said
the wave of terrorism could
continue until the new year.
, The Communists took no holiday in tbe field.
Two Viet Cong companies attacked two outposts of the Tuyen Nhon Special Forces camp in
the Plain of Reeds 40 miles west
of Saigon. The U. S.-advised
government forces threw back
the Communists with tactical
air support and claimed 29 Viet
Cong killed.
Twelve miles farther west, battalions of South Vietnamese regional troopers slammed into a
Viet Cong hideout, killing 2.
Communists and destroying 30
tampans and 53 buildings,
Spokesmen reported. The attack
ore. also captured 12 sampans
and found more than 100 gre-

Farm Programs
Open to April 1
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"Graof isovn, rtmnl Wa 'vm receivedo large research grant
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incident a day in the Saigon rice valley 350 miles northeast
of Saigon.
area.
The National Liberation Front
was founded In I960 under Communist leadership to give- the
growing guerrilla insurgency a
political organizat ion.
A Viet Cong call on Saigonese
to observe 15 minutes of silence
Sunday to protest the war
passed unheeded as traffic
flowed and business continued
uninterrupted.
"It was a flop, a fiasco ," commented a U.S. official .
The only terrorist action took
place on the outskirts when a
Viet Cong cyclist hurled a grenade at a police station,
wounding six policemen. Police
gunfire killed the terrorist.
In a flareup of action at the
start of Christmas week , the
U.S . 1st Cavalry, Airmobile,
Division fought a Communist
battalion 12 miles northwest of
the coastal town of Qui Nhon,
about 265 miles northeast of Saigon.
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Just 30 miles east of Saigon,
tht) 173rd Airborne Brigade
Joined with the 1st Infantry Division to seek out and destroy a
hard-core Viet Cong unit in a
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joint operation called "Smash."
Strengthened by South Vietnamese and Australian troops,
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Moving into the Communist
Operation
Smash
c a m p,
claimed an early count of 16
Viet Cong dead, 4 captured and
20 suspects detained. The Aussies destroyed a large store of
Viet Cong rice.
In Death Valley south of Da
Nang, U.S. Marines collided
with 400 Communist troops Saturday, breaking a lull in Operation Harvest Moon, which began
Dec. 8 to trap a large Viet Cong
force. The Marines said 103
Reds were killed in the latest
encounter in the 20-mile-Iong

The Marine* and South Vietnamese troops claimed to have
killed 1,200 Communists earlier
in the sweep with ground and
air attacks.
In Pleiku, South Vietnamese
military officials announced
they have quelled the latest
uprising against the Saigon government by anti-Communist
Montaguards, mountain tribesmen seeking autonomy In five
central highland provinces. The
officials said some of the tribesmen surrendered voluntarily
after a brief revolt, while others
were captured. Ringleaders will
be punished, the officials said.

Battle Hurts
Dominican
Peace Efforts
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deep acrylic pile collar. Waterproof rubber uppers,
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Shooting could be heard In.
scattered parts of the capital
late into the night. IAPF
sources said none of the shooting involved the hemisphere
army that was organised and
brought here in early May to
help forgo a peace in the Dominican revolution.
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DULUTH (AP) - A young
Duluth woman remains in critical condition in a local hospital
today after suffering carbon
monoxide poisoning Saturday
night. Her male companion died
in their parked car.
Police identified the dead man
as Clyde R. B«rgren, 24, Du-

luth. Hospitalized is Miss Diana
J, Hansen, also 24.
A deputy St. Louis County
coroner said the pair were victims of a broken exhaust pipe
under Bergren's car which allowed fumes to rise into the car
as it was parked in north Duluth.
¦
Anaheim Stadium, new home
of the California Angels of the
Amercian League, will cost $24
million.

Outfit the family for winter—say "Charge it"

SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic (AP ) — The precarious peace efforts in the Dominican Republic appeared today to have been dealt a shattering setback by a battle between army troops and former
rebels.
At least 13 persons were believed killed in two shooting incidents Sunday. Twelve were
reported killed in a six-hour battle that raged around a hotel on
the outskirts of Santiago, the
country's No. 2 city.
There were conflicting reports
on the cause of the battle that
pitched army tanks against an
estimated 125 former rebels barricaded in the rambling, twostory Hotel Malum. Shooting
ended following the arrival of
150 U.S. paratroopers of the
Inter-American Peace Force.
The violence spread to Santo
Domingo, 120 miles to the south,
where a policeman was disarmed and fatally shot through
the head by a member of an
angry pro-rebel mob, one of
many roaming the littered
downtown streets.
The tensions and threats by
civilians in Santo Domingo to
bring out hidden weapons
prompted the IAPF to reinforce
its small garrisons in the former rebel territory downtown.

Monoxide Victim
Still Critical
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went down after

being hit by ground fire. The
pilot ejected 45 miles south of
Haiphong, North Viet Nam's
major port, and was picked up
by an amphibious rescue plane.
A small U. S. Army observation plane collided with a South
Vietnamese single-engine aircraft on a support mission 27
miles south of Da Nang, killing
both two-man crews.
Over the weekend, U. S.
Marines and Army men marked
the Viet Cong birthday by killing nearly 200 Communists in
three clashes with sizeable Viet
Cong forces.
With U.S. military personnel
restricted to quarters by a duskto-dawn curfew, Saigon passed
through the night without incident. A heavy guard patrolled
the area of the U.S. Embassy
and the U.S. Information Service office, both potential prime
targets for "Viet Cong birthday
violence.
In the last six days, the Communists have staged at least an

( ASC) determines Its county offices are ready.
It also says the signup deadline will be extended two weeks
—to April 15 in 13 states including North Dakota , Wisconsin,
Minnesota and South Dakota.
Signup for the cropland adjustment program will begin not
later than Jan. 31, but may begin earlier if the ACS committee desires. The signup deadline
for this program will be set

WASHINGTON (AP ) — Fanners in most states may enroll in
the agriculture department's
1966 wheat, feed grain and cotton programs between Jan. 31
and April 1.
However, the department says
signups may begin earlier, at
any time a State Agricultural
and Stabilization Committee later.

nades and a dozen weapons.
With an improvement in the
weather , U. S. warplanes ended
a two-day lull in ihe raids on
North Vict Nam. Air Force F10.r>
Thundcrchiefs dropped 49 tons
of bombs and rockets on the
Bac Can highway bridge 75
miles north of Hanoi , spokesmen said. Pilots reported two
spans down, a third damaged
and damage to six antiaircraft
positions nearby that protect the
strategic supply route from Red
China.
One Kin.,
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Together , tlicy are the ..li ghtest note of good cheer for the holiday season .
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All the Ai-i.-ilc-in.s are working on tt technical nid project
initiated hy Texas A&M University at the School of Superior
Agricultural Studies nojir Santiago.
Commodore Francisco Rivera
Caminero, tho armed forces
secretary , said the rebels start ed the battle by firing on army
patrols .
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Holy Trinity
Students Give
Advent Program

JEANNE MARIE PESHON'S engagement to
Thomas W. Lueck is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peshon, Minneiska, Minn. Mr.
Lueck is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lueck, 367
VT. Mark St. The wedding will be Jan. 15 at Minneiska.

MR. AND MRS. ROGER SMITH are at home at 45M7th
Ave., Goodview, following their Nov. 27 wedding at Central
Methodist Church. The Rev. Roger Lynn received their vows.
Miss Leora Smith, Dakota, Minn., sister of the groom, was
maid of honor and Terry Brugger, brother of the bride, best
man. A reception was held at the Winona Athletic Club.
The bride is the former Miss Sandra Brugger, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brugger, 915-40th Ave., Goodview. Her
husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs. "Wilmer Smith, Dakota.
Both are graduates of Winona Senior High School. The bride
also is a graduate of Harding's School of Beauty. She is employed at the SS. Kresge Co. The groom works for Hetnker
Transport Co. , Rushford. ( Durfey Studios)
OPEN HOUSE CANCELED
Festival of Carols
Minnesota City, Minn. - The Highlights Party
open house celebration scheduled for Sundayto honor Mr. and For Secretaries
Mrs. Ray Dearer on their silver wedding anniversary has A "Festival of Carols" highbeen canceled due to the death lighted tha evening when stuof Mr. Denzer's father.
dents of the Winona Secretarial School were entertained at
the annual Christmas candleFOR THE
J|§k light dinner at The Oaks. Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Schemecker
were hosts.
The Singing Secretaries, directed by Mrs. Hubert Weir,
presented a program of carols
from many lands. Mrs:. Weir
• Pcrmantnt Waving
a resume of the origin of
Save
Shaping
•
le
carol
and introduced a trio
Cutting
of
All
Hah*
Type*
•
composed
of Joyce Gulbransen,
• Lattit Methods in Styling
Jan
Lebahken
and Sandra
CALL RICHARD . . .
Cram, who sang "Green Cathedral," by Carl Hahn, in honor
of
Mrs. Schemecker.
422 Center St.
Phon* 5641
Soloist for the chorus is Miss
Official Member of the Hair
Joyce Gulbransen. The group
Fashion Guild of America
was accompanied by Mrs. Jo-

BEST IN

HAIR
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CARE .. . l|8f

Center Beauty Salon

ROLLINGSTONE, Minn. <Speciaol) — Holy Trinity grade and
high schools presented an Advent-Christmas program Sunday evening.
Beginning with tbe theme of
yearning in "Prophecy and Fulfillment," the high school students sang "Come Set Us Free,
O Saving Light," and continued
throughout with song to set the
stage for the theme of fulfillment and celebration interpreted by the grade school children. By way of illustration, silhouette scenes were presented
within a frame on the stage depicting the cry of God's people
for redemption, the promises
given through His prophets and
the fulfillment of these same
promises in the coming of
Christ.
Following the Advent preparation program, grades one
through eight sang Christmas
songs. They also gave tableaus
depicting the family, the place
of the Christmas tree, and a
dramatization of "The Twelve
Days of Christmas." Interspersed among these were scenes
emphasinzing the true meaning
of Christmas in the coming of
the Christ Child. The tableau
was placed within the wooden
frame on stage, thus enhancing the overall effect of the
theme "The Windows of Christinas." Accompanying the tableau in song was the grade
school chorus. A narrative was
provided by Faye Speltz.
Mas Jonelle 'Millam, Winona,
directed the high school chorus
and Miss Barbara Speltz, Rollingstone, was pianist. Lighting
was provided under the direction of James O'Toole. Sister M.
Mlchon directed the grade
school performance.

Central Junior
High School
Concert Slated
The annual Christmas program will be presented at Central Junior High School Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the school auditorium. Taking part will be the Winona Junior High School Orchestra, the Central Junior High
School Choir and a first semester seventh grade chorus.
Selections to be presented by
the junior high orchestra include: "Merry Men and Maids,"
Handel; "A Liltin' Latin," Muller; "Bratislaus ," Holesousky;
"Bring a Torch, Jeanette, Isabella," French carol, and
•What Child is This" English
carol;
S e v e n t h grade chorus:
"Christmas Greeting," Valentine; "Dona Nobis Pacem,"
Anonymous; "Christmas Bells, "
Gibb; 'Lullaby on Christmas
Eve," Christiansen, and "Jingle
Bells," Pierpont;
Central Junior High School
Choir: "Sing Noel," French
carol; "Still, Still, Still," Austrian carol ; "Fum, Fum, Fum,"
Spanish Carol; "The Birthday of
a King," Neidlinger; "Silver
bells," American, and "Christmas was Meant for Children,"
American;
Choir and orchestra : "0
Come, All Ye Faithful," Reading; "Silent Night," Grubef ,
and "Joy to the World," Handel
The orchestra is under the direction of John D. Wood; the
choral music, under the direction of John D. Wood; the choral music, under the direction of
John R. Duel, and the accompanist is Sharon Herzberg.
The public is invited. There
is no charge.
seph Orlowski.
The chorus includes: Donna
Busitsky, Gloria Evanson, Judy
Noggle, Sue Schroeder, Kathy
Hanson, Clarice Brietwlck , Sheila Fleming, Kathy Kaiser, Judy
Christopher, Mary Ellen Gerke,
Louise Eversman, Mary Lou
Betz, Kathy Holte, Chris Nickolson, Anita Thomack. Sandra
Cram, Jan Lebahken , Eileen
Langland, Ha Mae Johnson,
Sherry Peterson, Marilyn Helgerson, Eleanor Thorson, Nancy Robiezek, Beverly Klees,
Connie Hall, Elaine Rustad,
Carol Beffa, Pat Cosgriff. Kay
Kallls and Karen Dahlherg.
Miss Ellen Allan, chairman
of the student activity committee, was in charge of general
arrangements for the dinner.

For her bath beautiful...

Car Rolls Over
Near Lake City;
Injury Slight

NEW KNIGHT . . . Alfred J. Bambenek,
right, new Knight of St. Gregory, Is shown
with Karl Conrad, left, another Knight, and

at Togs 'n Toys

Carl J. Lomen
CALEDONIA, Minn. -Carl
J. Lomen, famed Alaska reindeer man, is the author of
"Fifty Years ln Alaska" on
which a story of the reindeer
in the Sunday Daily News was
based.
Mr. Lomen, born in Caledonia
in 1880, published his book in
1954. This picture was taken for
his book. He died in Seattle,
Wash., Aug. IS. He was a trustee of the Museum of History and Industry and the Pioneers of Alaska and Explorers
Club of New York.
He was to have come to Caledonia's centennial in 1955 but
became ill shortly before and
was unable to make the trip.
¦

Fishing at Mondovi

ue working for the cause of
higher education.
Mrs. Bambenek was awarded
the Bishop Fitzgerald Medal for
"outstanding charitable works
particularly amonfe the young
people of the urea."
¦

Bemidji Man
Killed in Crash
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pretly chin' 8hc11 ** cuddly I
aad warm in her provincial ,'

Print cotton flannel granny
I
gown' I'on*f ,leeves Md T^'
VINCEWNES, Ind. (AP) - A H
one-car accident on an icy high- £
fled hem complete this welway bridge 12 miles south of
come gift ! Sizes 4-14.
here Sunday killed Robert Kunz, 8
37, of Bemidji, Minn., and critically injured his 8-year-old son,
Lawrence.
.
Also Available
State police said the Kunz car, g
Boys' and Girls' Pajamas—$3.00 up
going south on U.S. 41, skidded 8j
on the White River bridge, hit
a divider strip and then crashed
through a guard rail.
Mrs. Donna Mae Kunz, S7,
wife of the victim, who was
driving, was not injured. Kunz
L
died several hours after the accident in Good Samaritan Hos4th and Main
Phon* 2697
pital here, where the son was |
listed in critical condition.
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HARMONY HONOR
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)Students at Harmony H i g h
School attaining the __ honor
roll at the end of the first quarter of school were Diane Bergey, Luann Brenna, Sharon Casterton, Richard Ellis, Susan
Hegtvedt, Merilee Martin, Julie Miller, Robert Leistikow,
Pamella Miller, Joanne Hosting
and Teresa Nelson.
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MONDOVI, "Wis. (Special) Tbe Mondovi Conservation Club
will sponsor its annual fishing
contest Feb. 6 on Mirror Lake.
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WHS Student
Council to
Sponsor Party
The Winona High School Student Council will sponsor the
annual Christmas party for students and alumni Wednesday in
the high school cafeteria from
8:30 to 11 p.m.
Two combos, the Ferraris and
the Men of I .ote, will play a
variety of music for dancing. A
surprise guest will be introduced.
Refreshments will be prepared and served by student council members.
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Handbags .

WEAVER GAR
WEAVER, Minn. (Special) —
The Grand Army of the Republic held its December meeting
at the Gllmore Olson home.
Mrs. Victor Holland was assistant hostess. A memorial service was held for the late Arvilla Hoffmai? and the charter
draped in her honor. A noon
meal waa served.
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Caledonia Native Bambenek Invested I
Was Deer Man As St. Gregory Knight
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- a gift to delight her,
In any of Fabarga'a
{our famous fashion fragrances:
cloud-aoft Bath Powder
with huge, delectably coloured
lamb's wool ballet puff - gift-boxed
with finger-touch Cologne Spray

11 7 WEST THIRD STREEf

WABASHA, Minn. (Special ) A rural Lake City man escaped
with a bruised ankle when his
car turned onto its top after
traveling 198 feet out of control
Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
John Vising, 21, was driving
on Wabasha County Road 4, 2Va PEPIN ROADS SANDED
miles southeast of Lake City.
DURAIND, Wis. (Special) —
On a curve he met a car which
was over the center line, ac- Pepin County highway depart*
cording to Deputy Robert Loech- ment crews were called out Sunler. Vinirig turned left to avoid day night to start sanding tha
h itting the other vehicle, lost highways, which got slippery
control, went crossways on the from the first snow of the seahighway 108 feet, then forward son. Durand city crews sanded
90 feet, and rolled onto its top. this morning in spots that got
The driver of the other car slippery from packed snow.
£,ii»-xa.^M.Hw_»mraj&_3g^

the Most Rev. Edward A. Fitzgerald, Catholic bishop of Winona. (Daily News photo)

The Most Rev. George Speltz,
auxiliary bishop of the Catholic
diocese of Winona, was celebrant of the Mass when one of
his parishioners, Alfred J. Bambenek,. 1was invested into the
pontificial order of St. Gregory
at St. Mary's College Sunday
morning.
The investiture was by the
Most Rev. Edward A. Fitzgerald, bishop.
The order dates back centuries when popes were temporal
as well as spiritual forces in the
world.
The ceremony included reading of the paper decree conferring the distinction on Bambenek, who has been active in support of the Christian Brothers
and St. Mary's College.
At a dinner following the
ceremony, Bambenek thanked
his family and friends for their
loyalty and gave special recognition to the Christian Brothers
and Sister Camille, president of
the College of Saint Teresa.
He said he intended to contin-

didn't stop. Vining's 1960 car
was a total wreck.
Buss Schoenbeck, Minneapolis,
arrested on complaint of Ridley's Motel , Wabasha, for not
paying a bill for a period when
he stayed there, pleaded guilty
before Judge Kenneth Kalbrenjier in municipal court Thursday. He was ordered to make
restitution and was fined $23, of
-which $10 was suspended. He
paid $15.
¦
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BROWN DRUG
117 WEST THIRD STREET
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4%on passbook savings

I

MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA !

II
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This glvai you an annual ratom of $4.04 for every
$100 left on dapoiit f«r a full y«ar. Thli g»n«rou»
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dividend I
I availcbU in Winona only at Fidelity on
potabook tavlngt. Open an account tomorrow.
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PATROL DOESN'T HAMPER HARVEST . . .
Despite presence of a U.S. patrol passing by last
week, a Vietnamese woman continues scooping
up rice from straw mat laid atop dirt road -west of

Ben Cat, 30 miles north of Saigon. The area is Viet
Cong-controlled and so are most peasants. (AP
,
Photofax)

AERIAL VIEW OF DERAILED TRAIN . . .
This New York Central train , the Ohio State Limited, derailment jus t north of Columbus, Ohio, Saturday when the train atruck a heavy piece cf

highway construction equipment at a crossing,
killing the driver. About 25 persons were treated
for injuries , none reported as serious. (AP Photofax)
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MINNESOTA OFFICIALS AT COMMISSIONING . . . Capt. Mark G. Tremabe, center, skipper
of the USS Duluth, shakes hands with two Minnesota officials at commissioning ceremonies of the •

amphibious transport dock ship ia New York's
Brooklyn Navy Yard. At left is George D. Johnson,
mayor of Duluth, At right is Minnesota Gov. Karl
F. Rolvaag. (AP Photofax)
/

SINGING DOCTORS . .. Singing parodies on
the life and work of their own medical profession,
six doctors from the Springfield , Mo., area have
gained national attention and sold over 39,000
alburns of their recorded "Medical Hit Parade.."

The proceeds have provided scholarshi ps for 42
medical students. Members of the vocal group
are Drs. (front , left to right) Harold Lurie , James
Brown and Fred Collier, (back) Charles Lockhart,
F. T. H'Doubler Jr., and Don Gose. (AP Photofax)
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DANCE TO IOUIS SCHUfH BAND
Saturday Night «t in. Oaki
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Big City Leaders
Deny Surrender
To Crime Groups

*_T'STH6 WA0OM WITH TWfe 5U6TEO
WHEEL HE 8R0DSI .rME/>|srYBA_2|*
BIG GEORGE

"I take it the traffic was rough today."
APARTMENT 3-G

By JERRY BUCK
NEW YORK (AP) - Leadera
of some of the nation's largest
cities disagreed today with a
Republican charge that zooming
crime rates can ba traced to a
surrender to criminals by bigcity political machines.
A panel of top Republicans, in
a report issued Sunday night in
Washington s a i d municipal
leaders "have, in effect, confessed that criminals, not the police, lawlessness, not the law,
are In control."
"Insofar aa surrendering to
the criminal is concerned, we've
done the opposite," said a
spokesman for Mayor Jerome
P. Cavaaagh of Detroit, a political independent.
"Obviously, New York is not
one of the cities they have in
mind," said a spokesman for
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, a
Democrat who will be succeeded by a Republican Jan. 1.
Thos« comments were typical
of the reaction of officials id
big cities across the country—
that the Republicans must have
had some city in mind other
than their own. The Republican
panel named no cities In the
report.
Tbe report, prepared by a
coordinating committee task
force beaded by Robert Taft Jr.,
a former Ohio congressman,
said in part:
"There are sectors in most of
our large cities where crime is
so rampant that citizens are
advised to stay away. Administrators in some cities have really ceased to make an adequate
effort to prevent crime in these
sectors.
"Urban local government has
become so large, party machinery so cumbersome, federal and
state controls so confusing that
many people feel that their gov-

ernments are no longer related
to them.
"We suggest that some of the
present difficulties are related
to the development of large urban political machines. Citizens
feel no sense of loyalty to governments dominated by such
machines."
Minor Wilson, chief administrative aide to Police Supt. Orlando W. Wilson of Chicago,
said: "It seems hard for me to
believe that they really arrived
at that conclusion. It seems almost absurd.
"The essence of Supt. Wilson's reorganization of the Chicago police force was to effect
more centralized control of
police operations. Before that
time the police had been district
controlled. The situation was
not good."
The spokesman for Detroit
Mayor Cavanagh said the city
has no political machine because of its nonpartisan government. In fighting crime, he said
the city has increased police
salaries 26 per cent over the
past four years, provided other
incentives to the police and supports the force in all possible
respects.
In Boston, Mayor John F, Collins, a Democrat, said: "I have
to disagree as far as Boston is
concerned. Far from surrendering, we have accelerated our
drive against organized crime.''
A spokesman for Mayor Samuel V.. Yorty of Los Angeles
said there are no areas in Los
Angeles where citizens are advised to stay away because o
-lawlessness. He said tbe city is
doing the best job possible with
5,000 policemen in a city of 459
square miles.
A spokesman for Major John
F. Shelley of San Francisco , a
Democrat, pointed out that the
city's charter makes its offices
nonpartisan.
By Alex Kohzky
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¦ STEREO RECORDS 99c UP
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Or Give a Record Gift C«rtificat«

MAKE IT A RECORD CHRISTMAS FOR THE
"DISC" LOVERS ON YOUR LIST!
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TH E FASTEST PORTABLES IN THE WORLD

114-111 East Third Street

11. Center Stre«t
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CHRISTMAS FAVORITE!
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THE OLIVETT I UNDERWOOD STUOIO 44

offers a„ the im p0rtant advantages of a full-size standard
,typewriter
_„ i,.„_ and
.,„„ „ ;._, „.
..,, „_.
-,«_ .
. ___„ « . ,. .„_
..)_.. m
~A meet*
eas.ly
carried
macAuM
m a,_ _compact,
rigid
performance
requirements
of
the business or
the most
professional office or studfo. Extra-quiet operation , too, is
appreciated in office or home. Now just $99.50.
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r r_ \ / ir r
TYPEWRITER rSERVICE
WINONA "rvnrti/niTrn
141 E«t Third StrMt
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These all new Smith Corona Portables
offer changeable type.
, natural-arcand
new }™*l *d <*capement
action, cusuSA ^t
line
indicators
riage-return levers,
full*!*, office keythe portable.
. . . more of everything! These wonderful
^rds
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a
machine,
._
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rueeet_ all-steel frame and comes in a travelSS
V1ne case.
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right now.
New numbers received every day. Or give a record gift certificate and let them choose their own.
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This sipart luggage stands all by itself at Holiday time WTiy
not? It combines a host of practical exclusives with a style that
fashion leaders the world over acclaim. American Touristcr
Luggage Ls light and strong. Its patented one-piece body is
incredibly roomy . And the scuff-resistant Permanite cover
keeps its bright good looks trip after trip. Enjoy Holiday
traveling in style with American Touristcr. Eight fashion approved colors, and 25 styles for men and women.
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Homes can become parched and uncomfortable during the
heating season due to inadequate humldlflcation. If yours
does, West Bend's Humidifier will turn dry air into comfortable
humidified and purified air — then automatically hold it at
the proper humidity lev el- It's a great gift for the home.
Automatic controls. 8V_ gallon tank , silent "water wheel"
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HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
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|. GIVE SOMEONE A PAIR
OF CONTACTS
|

Contact lenses hr_ vp com* n long way since they were first
introduced to the human eye. Now they are wafe r thin' nnd
smaller than a dime. In most Instances , (hey gi\e you better
vision , nre undetectable. Fvcn your closest friends won 't
know you're wearing them! Buy factory direct and Save.
Only f« - pair ,

PLYMOUT H OPTICAL CO.
Ground Floor

I
1

COSCO ADJUSTABLE PEDESTAL STOOL

BRING OUT NATURAL IYI BEAUTY

71 Wait Third
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Phon* 4222

Just tlie gift for anyone with a hrcnklast counter or rumpus
room bar! Scat i.s foam-cushioned , revolves on lilc-tin .o-lubi .outed twaring, adju.sls in height between 24" and 30", and Is
slightly slanted so you "sit into" it comfortably, Backrest Is
padded and contoured. Footling adjustis Independently, lHack
upholstery ii washable nnd stain-resistant . Model 47A. WsS.rl

R. D. CONE CO.

6 . East Second S1r«*_
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HARRIS SURVEY

far! reported to Washington in a
Nov. 20 letter to President Johnson.
The La Pira-Fanfani account
said the Vietnamese w e r e
prepared for peace negotiations
on the basis of the 195. Geneva
agreements creating Viet Nam
provided the United States
would accept the Communists'
four-point program , which Hanoi called its definition of the
Geneva treaty, as a basis for
the talks.

Majority Wants
Students Deferred
While in College

The Hanoi account which demen into military service. This nounced the State Department
By LOUIS HARMS
Afi the manpower needs for of course, is the way It has al disclosure said flatly that "the
Viet Nam mount, the draft is ways been in this country.
United States must recognize
now favored by 90 percent ol
the American people. Nonetheless, 71 percent of the public
still believe that college students should receive deferments
until they have completed their
education, despite the rather
wide association made between
anti-Viet Nam war demonstrators and students.
Part of the reason for this le
that Viet Nam is not quite looked upon as a full-scale war;
part is the conviction that college graduates can be highly
useful in the armed forces after
graduation. But the chief reason
is that the deep respect for a
college degree simply takes
precedence over national service in the war in Viet Nam.
Ono in five Americans believes that a majority of college students oppose the draft.
(An earlier study of a cross section of coll«ge students showed
that only 36 percent actually
were opposed to the draft. )
The cross section of the public
was asked:
"Most undergraduate college student* are deferred
from the draft until they
have completed their college education. Do yon approve or disapprove of deferring c o l l e g e students
from the draft?"
College Student Deferment
Dis- Not
Approve approve Sort

these four points and show this Nam's leaders limply aren't next move would appear to be
with practical deeds so as to ready to negotiate yet oa any up to Hanoi. "No answer has
find a political solution to the terms other than their own.
reached me as of today," FanViet Nam problem."
•
fani said Friday.
Tbe principal Communist
That is in line with North Viet term which the Johnson admin- When the sequence of events
Nam 's standard public position istration has been totally unwill- became public, U.S. officials
but it is harder as a statement ing to accept is Point Three, went to great efforts to emphaof policy than the La Pira ver- which requires that the Commu- size that the apparent peace
sion reported by Fanfani and nists have a decisive role in the feeler had not been rejected as
released in the Fanfani letter to future of South Viet Nam, John- reported by the Poet-Dispatch.
Johnson.
son and Rusk have taken the But the next day, the PostDiplomatic authorities said position that on this issue there Dispatch quoted "well-placed
privately they thought the Hanoi can be no compromise.
diplomats" at the United Nagovernment might have considFanfani's letter to Johnson tions/ as saying U.S. bombing
ered it necessary to issue Satur- was answered by Rusk Dec. 4 last Wednesday of an electrical
day's denial to preserve Its posi- and Fanfani sent the essence of power plant in the vicinity of
tion with Communist China, th ereply along to North Viet tbe North Vietnamese port of
which is regarded here as vehe- Nam. Rusk asked for clarifica- Haiphong constituted a clear
mently opposed to peace in Viet tion on several points of La answer to the peace offer.
Nam. But officials said it was Fira's version of Ho'i state- In a story by U.N. correequally possible and perhaps ment.
spondent Donald Grant, the
more logical that North Viet
Diplomatically, therefore, the paper said Johnson had been

Informed in advance of the air and durable peace."
strike that any sucb action
—Pope Paul VI. speaking to
would "close the door to nego- 20,000 persons in St. Peter's
tiations." Goldberg, however, Square, appealed to "responsisaid Sunday that this Is "com- ble leaders" to heed at the least
pletely untrue. "
a Viet Cong proposal for a 12Christmas Eve cease-fire
hour
weekthese
other
There were
Nam. "We hope that
in
Viet
end developments:
from the cease-fire there would
President Johnson received follow reflections auid negotiaa report Sunday from Senate tions, then finally the equilibriDemocratic Leader Mike Mans- um of concord and peace
field on a 30,000-mile fact-finding trip dealing mainly with —Goldberg, commenting on
Viet Nam. Mansfield and four the Pope's appeal, said that the
"not
colleagues who accompanied United States seeks peace
for
all
but
Christmas
for
only
him said upon their arrival in
proWashington Saturday night that time." As for the Viet Cong
"our local
"the longer a solution is de- posal, Goldberg said
authorbeen
have
commanders
extended
the
the
more
layed,
provided
it
out
that
wort
ised
to
destruebveness of the conflict
will become and tbe more diffi- can be done without themselves
cult the restoration of a rational being fired on."
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By education
Eighth grade
W,
or less
28
15
57
High school 71
19
10
College
85
9
8
A large gulf exists between
the views on the draft question
of the less well-educated and
those with college backgrounds.
f
Still, a majority of all groups
Wi
approves of deferring students.
When asked the reasons for
their feelings about deferring
men at college, the underlying
motivation of the American people emerged.
T T"
In Kingsport, Tenn., a 39J
?ear-old service repairman with
ive children object* to college
deferment: "Some young people can't afford to go to college. If you think about it, the
poor are being penalized, the
lives of the rich being saved."
But this is a minority view.
In Adamsville, Ala., a 50vear-old housewife said, 'The
better a man's education, the
better serviceman he'll make."
In .Andover, I..Y., a lathe operator said, "Education is too ia\
_
portant to be interrupted, even —|jJ/#
for a war. You can't get ahead
without an education." A cleric
in a department store in Mason City, Iowa, said. "If they're
getting good grades, are serious, they should be deferred.
Otherwise, they'll never go back
CjS
afterward."
When ell of the volunteered
reasons were added up, here is
the pattern of answers:
Reasons Behind Views
On College Deferment
Total Nation
j Mk
Percent
Why favor deferring:
71
Education comes ahead
of military
33
Only if students
are doing well
17
College graduates useful to military
14
If leave school, may
ajff
never go back
11
Good jobs depend
on college
3
Future leaders are
in college
3
Enough others to
be drafted
1
Why oppose deferring:
lt
AJI able-bodied
should fight
10
Can get education
after war
3
J&k
Students no better
than others
3
lm_L
RSr
Some there to
avoid draft
S
Rich can buy
way out
1
Not sure
10
^f
But even though college is
considered a special achievement in this country, most
Americans agree that all ablebodied young men should eventually be subject to the draft.
The number in favor of the
draft has risen sharply since
earlier this year. Back in March
and again in December, cross
sections of tho public were asked:
"Do yea feel that «U
young men who _ re ablebodied should be eligible to
W
Cwbe drafted for military tervice (or offered noncombat
service for religions reairf
sons) or do you oppose tbe
draft?"
Dec. March
Nation Nation
%
%
64
90
Favor draft
Oppose draft
5
29
5
7
Not sure
As the demands of tho fighing
in Vict Nam hnvc heightened,
the public has responded with a
wiUlngncso to send its young
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NASON ON EDUCATION

Schoolwork Must
Seem Worthwhile

Snow Vehicle
Breaks Through,
Man Is Saved

were riding on a snow vehicle
across the lake heading for a
cabin to go moose hunting.
The snow vehicle hit a soft
spot in the ice and broke
through. Schlienz and his son
leaped free of the rig, but Drowley went in with it. With the
others' help, he soon got out,
however.
The snow vehicle and all their
equipment Went down in the
lake, but the trio returned to
the site Sunday hoping to
retrieve the rig.

judges.
Name Duluth Man district
C. Paul Jones of Minneapolis was named Minnesota's first
Public Defender public
defender a month ago.

The system was made statewide
GRAND MARAIS, Minn. (AP)
ST. PAUL (AP) — John Dur- by
the last legislature.
—A Grand Marais man went for
fee, Duluth attorney, was ap¦
an unscheduled dip_ in the icy
pointed 6th district public de- The California Angels have,
waters of Mountain Lake about
fender Saturday by the Minne- signed a SS-year contract to use
35 miles northeast of here on
sota
State Judicial Council.
Anaheim Stadium which the city
By LESLIE J. NASON. Ed.D. is to interest them In develop- the Canadian border Saturday.
Also named were four assist- built mainly for baseball. Their
ing
their
own
abilities.
Kenneth Drowley, along with
University (W S. Calif.
ant public defenders for the dis- rental is 7% percent of the yearStudying history becomes an
Schlienz and his son,
trict, and tlie council confirmed ly gate or $160,000, whichever
. Dropouts are not the only opportunity to improve their Wayne
Gary, also of Grand Marais,
the recommendation of the 6th is greater.
children who get the impression reading ability, enhance their
that school is not worthwhilefor memories and learn to organH Mrs. John Mo-gttartera, New York
ize materials.
% them.
H Sate Fair btMog cotttestblue ribboa
MWMWMWMWm To many students, homework For example, arithmetic InH winner for her SOtO PoppyCakeny*.
assignments seem merely an comes an opportunity for prac^^^^^^^^^ H
H "The judges -werelimprasedbjr in
attempt
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M to keep them busy. For- ticing the analysis and solution
H tractiveQtappeanu-te, Hrm, moist tcx_kWB
mal
arithmetic, grammar, and of problems. Attention to care_M_
WMMMMMM
most
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°* BU hy to unique flat"1^b
dates
and events of history all ful writing of solutions brings inW
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yw." Mrs.W.-LMcDaniel,considered ££|i?£9HS£&_i______l have little possible future use creased speed and higher
H Alaska's most firt-Oui cook, *iys, "10 M - W & 8- ^M &M i_ - ^_
in the minds
of some children. marks. Not just the homework,
\
___E__ '&4ii^____-_______________________ I fist txfed SOLO. I'm still £__¦__&_____________________¦ It^M
but how it is done, provides the
W years ago
is
difficult
to
make
schoolal-wyi
be gladI ^^HH___ ^|^^^H
I flying high with hEM
ffij] work have just the right chal- source of interest.
¦
-ns one of tbe first to 'tok>' tdth
H
PB lenge for all. The more capable
The pupil must make the ef¦ SOLO CAKE AND PASTRY
^I^^HBHR^pupils are bored. Others find fort. Neither parent nor teacher
the work too difficult. They ei- can do this for him, but they
ther eventually give up or can help him plan his schooltend to develop habits of misbe- work in such a way that he
havior.
sees some benefit to himself In
______
Many things contribute to pu- doing it.
^h-__K. ^^^_-_el^____l!_^_^_^_^DHi_S_______^____________PVj^r
pils' negative attitudes toward Another spur to interest ln the
school. For example, parents development of individual abiliand teachers, anxious that the ties is to discover some unusual
children
up well, some- or special ability of the child
P Chk4ge,Il t.DepL **.. times doshow
too much for them. that may not have been recogI fl__fl_______B PS^''' <
Other parents assume an atti- nized in the past either at
>¦
1H_^jSSL
8OK0L*Comp^.
|
¦
1
,_IWf>-_7
, 2U K lWu<>it St.,Cbk4g o,W. imi tude of domination and demand home or at school.
that the child do his home- The fulfillment a student finds
work.
MORRELL'S PRIDE SKINLESS, SHANKLESS, DEFATTED
in this new endeavor will carry
over
and
provide
enthusiasm
SUCCESSFUL approach in
I SHOP THE EiASY WAY — BEAD THE ADS FIRST theA case
of both the successful for success in the required
student and the underachieve! areas.
¦ .
_-_ _-»_-__^—————————¦«—
__¦———————
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AS A HIGH school sophomore,
Jeff was on the verge of failing
in almost all of his subjects.
,
______________________________________________E ^_^__s^^_l^^^'j ^^^^^
He could see little use for the
whole struggle. It took some
_______________P^^I^V_Hjj^^^^^^Hkk^__^__^__^__l_ H__^__^__H__|^___^E
-MW
. ¦mm . mm w. m*mw' . _ .¦
~
conversations to discover that
§
Jeff had a secret ambition to
go on the stage. He felt that neiHOME MADE
HOME WADE
ther his parents nor his teachers would approve of this goal.
Actually, Jeffs parents were
happy with this choice ot goal.
Once out in the open, it led to
his inclusion in the cast of
lb
school plays. His high school
courses from that time on were
chosen appropriately. All of his
3 TO 4-lB. AVERAGE
grades showed improvement.
HORMEL'S
He graduated from high school
and continued in post-high
school training in his chosen
field.
For school to seem worthwhile to a student, it is not
enough that adults tell him that
it will make his future brighter. He must be convinced that
«j8ar^swTw»8»a_^_ _a_ 3a^
he is gaining knowledge, ability
and skills.
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Erhard and
L6J Begin
2-Day Talks
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\ (AP ) - West
WASHINGTON
^^amm
German Chancellor Ludwig Erhard ' and President Johnson
opened two days of talks today
with the emphasis on Germany's efforts to gain a larger role
in Europe's nuclear defenses.
The Germans have no nuclear
weapons and rely on the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization as
a deterrent against what Erhard has said are 1,000 middlerange Soviet missiles aimed at
GIVE A BASKET OF
' Western Europe.
wl Kff i^
Erhard was expected to
present a plan for expanded
control of those nuclear weapons now in Western Europe.
. WRAPPED IN CELLOPHANE
IMk^S
fSmSaW .
Administration officials knew
A.ND DELIVERED JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS
M1R
'NK£PS|E|
in advance the broad outlines of
his proposal, but declined public
comment until after Erhard fills
in tbe details.
As understood prior to the
German's arrival, this would
-Nr _B|||B||Wif» | involve general support for the
GOLDRN YELLOW
British idea of an Atlantic Nuclear Force — ANF.
The Erhard-envisaged force,
as understood in Washington,
would be a fleet of American
and British s u b m a r i n e s
FLORIDA ZIPPER SKIN
( equipped with Polaris missiles
and jointly owned by interested
nations. At the outset this probably would include the United
States, Britain, West Germany,
Italy and the Netherlands.
MESH. MOIST
ENGLISH
<
Thus, three nations — Germany, Italy and the Netherlands —
would have a bigger eay in the
use of nuclear weapons.
Among those with Erhard in
Washington are Foreign Minister Gerhard Schroeder and Defense Minister Kai-Uwe von
Hassel.
RED,
DELICIOUS
CRISP,
GREEN or FRESH ROASTED
(
They arrived late Sunday afternoon and were greeted by
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey and Secretary of State
Dean Rusk.
A state dinner was scheduled
at the White House tonight.
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1,265 Graduate at
UM Ceremony

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
University of Minnesota conferI red 825 bachelor, 305 master's
and 135 doctor's degrees in fall
quarter commencement exercises Saturday night.
Dr. Howard R. Bowen, presiof the University of Iowa,
| dent
' told the graduates that the technological revolution Is running
roughshod over the human being, fouling the air and exploiting the natural resources. He
urged the graduates to direct
technology toward fulfillment of
_- __ human and community needs.
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Men Like fo
Buy for Selves
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By ARIG All, VAN BI RF.N
PEAR ABBY: Why do most men prefer to buy their
own clothes, no mailer how poor their taste is, rather than
let their wives go shopping with them? I know verv few men
whose wives couldn't dress them better than they drrss
themselves. Most men know nothing about stylo. They come
out of the store with something just like what they went in
with. You have to look clos* to see if they 're wearing their
new blue suit or their old one. You should write a whole
column on how the well-dressed man should dress.
SICK OF SLOB'
PEAR SICK: 1 don t have to write
a column on how men should dress.
Any man who wants to be wcll-d ress_d
needs only to walk into a first-class
men's clothing store and ask one of the
salesmen for guidance. Men who sell
men's clothing are among the bestdressed men in the country . They make
an honest effort to sell the customer
what is right for him. And only if they
fail , will they let him buy what he
wants, regardless.
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DOLE, SLICED, CRUSHED , CHUNKS , TIDBITS

DEAR ABBY: Please answer this soon
ABBV
as it is very important to me. t here is th\s real cute boy at
school and I like him very much, but he doesn't like me.
He likes another girl. She is real popular and I am not. This
girl has a big mouth, terrible personality and she 's 8 big
showoff . but she 's good-looking and that's why she 's popular.
This isn't just my opinion. Lots of kids agree with me. I
am not cute, but I am not ugly, either. This boy is going
to ask this girl to go steady. I told him he is making a big
mistake and he said that was for HIM to decide. Wha t can
I do to get him?
LIKES HIM
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DEAlt LIKES: Nothing. No boy likes to be told
whom to like , and any coaching from the sidelines will
only make him more determined to make up his own
mind. It's not possible to throw mud without getting some
on yourself , so my advice to you is to concentrate on
making yourself more "likable" and quit attempting to
cut other girls down.
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____^__t

DEAR ABBY : I have a daughter who is seven years old
and, Abby. she is about the slowest eater I have ever seen.
It took her 45 minutes to eat a bowl of cereal this morning.
She has always been a slow eater, and nothing can make
her eat faster. I don't know if we should try to get her to
MRS. C.
eat faster or not. Can you advise me?

______r

m_ W L_ ,

DEAR MRS. C: Forty-five minute, is far too long to
sit over a bowl of cereal. She's not "eating " — she 's
dawdling. These are the years children form their
habits , so give her & certain amount of time (like 15
minutes) in which to eat her cereal , and then remove
the bowl. Full or empty. She has trained YOU to accept
her fiddling around. Change her tune, and train HER
to get on with the business of eating at mealtime.
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VIRGINIA DARE-SYRUP
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "C. M. IN CORONA , CALIF.":
You win never -win the boy's "love" by buying him presents. Just behave so that when people tell him he's just
like his father , he'll stick out his chest instead of his tongue.

Promotions for
3 Astronauts

proud.
To Thomas Stafford of the
Gemini 6 crew, he wrote, "no
words of mine can add to the
luster of the triumph you have
just shared." All the astronauts
Schirra —• a Navy capWASHINGTON ( AP) - Presl- I except
tain — will be promoted one
dent Johnson sent individual grade. Jt is standing policy to
letters of praise Saturday to the I grant such promotions to all
four rendervous-ia-space astro- astronauts making their first
nauts and informed three of space trip. Schirra was promoted after an earlier space flight.
them they were getting military
The new promotions, which
promotions.
-will be sent tb the Senate for
Typical of the congratulations confirmation next month, will
Johnson bestowed was his state- boost James A, Lovell Jr. of
ment, in a letter to command Gemini 7 to the rank of Navy
pilot Walter Schirra ol Gemini captain, Frank Borman of Gemfi , that he was sending "the ini 7 to full colonel in tbe Air
highest praise a President can Force and Stafford to lieutenant
bestow — you made us all colonel in the Air Force.
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Building Lags Good
Chr istmas Gift With Approach
Ideas for Home Of Year's End

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP New-f-atnres Writer
"Something for the home!"
Time was when that was a
risky notation on a Chrlstmai
list. Goodness knows what would
be put under the tree But now ,
everyone seems to be on a treasure hunt for the home. Objects
given are likely to be less far
out.
What's more, if you specify
. omrthing rare, something unusual or something different
you 'll probably get it. Or a reason- hie facsimile.
7,

HERE ARE some ideas. A-tc

Andirons (old or reproduchons\ amberina glass (expensiv e and getting scarcer).
Bedspreads ( especially colonial woven type) , bird cages. Victorian? (If you don't have a
bird , hang one for planter.)
Bamboo ( Anything! Step stool?).
Candle molds (Wake great
sconces ) , convex mirror (just
the thing for the Federal dining
room), chandeliers ( crystal for
the French salon bit or try for
Spanish metal or Mexican tin).
Clocks (name your favorite
clock maker) , corner cupboard
(indispensable in the Colonial
room).
Dower chests ( blankets to
books storage ) , decoys ( great
decoration for country homes ) ,
desks (old or new they flatter a
room).
Eighteenth Century (take your
choice of wonderful art objects
and furnishings from this wonderful period) , eagles (they 're
"in" decoration for over doorways — home or barn, on walls
of city apartments.
FOUR Post Bed — ( it's the

old English, its patina is made
for the country furnishings).
Paintings (name your artist or
trust to luck ) , pier mirrors (for
a little entranceway?).
Quilts (patchwork or woven
for traditional bedrooms), Queen
Anne (take anything you can
get — but it's all expensive).
Renaissance (14th to 17th
Century pieces that may be used
with almost any decorative
scheme) .

SPOOL BED (It will complement modern or traditional bedrooms.) , sculpture (name your
Rodin! but be willing to accept
a substitute), slip ware (pottery
for collectors), sconces (all
styles to complement furnishings) , samplers (at a price),
spoon rack ( for that Colonial
kitchen ) , spice grinder (but
don't be tempted to make a
lamp out of it).
Tin (punched) lanterns ( reproductions look suprisingly authentic). Terry clock (an important
piece for a good desk), tapestry
(even a fragment of a tapestry
can be framed for a pretty effect) , tea caddy (easy on the
budget).
Upholstery textiles (the justright fabric for that important
piece of furniture) , urn stands
( some old ones find their way
from garden to house).
V i t r j n e (Reproductions of
these display cases for porcelain are found in many lines.) ,
Victorian anything, ( puts a little
humor in a formal furniture
setting).
WEDGWOOD (steeped In tradition, but lots of contemporary pieces available), what-not
shelves (the popular place for
curios in the Victorian era),
wine coolers (use 'em for
plants), weathervanes ( for house
or barn).
Xylographs (wood engravings
can be different).
Yoke (Oxen yoke are finding
their way into new and old
homes. Suspend from a beam.
Electrify. Or use for planters
with the addition of pots).
Zebra (fake or real, it's a big
yip in throw pillows, chair cushions, rugs), zabuton (Japanese
floor cushions — just the thing
for the tiny apartment).

romantic way to sleep 1965) ,
fire screens (just the thing for
the formal living room).
Georgian silver ( settle for the
tiniest piece of this sought-after
silver) , grandfather's c l o c k
(puts cozy elegance In any
room).
Hooked rugs (even in disrepair) , hurricane lamps (useful
a., well as decorative), Hitchcock chairs (tradition in dining).
Icon (fine inexpensive reproductions come from Italy).
Jacobean (One piece of this
solid stuff goes a long way.
Paint it for a distinctive look.) Property Transfers
Jardinere (a chic planter).
Kerosene lamps (decorative In Winona County
and useful, electrified or as-is).
DEBD
Knife-box (just the thing for B. W . FrWARRANTY
Itch »l ux to Weaver Brothers
your Sheraton buffet).
Co.-LoU .J, 14 an- IS, Block 1, KUAdd. to Wlnons.
Lavabo (Make a great wall \*>iHerbert
Luhmann er ux. to State of
decoration even without water), Minnesota—SW'/i of SSV6. Sec.
S5-107-..
Harrison
at ux to Gregory
love seat (newlyweds love 'em), John HubofB.Jr.Hatha
et ox—S'ly 40 ft. of
Lowestoft (rare and expensive WlY SO ft. et Block 41, Hamilton's
Add. to Winona.
porcelain).
Edward P. Whltten et ux to Leon S.
Inman—Part of Lot I
I
, Plat of Subd.
MURAL (for your wall—know of Sec; 30-107-7.
Brown et ux to Gordon J. Nagle
the one you want). Mirrors ( pick et Roy
ux-WV. of NEK. Sec.
except
the style before you pass your N. II , rode; part of NW'/« of4-105-3
SE .i, Sec.
«-105-5.
order to Santa). Masks ( primi- Mary Wysockl to Gerald L. Culdlnger
tive style are great for modern -Lof 9, Block 17, Hamilton'*. Add. fo
Winona .
apartments and homes).
Andrew J. Lemmar et ux to State of
Needlepoint (pillows, rugs and Minnesota—Part
ol SWV4 ot SWA, Sec.
1M08-9
seat covers that offer charm- Alfred. Ferdinand Schmidt el gx to
plus).
Wylljs C. Larton at ux—Lot 1, Block
Hubbard's Add. to Winona.
Oriental rugs (they're more 15.Frederick
Davenport et al to La
"in," bigger than ever). Organs Verne Campbell
et ux-Part of NEK of
of Sac. 30-107-7.
(it's the family instrument). SEW
Irene Antonton et mar to Donald j.
Pewter (Early American or Campbell et ux-SWW , Sec. 13-104-10;
t
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Cu-iont (Built

• FormK» Topi
• Kllchio <»bln_tt
« W»r _r©_*»
• T IPIMI. AppllancM
• Start Fixture* • tMtki • Vanlllti

FREE ESTIMATES

- SEE US FOR • Shut, Plat* mni
Structural $»•*! Work
• Wilding and Bollar
R«palr Work.

We guarantee
comp lete satisf action.

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL CO.
Phon* SMS
1*3-H7 Wait Front Street

51 . ol NEU of SEW, Sec. 1-10.-10.
Luella E. Guldlnger to Village of
Rollingstone—E</^ ot Lot 3, Block 1,
Greden !
¦ Speltz Add. to Rollingstone.
Donald J. Campbell et ux to David
W. Antonson et UK -SWW , Sac. 13-10610; SV_ of NEK. of SEVi, Sec. 1-104-10.
Hllke Homes, Inc.. to Richard A . Felb
et ux-Lot 17. Hllke _ 2nd Subd. to Winona.
QUIT CLAIM DUO
William House et ux to Norman W.
HoU5_ -_V _ of $EV+, Sec. 7-1CM0.
George Gaulke to Shirley Lcppnow et
mar—W'ly Va of Lot 3, Block V, E. C.
Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Beth Ellen Klaus to Kenneth W . Klaus
-SWV. of SEW; E_a of SW .i and W'/a of
SV. '.- of Sec. Si SEVi of SE'.i, WV _ ol
SEVi, EV- ot SWV. end 17 acres in
SW.i of SW'.ii of Sec . H NV_ of NEV-,
SW"_ of NEV. and SE .4 of NE_ /_ of Stc .
7; NWV. ot SEU, E '/a ol NV. V4 , SWV«
of NW .i, SW.i of SW'.i, N'. _ of SWU,
3.75 acres In SE"« ol SW'.i «nd NW' .
of NW' . of Sec . 6. NW' 4 of NW' i and
W. 55 acres of S' . of NW',« ol Stc. 1. j
ME'i of NE' . and 17.3 acres in NWH ol
NE'i of Sec . 16-105-7.
Belli Ellen Klaus to Kenneth W. Klaus
—Lot 4, Block 1, Burke 's Add . to Lewiston.
Sidney A. Pike «l ux to Morion N,
Helm—H. 5 ft , of Lot 4, Block _, Slone 'i
Add. to St. Charles .
Shirley Loppnow et mar lo Georgi
Saulke et al-W'ly 'i of Lot 3. Block
», E. C. Hamilton's Add. to -Winona.
Beth Ellen Klaus to Kenneth W.

By AP NKWSFEATXIRES
What's new on the market?
•
* •
THE PRODUCT - A glass
and ceramic adhesive Available
in small tubes .
T 11 E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That mended parts
hold on contact , cure to complete strength in eight hours,
me umiffecteci by water , withstand temperjiture.s up to 500
degrees Fahrenheit and have a
virtually invisible adhesive line
because tho main ingredient is

SENSE \k
,S

ELECTRIC SERVICE

/i

Phona t-3762 ¦_ WSt__ _ % / A
Anytlma ^^
/ \^^P\ W

# Indu.triol • Commercial
• Farm and Residential
_ l__trlrnl Work

Bargaining Given
Credit for Rise

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) —
Collective bargaining is here to
stay in American agriculture,
the national promotion director
of the National Farmers Organization said here Saturday night.
W. W. Swain also credited collective bargaining with the recent upturn in livestock prices.
He spoke before about 2,000
persons at a Minnesota NFL
rally. At a state NFO board
meeting before the rally,
Hugh Crane of Good Thunder
was named state public relations coordinator.
¦

Fletc her to Retire
From Agriculture Post

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Donald G. Fletcher, president of the
Crop Quality Council, will retire
Jan . 1 after over 40 years of
agricultural service. Eugene B,
Hayden, executive vice presiddent, will succeed hitn .
Klaus—Lots 1 and 3, Block 10, Prlgga'l
Add. to Lewiston.
Beth Ellen Klaus to Kennolh W. Klaus
—E . IB ft. ol Lot 1, Block 1, except N.
1J tt. thereof, OP of Lewiston .
Benjamin C . McGovcrn 1o Arthur J.
Hortert- Part of W!_ of NW'/« of Src.
16 I05-7.
CONTRACT . O R DEBD
Rudolph P. Schneider ef ux to JoHn
S. Schrolhcr Jr . et UX-E "J of Lot 3,
Block ll. Chute 's Add . to Winona ,
PROBATE DEED
Lucy Fort, decedent, hy representative,
to Harry L. Johnson et al— E' J ol Lot
1. Block 11, Norton 's Add. to Winona.
Harry Nelton, ward, by executor, to
LaVern* %. Cummlnos et ux—W'. 'i of
WW of NW'.ii of NW'-i, Sec. 1-106-9.
Herman Putiler, decedent. _y exec, fo
John H . Decker et ux--Lot A, Block 17.
Blroe'B 1st Add. to St. Charles

By ANDY LANG
Many of the advantages of a
split level relate in some way
to the effective utilization of
space inside the structure.
But part of its popularity
lies in its exterior design, which
can be distinctive and somewhat
different without conflicting with
traditional residential style.
THE LINES of the newest
House of the Week are long, low
and sleek — truly contemporary
— yet of such subdued taste
they can blend well anywhere.
Design G-15 definitely is an eyepleaser.
Note the large attractive windows, with broad, protecting
roof overhangs to keep out the
hot noonday sun; the full brick
veneer ground floor surmounted
by an overhanging second floor
sheathed in wood siding, and
the three harmonious hip rcofs.
On the inside, architect Samuel Paul has seen to it that the
pleasant feeling generated by
the exterior appearance is not
lost. Immediately upon opening
the front door, the visitor can
look right through the long ,
paneled reception foyer past a
partial screen divider and the
dinette to a rear window — a
vista of 25 ft.
A GLANCE to the right takes
the eyes along the living room
to a stone-faced fireplace in
the end wall. The immediate
view to the left is of a paneled
wall, a planter and an open
stair leading up to the bedroom
foyer.
The living and dining rooms
are in an L-shape, high-lighted
by large windows at the front
and rear. The dinette-kitchen,
more than 17 ft . long, can bo
reached from the dining room
or the foyer. In the kitchen are
a built-in wall oven, a doublebowl sink and an undercounter
dishwasher, as well as the other
usual appliances.
In serving meals; the housewife can move a few steps one
way to the dining room or a
few steps the other way to
place the food on the dinette
table.
THERE ARE two bathrooms
on the bedroom level, one for
the master bedroom, the other
an unusually large main bath.
All three bedrooms have good
closet space, with a walk-in
closet in (he master bedroom.
The real bonus of this home,
as with most split levels, is the
ground floor area. Here there
is a family room nearly 22 ft.
long . with a wall of windows
overlooking the rear patio, a
laundry alcove and two additional rooms with a third full
bath.

The two extra rooms can
serve a multitude of purposes:
They can be used as fourth ' and
fifth bedrooms if necessary, as
a fourth bedroom and a den,
or as a study and a sewing
room. And, of course, the own.
er can use them for different
purposes at different times to
suit changing family patterns.
There is plenty of extra closet
space here to serve these
rooms, in addition to a storage
closet and space for a workshop
to the rear of the two-car garage.
DIMENSIONS of the basic
house are 56 ft. 10 in,, by 31 ft.
4 in., with the garage adding
19 ft. 4 in. to the over-all length.
The total habitable area, which
naturally doesn't include the
garage or rear patio, is 2332
square feet.
That's a lot of living space in
a house this size, one more bit
of evidence of why a welldesigned split level is favored
by those who do not want all
their rooms on a single floor.
_____

Police Identif y
Victim of Beating
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Police have identified the victim of
a beating as Fred Burrell, 37,
Minneapolis. His body was
found Saturday in a house on
the north side. No arrests have
been made.

What 's New on Market?

"JAVB W WITH *EN*E"

"M W-U
Fifth St.

The usual pre-holiday lag in
new building activity was reflected in the issuance last week
by the city engineer's office pf
only four new building permits.
Winona goes into the last two
•weeks of the year with $7,061,502 in permits For new construction, alterations and repairs
written during 1965. At tlie same
date a year ago the valuation
of permits issued was $6,824,719.
There have been 28 new
house permits taken this year,
compared with 53 a year ago.
The largest of last week's
permits went to Stirneman-Selover Co., for a $2,000 remodeling job at 61 W. 3rd St.
The building, formerly occupied by Salet's, will be remodeled for store use in the front
area and office quarters in the
rear.
Hurrel Wardwell, 522 E.
Broadway, received a permit
for construction of an 18- by
30-foot garage, estimated to
cost $1,000.
Perry Williams, 112 E. King
St., drew a permit for construction of a 12- by 20-foot garage
addition/ Cost was listed at
$500,
A permit was issued to Frank
Cunningham, 368 W. King St.,
for construction of a 12- by 24foot carport. Bruce McNally is
the contractor and cost was estimated at $300.
Wyliss Larson, 553 \f . Mark
St., received a permit to dismantle a house at 727 E. Howard St.
Permits for GASf-FIRED installations:
Superior Heating & Roofing
Co., for Glenn Morgan, 768
Mankato Ave. Winona Heating
&'Ventilating Co., for Miss Esther Schmidt, 502 E.. Howard
St.; Lawrence Manchester, 406
E. 4th St.; John Martin, 1282
Parkview; Miss Cecilia Janikowski, 673 E. 5th St.; Joseph
Loshek, 652 E. Howard St.;
Royce & Sather Winona Homes ,
Inc., at 1266 Parkview and 1636
Edgewood Rd,; Winona Glove
Co., 416 E. 2nd St.; Jerry Meier Equipment Rental, East
Front and Laird streets; Ward
Wright, 918 E. Sanborn St., and
Ray Erickson, ¦a23 Otis St.

Looking and Functional Split Level

_/

vm^mnlmizr
^^^icy

faces, indoors and out.
• * «
THE PRODUCT - Decorative panels, for dens and children's rooms, made of lifoam,
a plastic material once identiT II 1. MANUFA CTURER'S fied only as a lightweight board
CLAIM - That this unit is sim- for train and race car layouts.
translucent silicone.
•
• •
THE PRODUCT — An electronic telephone message answering; service intended for
tlie home as well ns office use.

ple to install; that it not only
takes messages when the home
owner is out, but that it gives
(lie messages to him when he
calls his own number , the playback being activated by a tiny
electronic triggering device
which he places against the
mouthpiece of Ihe telephone he
is calling from.

T H E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM - That these panels,
while light in weight , have a
high-Impact resistance , can be
painted easily, attached to a
wall with glue or light nulls
and can be cut with an ordinary saw or knife.
• • •
?
*
•
THE PRODUCT - A humidTI 1K PRODUCT — A new ,
extra-hard polyuretlinne floor ifier that can be utilized by any
furnace utilizing 8-Inch duct..
enamel.
T II E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM - That this synthetic
resists scuffs , scrapes , wear ,
water , soup, gasoline oils, detergents and temperature changes; that it can be restored to
its original color with n damp
mop ; and that it c/m be used
on wood, metal or cancrete sur-

T H E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM - That the humidifier's
evaporating surface is made of
foam plastic inside a stainless
steel housing and that it employs a new air scoop design
which assures maximum efficiency of air passing through
the unit ,

Building in Winona
1965 dollar volume $7 ,061,502
1,847,674
Commercial
817,087
Residential
(nonPublic
4,396.741
taxable )
28
New houses
Volume same
$6,824,711
date 1964

PLEASING SPLIT LEVEL . . . Thre»
similarly-styled hip roofs, overhanging second floor and excellent combination cf brick

veneer and wood siding give this split level
the appearance of a pleasant place to look
at as well as live in.

J • Horn* Building
4Lm • Cabinet Work
I • Remodeling

\
9
I

_\

For Complete PersonaIfxed
Building Service Contact

BRUCE McNALLY
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-1059
304 Lake Street

____tm^
• INCREASE LIVING SPACE*

CALL 74W

GEO. KARSTEN
General Contractor

Just Arrived!
BRUCE

ill
V* Check the New
Grooving)

V Feel the Finish!
V It's Back Sealedl

PRICES!
SPECIAL «__________»__¦

. -Maa-aa-a-a--

FLOOR PLANS . . . Main and bedroom levels of this
split level comprise a full living area for almost any family;
ground floor, a few steps below the main foyer, is a bonus
area of three rooms and bath as well as a laundry alcove.

Design G-15 has a living
room, dining room, foyer
and large dinette-kitchen on
one level ; three bedrooms,
a foyer and two baths on a
second level; a family
room, a den or fourth bedroom, a sewing room, a
bath and a laundry alcov .
on still another level.
Total habitable area is
2,332 feet, which does not
Include a two-car garage
with a storage section and
room for a workshop. Overall dimensions Including the
garage , are 76 ft. 2 in. by
31 ft. 4 in.

Full study plan Information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it to
hand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEHow to Build, Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
?
Enclosed is SO cents for baby blueprints on Design G-15
D
Enclosed is SI for "YOUR HOME" booklet

Ice Dam on Roof
Chilling Sight;
Guard Needed

STATE
bent down ever the edge of the
roof deck boards. Then an underlayment of asphalt-saturated
roofing felt is applied to form a
waterproof layer over the entire
deck:. Next, on conventional roof
slopes, an eaves flashing strip
of heavy roll roofing is laid continuously along the eaves from
the edge of the roof to at least
12 inches beyond the interior
wall line.
Over this a starter course,
either heavy roll roofing or a
row of inverted shingles, is applied along the eaves followed
by the final asphalt shingles.
Low-slop roofs require -an underpayment of two layers of asphaJt-saturated roofing felt over
the entire surface of the deck,
followed by a special eaves
flashing strip formed by cementing these two layers of felt
solWJy together from the eaves
up to a point 24 inches beyond
the interior wall line.
The conventional s t a r t e r
course connes next, followed by
the final application of asphalt
shingles.

During a drought , you can
be thankful for dams. But one
place you never want a dam is
in the roof gutters of your
house.
downspouts
Gutters a n d
should always be kept free of
dirt and debris so that they will
freely carry off water shed by
the roof. Once they are blocked up, water may back up under the eaves and damage walls
and ceilings inside the house.
IN WINTER, Ice dams are
caused during periods of thaw,
when ice and snow on the roof
melt and then refreeze in the
gutters. Once the ice in the gutter builds up above the edge of
the roof, water caught in the ice
dam may back up under the
shingles, damaging paint, wallEaper or plaster inside the
ouse.
One way to prevent damage
is with a strip of copper or
aluminum flashing, two or three
feet wide, installed under the
shingles along the edge of the
roofing.
You can also prevent ice from
building up with an electric
heating cable which , when turned on for a few hours during
thawing periods, will keep gutters and downspouts free of Ice.
In areas subject to ice dams,
a properly installed asphalt
shingle roof — with five layers
Sanitary Plumbing
of protection — can prevent waA Heating Co.
ter damage.
Ifrt B. Jrd St.
Phon* 373.

"Tubby" Jackels, Mgr.
115 Franklin St. Phont 8-3447

G-15 Statistics

How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home
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The Dail y Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Visiting hourti Medical and lurglcal
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patlanti: i to 1:30 and l w
1:30 p.m. (Adulta only.)

FRIDAY

ADMISSIONS
Raymond Llterski, Minnesota
City, Minn.
William Eischen, 114 E. Wabasha St.
Kathy Hartert, 857 W. Mark
St.
Arthur Jacob, 616 Terry Lane.
Mrs. Chester Shank, 552 E.
3rd St.
Mrs. Martha Kiedrowski, 573
E. Front St. ,
Miss Helen L. Peterson, Winona State College.
Joseph Kerns, St. Mary'a College.
Daniel D i e c k r a a n n, St.
Mary'a College.
Austin Shira, Winona Rt. 3.
Joseph Drexel, 672 Harriet St.
DISCHARGES
Mark A. Carey, St. Mary's
College.
Leo Knopick, 519 Carimona
St.
Floyd Connaughty, Stockton,
Minn.
Donald T. Winder, 350 W. 5th
St.
Bryan Sullivan, 568 W . Lake
St.
Mrs. Donald Johnson, 1031 W.
King St.
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Olson,
Lamoille, Minn., a son.
SUNDAY

Winona Deaths

Mr«. Christina Yourmn.
Mrs. Christine Yonmans 89,
Paul Watkins Memorial Home,
died .Saturday at'5:50 p.m. at
Community Memorial Hospital
after a short illness.
The forma- Christine Maybury, she was horn Sept. 17,
1876, at Marathon, N.Y., to Randolph and Celestia Waieman
Maybury. She had lived most
of her life in this area. She was
a member of Central Methodist
Church.
Surviving is one niece, Miss
Mary Vance, Winona. A sister,
Mrs. Jennie Maybury, Winona,
died one week ago.
Funeral services were today
at 3 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral
Home, Dr. E. Clayton Bnrgess,
Central Methodist Church, officiating- Burial was in Woodlawn
Cemetery.

Mrs. Emil Werner
Mrs. Emil Werner, 79, 187
King St, died today at 3:15
a.m. at Community Memorial
Hospital after an illness of several months.
The former Myrtle Thrune,
she was born Feb. 6, 1886, in
Winona. She was married to
Emil Werner who died Sept. 21,
1959. She was a member of
Central Methodist Church and
the Order of Eastern Star, Chapter 141, Winona. She was a past
matron of OES.
Surviving are one sister, Mrs.
Josephine Adrian, in California,
and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
Burgess, C e n t r a l Methodist
Church, officiating. An Eastern
Star service will precede the
ADMISSIONS
funeral service. Burial will be
Mrs. John Michalowski, 1026 in Woodlawn CemeteryFriends may call from 7 to
E. Sanborn St.
John Drazkowskl, 465 Olm- 9 p.m. today at the funeral
home.
itead St.
MisS Loretta "Bronk , 706 E.
Mrs. Hakn Wilson
5th St. •
Mrs. Helen Wilson, 81, formerMiss Carolyn Shipstead, Rush- ly of Winona, died Sunday at
8:50 p.m. at the Fountain City,
ford, Minn.
Wis., Lutheran Home where she
~
Stockton,
i
c
k,
Henry J o s
lived nine months.
Minn.
Charles V. Waldo, 379 E. Wab- The former Helen Blumentritt,
she was born Jan. 27, 1884, in
asha St.
New Hartford Township, Winona
Teresa Hagen, Fountain City, County, to Wenzel and Mathilda
Wis.
Voss Blumentritt. She lived her
Gary Rorastad, 252 E. King entire life in this area. She was
a member of St Matthew's
St.
Mrs. Selma Eckhoff, 409 Lin- LutheranChurch.
coln St.
Survivors are: Two daughters,
Mrs. Merlin Klein, Galesville, Mrs. Otto (Theresa)KJnaak and
Wis.
Mrs. Lillian Multhaup, Winona;
Mrs. Martha Kiedrowski, 573 four grandchildren;one brother,
E. 2nd St.
Herbert Volbrecht, La Crescent,
Discharges
and three sisters, Mrs. Fred
Miss Linda Duffy, 666 W. 5th (Lillle) Paget and Mrs. Rose
Reete, Nodine, and Mrs. HerSt.
Miss Helen Petersen, Winona bert (Elfrieda) Deters, Eitzen.
Funeral arrangementsare beState College.
Brother J. Leo, St. Mary's ing completed by Fawcett Funeral Home. A. memorial is beCollege.
Mrs. George Leifeld and ing arranged.
baby, 412 E. 5th St.
Mrs. Martin Wnuk
Mrs. Willard Mueller, Utica, Mrs.
Martin L. (Minnie)
Minn.
" Frederick Nans, 405 W. How- Wnuk, 79, 821 E. 5th St., died
Sunday night at Community
ard St
Hospital. She had sufMrs. Douglas Breen and baby, Memorial
fered a stroke Dec. 11.
Rochester, Minn.
Willard W. Ward II, 958 W. The former Minnie Peplinski,
she was born May 7, 1886, in
King St.
Poland, to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gierok Peplinski. She came to the UnitJr., 1026 E. Broadway, a son. ed States in 1887 with her parents and lived in Pine Creek,
¦
Wis. , 26 years before moving to
Two-State Funerals Winona. She married Martin L.
Wnuk Jan. 23, 1906, at Pine
Allan Amdahl
Creek.
ELEVA, Wis. — Funeral ser- She was a member of St.
vices for Allen Amdahl will he Stanislaus Church, Holy Rosary
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at Eleva Society and Sacred Heart SocieLutheran Church, the Rev. Cal- ty.
vin Larson officiating. Burial
will be in Lyster Cemetery, Survivors are: Her husband;
two daughters, Mrs. Emilia LukNelson.
Friends may call at Kjentvet- aszewski, Minneapolis, and Mrs.
Strand Funeral Home, Eleva, Harry (Seraphine) Kostianski,
this afternoon and evening and Winona; 10 grandchildren; 24
great - grandchildren; t h r e e
Tuesday morning.
Allen was born Feb. 5, 1949, brothers, Frank, Trempealeau,
Wis.; Max and Martin, Winona,
at Eau Claire.

Two-State Deaths

MONDAY

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Lawrence Hellerud, 62, died
and one sister, Mrs. Stefa Cier- Saturday at Lutheran Hospital,
La Crosse, where he had been
ran, Winona.
Funeral services will be Wed- admitted that day after suffernesday at 8:90 a.m. at Watkow- ing a stroke. He had been in ill
skl Funeral Home and at _ i.n. health several years.
at St. Stanislaus Church, tbe Rt. He was born Feb. 13, 1903,
Choice, Fillmore County, to
Rev. Msgr. N. F. Orulkowski at
Carl and Emma Hellerud and
officiating. Burial wilt ba in St vas a lifelong area resident.
Mary's Cemetery.
He married Evelyn Haugen here
Rosary will be said Tuesday June 16, 1939.
at 6:45 p.m. by Holy Rosary Before his retirement, _he was
and Sacred Heart societiesand a turkey raiser and worked for
Bakken Construction Co.
at 8 by Msgr. GrulkowaU.
He is survived by his Wife;
p.m.
Friendsmay call after 2
one son, Michael, Wykoff; one
Tuesday.
daughter, Kari, at home; three
grandchildren; one brother, AlWinona Funerals
vin, Rushford, and one sister,
Mrs.
Herbert (Alma) Hanson,
Holland A. Batman
Houston. A brother has died.
Funeral services for Holland Funeral services will be TuesA. Beeman, 1012 W. 3rd St., day at 2 p.m. in Rushford Luwere held today at Breitlow theran Church, the Rev. Owen
Funeral Home. Burial was in Gaasedelen officiating. Burial
Woodlawn Cemetery.
will be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers were: -Richard Friends may call from 7 to S
Borkowski, George Henthorne 6m. today at Jensen Funeral
Jr., Clifford and Lester Kanz, ome and Tuesday after noon
Patrick Kukowski and Joseph at the church.
Monahan.
Pallbearers will be Joseph
Hovland, Clifford Hoel, Robert
Michael E. Knapik
Funeral services for Michael Haugen, Lawrence Westby, CurE. Knapik, 729 E. Broadway, -is Tudahl and James HeHerud.
were held this morning at BorLloyd Johnson
zyskowski Mortuary and at St.
WEAVER,
Minn. (Special) John's Church, the Rt. Rev. Funeral
services
and burial
Msgr. James D. Habiger offi- were at Port
Angeles,
Wash.,
ciating. Burial was in St. for Lloyd
Johnson, 40, formerly
Mary's Cemetery.
of this area, who died at SePallbearers were James Wat- attle, Wash., Dec, 9 after an
kowski, Frank Chupita, Edward illness of a year.
Schultz, Frank Jereczek, Ed- He was born Sept. 14, 1925,
ward Dulek and Ervin Dulek.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson
Burial was in St. Mary's of Trout Valley near
here. He
Cemetery.
was a graduate
Mrs. Helen Lang

Funeral services for Mrs.
Helen Lang, Oak Terrace Rest
Home, Minneapolis, formerly of
Winona, were held today at
Fawcett Funeral Home. The
Rev. Harold Rekstad, First
Congregational Church, officiated ar_J burial was in Woodlawn
Cemetery.
.
Felix Wawrzyniak
Funeral services for Felix
Wawrzyniak, 457 E. Sanborn
St., were held this morning at
St . Casimir's Church, the Rt.
Rev . Msgr. J. W. Haun officiating. Burial was in, St. Mary 's
Cemetery.
Among the survivors are two
more nieces, Mrs. Isabella
Zywicki, California, and Mrs.
Anna Sanger, Minneapolis, and
a nephew, Philip Jaskola, California.
Pallbearers, members of Catholic Order of Foresters, were :
Herman Glowczewski , Paul
Libera, Paul Drwall, Michael
Kleinschmidt, Edmund Wieczorek and Richard Strodnski.

Municipal Court
WINONA
Forfeitures :
John C. Kiral, 46, 521 Grand
St., 130 on a charge of careless
driving on Broadway from Cummings to High streets Saturday
at 2:15 a.m., $15 on a charge of
driving over the center line on
West Wabasha Street from Dacota to Grand streets.
Thomas A. Grupa, 24, 876 E.
Sanborn St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 48 m.p.h. in a 30 zone
on West Broadway from Winona
to Johnson streets Sunday at
2:30 a.m.
Eric J. Pawlowski, 20, 419 E.
5th St., $10 on a charge of going
through a flashing red light at
3rd and Main streets Saturday
at 2:55 a.m.
Gerald K. Wronske, 23, 667%
Wilson St., $10 on a charge of
going through a stop sign at
Wilson Street and the Milwaukee
Road tracks Saturday at 9:35
p.m.

By RUTH ROGERS
Dail y Nawt Araa Editor
Mailing time is running short . If the lonely,
ill and shutins are to be remembered by Christmas, we'll have to get those cards of cheer at the
post office , for the postal officials also are busy.
There's time, however, to remember the following
persona who need cheer at this time of the year
that is lonely for many:
Mrs. Herman "Vogt , St.
Elizabeth s Hospital, Wabasha, Minn,
Mrs. Paul Lueck, 926
Caledonia St., La Crosse ,
patient in Room 217, Grandview Hospital, La Crosse, and
won 't be released until after
Christmas.
George Abts, Veterans
Administration H o s p i t a l ,
Wocd, Wis.
Merle Blagsvedt, Eddie
Brink and James Houghttin, three young men all
confined to wheelchairs at Green Lea Manor Nursing Home, Mabel, Minn.
Wilfred Schneider, Mrs. Amanda Hartman ,
Miss Carol Thoeny and Miss Ruth Clason, all of
Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis. Send each
a greeting, won 't you — they don't receive many.
Mrs. Cora Crain, c/o Bernard Kamrowski, 70,
Cochane, Wis. Her friend says, "She surely would
enjoy mail. "
John A. Donovan, Maple Manor Nursing Home,
1875 19th St. NW , Rochester , Minn., formerly of Winona and Lewiston.
Mrs. Lena Olson, B ethany Home, La Crosse,
Wis.
Mrs. Walter Turnball, Elmcroft Home, Galesville, Wis.
of Wabasha
Mrs. Helen Zindel, St. Joseph's Hospital, ArHigh School and had lived at
cadia, Wis.
Seattle a number of years.
Mrs. Gusta Hauge, c/o Asbury Hospital, MinnSurvivors are: Two daughters,
eapolis, Minn. Formerly of Caledonia , she 's reJoan and Nancy; two sons, Gary
cuperating from a leg fracture.
and Steve; his parents; two
James Driscoll, Evergreen Rest Home, Calebrothers/ Kenneth and Robert;
donia,
Minn.
one sister, Harriett; two halfsisters, Mary and Margaret, and
Mrs. Emma Peterson , 418 Adams St., La Crosse,
several aunts and uncles.
Wis.
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson, Pepin View Nursing Home,
George Berger
Lake
City, MinnETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Clara
Sletten, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum,
George Berger, 96, died SaturWis.
day at a La Crosse hospital
George Buerman, Hillside Rest Home, Rushwhere he had been a patient
| ford, Minn.
one week.
He was born Nov. 8, 1869, at
Mrs. Belle Krampeter, Buffalo Memorial NursEidsvoll, Norway, and came to
ing Home, Mondovi, Wis,
the U.S. with his parents when
Fred Pfund, Lutheran Home, Mondovi, Wis.

he was a child. He married
Olive Carlson at Black River
Falls Sept. 21, 1904. They fanned in the Lee area of South
Beaver Creek until 1951, when
they retired and purchased a
home in Ettrick. They celebrated their golden wedding in
1964.
His wife is his only survivor.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at South Beaver
Creek Lutheran Church, the
Rev. H. P. Walker officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetety.
Friends may call at the Runnestrand Funeral honai beginning this afternoon and at the
church Tuesday after 12:30 p.m.
A devotional service will be held
tonight at 8.
John C. Denier
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. —
John Christian Denzer, 82, Minnesota City Rt. 1, died Saturday
at 9:45 p.m. in an ambulance
en route to a hospital after a
sudden heart attack. He was a
retired farmer.
Mr. Denzer was bom July 13,
1883, at Casselton, N.D., to Fred
and Barbara Amos Denzer and
lived in this area most of his
life. He married Esther Belle
Whetstone, Stockton, Oct. 20,
1909. She died April 19, 1959.
Survivors are: Seven sons,
George, Dale, Ray and Neil ,
Minnesota City ; Alvin, Rollingstone: Gene, Boulder City, Nev.,
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Funeral Home, the Rev. Russell Dacken, First Baptist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Minnesota City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Tuesday from 7 to
9 p.m.
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and Oak, Milwaukee; one
daughter, Mrs. Ray (Beulah )
Dlekman, Harvey, HI.; 29 granichildren; six great-grandchildren, one brother, Fred Minnesota City, and four sisters, Mrs.
Henry (Alvina) "Whetstone,
Minnesota City, Mrs. Gertrude
Lewis and Mrs. George (Selma)
Gaebele, Winona, and Mrs. Paul
(Barbara) Reps, Lewiston.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Fawcett

MT*. Alvina HoLst, Lake City Municipal Hospital, Lake City, Minn.
Mrs. Gina Hatling, Good Shepherd Lutheran
Home, Rushford, Minn ", formerly of Mabel.
John Leflay, Hanson Rest Home, Pepin, Wis.
Mrs. John Ray, Durand, Wis.
Louis Matchey, St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia,
Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Keel, Cstledoma N ursi ng
Home, Caledonia, Minn.
Leon Amidon, Pepin View Nursin g Home,
Lake City, Minn.
Rose Robinson, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum,
Wis.
August Klavitter, Hillside Rest Home, Rushford, Minn.
Elmer Myers , Buffalo Memorial Hospital,
Mondovi, Wis.
Grant Van Horn , River Vue Rest Home, Alma,
Wis.
Miss Anna Anderson, Lake City Municipal Hospital, Lake City, Minn.
Herman Vander Mullen , Good Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford, Minn., formerly oi La Crescent.
Russie Russell, Corner Nursing Home, Whitenan, wis.
Mrs. Rufus Schober, Durand, Wis.
Joseph Huettel , St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia,
Wis.
Theodore Schwartzhoff , Caledonia Nursing
Home, Caledonia, Minn.
Esther Gunderson, Rustad Nursing Home,
Strum, Wis.
Miss Agnes Sweeney and Mrs. Clara Johnson, sisters residing at Pepin View Nursing Home,
Lake City, Minn.
Arthur Klingle, Buffalo Memorial Hospital,
Mondovi, Wis.
Oscar Muench, River Vue Rest Home, Alma,
Wis.
Mrs. Margaret Johnson, Lake City Municipal
Hospital, Lake City, Minn.
Mrs. Oleanna Wilson , Good Shepherd Home,
Rushford, Mihn., formerly of Peterson.
Mrs. Ella Anderson, Corner Nursing Home,
Whitehall, Wis.
Martin Stever, Durand, Wis.
Sam Radomski, St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia,
Wis.
Kenneth Jones, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum,
Wis.
Mrs. Magdalena Abraham, Lake City Municipal Hospital, Lake City, Minn.
John Smith, River Vue Rest Home , Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Margaret Senty, River Vue Hest Home,
Alma, Wis .
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nCAN BEA T ANYBODY ', SAYS VAN

PACKERS VS. COL TS

Vikes Wishing
Slate Not Over

CHICAGO (AP) - Tht Minnesota Vikings ended a season
of unfulfilled promise on a rousing note here Sunday, upsetting
the Chicago Bears, 24-17, ln the
National Football League seaion finale .
Flushed by tha victory, which
gave his Vikings a final 7-7 record. Coach , Norm Van Brocklin
Raid:
"My only regret is that the
season Isn't a little longer. "We
have played real good football
the last three or four weeks. We
fed we can beat anybody right
now.

step ahead of the Vikings at 70-1, both trailing leaders Green
Bay, Baltimore and Chicago.
"Playing .500 ball in this
league is pretty good," Van
Brocklin said. "We had some
troubles early, but we got
straightened out."
Both Van Brocklin and Coach
George Halas of Chicago agreed
that when the Bears lost their
chance at the Western Division
title Saturday (when Baltimore
edged Los Angeles 20-17), it took
some of the starch out of tbem.
"We had to fight a letdown,"
Halaa caid, but he didn't take
anything away from the Vikings,
T_i_ victory was especially saying:
sweet for Minnesota because "Those Vikings have been
the Vikings stormed from behind with three touchdowns in
the fourth quarter to snatch
from the Bears what looked like
a certain Chicago win.
"They did it to us in the last
couple of minutes In Minnesota, " Van Brocklin said, obviously relishing the thought,
"and we did it to them tbe
•ame way here."
Minnesota finished fifth in tbe
seven-team Western Conference
of the NFL, dropping from a tie
for second with Green Bay in
1964. vSan Francisco was half «

Its Another
Game You Can
Watch on TV

pesky for us ever since they
came into the league. Sometimes we smack them down, but
we never can seem to exterminate them.
Said Van Brocklin, "I'm sure
Baltimore's victory Saturday
took the red hot edge off the
Bears, but I'm not taking away
anything from our kids."
The Vikings seemed almost as
pleased over the way they contained brilliant Bear rookie Gale
Sayen as the victory itself.

"I think we did an excellent
]ob on him," Van Brocklin said.
"He didn't do much from the
line of scrimmage."
"Our game plan," defensive
Capt. Rip Hawkins added, "was
to keep Sayers inside, and we
did it fairly well." Sayers gained 82 yards on 14 carries, but
got 25 of those yards in one run.
It was Hawkins who enjoyed
one of his greatest moments as
a pro when he intercepted a
Rudy Bukich pass in the final
two minutes and rambled 35
yards to the winning touchdown.
"They were trying to set up
a screen pass," Hawkins said,
VIKINGS
(Continued on Page 21)

BIG ONE . . . San Francisco end \erne
Burke falls in end zone with pass from quarterback John Brodie that , with the conversion by Tommy Davis, gave the 49ers a 24-24
tie with the Green Bay Packers. The 27-

Co/ts Not Dead,
Shu/a Has Hope

Cotter Hoping for
Two Big Victories

By GARY EVANS
Dally News Sports Editor
Cotter High School, over
tha early segment of its
basketball schedule, hai
been troubled.
The Ramblers own a 2-3
record — something coach
John Nett will tell you is
not totally surprising.
"We anticipated s o m a
problems," said Nett. "The
second half against Lourdes
52-51 Iocs for the Ramblers),
we looked a little better. V. a
shot better and. of course,
that m a k e s everything
work."
Cotter is the lone city
team scheduled for action
this week and two quick victories and a 4-3 record heading to the holiday tournament would suit Nett just
fine.
The Ramblers Tuesday
host Marshfield, Wis., Columbus at the Winona High
.Auditorium and Wednesday
travel to Owatonna Marian.

"I'd be satisfied with a
44 record at the break,"
said Nett. "We've got some
problems to iron out. When
we get our board problem
solved, things should he
much better. "
Followin g Wednesday's
game, the Hamblen adioura
until hosting the third annual Cotter High School
Invitational Holiday Tournament at St. Mary's College field house Dec. 24-29.
Cotter Is scheduled for a
7 p.m. game with Eau
Claire Regis the first night.
La Crosse Aquinas and St.
Paul Hill play in the nightcap.
But the two most pressing problems right now are
Columbus and Marian, two
teams Nett knows little of.
"Columbus isn't too big,"
he said. "At least not by the
look of its roster. I've only
seen one score, that was a
two-point overtime victory
over Aquinas. Marian beat

Lourdes by about 10. 1 hear
they're pretty proud of their
team."
Nett anticipates no lineup changes for the two
games. That means Jim
fiolmay and Chuck Kulas
-will be the forwards, Mike
Twomey the center and Bob
Allaire and Tom Wenzel at
guards.
The only other city athletic event scheduled for
this week is on tap Tuesday
when Dave Moracco takes
his Winona High wrestlers
to Stewartville.
"We're all through losing," Moracco had said after
bowing to Rochester Friday, and he hopes Stewartville will mark the start of
a pleasant string.
''Stewartville is a strong
team," said Moracco, "but
they (the Tigers) are strongest in the lower weights, So
are we, and I'd rather meet
a team head-on like that.
Then if you win in the lower
weights, you're all right."

Tough Schedules?
How About Mabel!

MABEL, Minn. — Obviously
the biggest Christmas present
Mabel basketball coach Dave
Zimmer is going to get is just
having the holiday season here.
The erstwhile Wildcat boss
has watched his team, scheduled
for improvement ever a 2-15 record a year ago, compile a 1-4
record. At first glance, that is
a paltry summation. But a few
more things than Just surface
fact enter the picture.
Take , for instance, tho fact
that the four teams who won
victories over the Wildcats have
compiled a 16-7 cumulative record.

ward to battles with soma of the
lesser powers after the holidays.
HOWEVER, it won't be the
case until January. Mabel Tuesday must play at Harmony —
and Tom Muelemans' Cardinals
are apt to be roaring mad after
having a four-game victory
string interrupted by Wykoff

MABEL HAS suffered Uiree
losses against one victory in the
Hoot River Conference . The defeats hove come at the hands
of Caledonia, Houston and Rushford. Caledonia and Houston are
the league pacesetters at 4-0
and Rushford is just one notch
b. hind at 3-1.
The non-conference loss came
at the hands of Lanesboro, 5-2
overall.
It is understandable then that
Zimmer probably Is looking for-

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
MirtMlald Columbva vi. Cottar (WImna High Oym). I p.m.
NONCONPBRBNCB_ inbuilt it Forait laki.
Stiwartvllli at Orind Window.
MlanmmpaUt .Milliwatt It aX Kaaslar.
Mabel at Harmony.
AlbM-t L_a at Walli.
Mondovi al EIHworlt..
BrtcMnrl-tt al Mankatt.

jxATLnjV-~Li*ij\jm.nnfvs r- iryiri. _ _v*i _• _ . *i

This Week s
Basketball
TUESDAY

WEDNESDA Y

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Cottar at Owatinna Marian,
NONCONf ¦R«NC«Rutlaford tl Caladonla Laralte,
Cochrant- .C at Almi.
Wibaihi It, Ptllx al Pipln,
Minneapolis Wirt al Austin.

last Friday.
It is just another in a long
line of toughles for Mabel. Harmony is 4-2 overall and 2-1 ln
the Maple Leaf.
But don't count Zimmef's
corps out. The Wildcats have
six lettermen back from last
year, including the entire group
that played in tournament competition last year.
lettermen ara 8-1 forward
Rick Horgan, 6-2 center Derrick
Dahlen. 5-9 guard Rick Ruehmann, 5-11 forward John Tengsdahl, 5-9 guard Kim Loftsgaarden and 5-6 guard Dave Housker.
PACING the club In scoring
are Lofstgaarden with 74 points
and Ruehmann with 57.
Other area action Tuesday
sends Stewartville to Grand
Meadow and Mondovi to Ellsworth.
Wednesday, unbeaten and topranked Alma hosts rival Cochrane-Fountain City . Rushford
plays at Caledonia Loretto, Wabasha St. Felix at Pepin and
Minneapolis West at Austin.
-GARY EVANS

yard toss came in the last two minutes of a
hard fought game Sunday and forced the
Packers into a playoff with Baltimore for the
division championship. (AP Photofax)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The best quarterbackthe Baltimore Colts had going for them
in their last-chance shot at the
National Football League's
Western Division title was John
Brodie — of the San Francisco
49ers.
Baltimore kept alive Saturday
who) converted halfback Tom
Matte and veteran pick-up Ed
Brown quarterbacked them to a
20-17 squeaker over the Los Angeles Rams.
Then on Sunday, Brodie
capped the finest season of his
career by leading the 49ers to a
24-24 tie with Green Bay, leaving the Packers and Colts deadlocked at the top with 10-3-1
records.
Green Bay had a seven-point
lead — and the division title apparently sewn up — with less
than two minutes to go. But the
49ers surged back, so now the
Packers and Colts will play off
for the Western crown next'Suiiday at Green Bay, with the

BALTIMORE (fl — Given up for dead a
week ago, the Baltimore Colts suddenly find
themselves with a chance to win their second
consecutive Western Confernece title In the
National Football League.
"As long as you're alive, you have hope,"
Coach Don Shula said after the Green Bay
Packers were tied 24-24 by the San Francisco 49ers Sunday and tumbled into a firstplace deadlock with the Colts.
That left the conference leaders with
identical 10-3-1 records after regular season
play, with the playoff game scheduled ln
Green Bay next Sunday.
"The 49ers played a great game," Shula
said after watching them tie Green 'Bay on
closed circuit television at a local studio.
"They gave it everything they had, and aside
from a couple of fumbles, they could have
won."
Shula, many of his players and their
wives, and former Colts such as Gino Marchetti and Art Donovan, watched the broadcast. They showed as much enthusiasm as
raucous Colt spectators in the stands.
Linebacker Don Shinnick, lifting high
some potato salad, toasted the 49ers as the
game got under way. Out of his seat many
times during the contest, Shinnick finished
with a flourish.

COACH CRIES . . . Hank
Strain, coach of the Kansas
City Chiefe, sheds a tear
for fallen comrade Mack
Lee Hill at ceremonies before Sunday's AFL game
with Denver, Hill, 25, died of
complications last Tuesday
following an operation on a
knee. (AP Photofax)

vince Costello'i interception
set up a 24-yard TD pass from
Frank Ryan to Tom Hutchinson
with 4% minutes left , enabling
the Browns to overtake the Cardinals. Larry Wilson stole three
of Ryan's passes and sprinted S5
yards for a touchdown with one
of the interceptions.
Brown and defensive end Joe
Robb of St. Louis were ejected
for fighting just before the first
half ended. Before that, the
great Cleveland fullback bulled
over from tlie three for his 21st
touchdown and totaled 74 yards
on 12 carries. He ran off with
PACKERS
(Continued on Page 21)

SAYS LOMBARD/ AFTER TIE:

Pro
1 Football

I

National League
¦AST -UN CON. ERENCI
w. L . T. p<». er op

MCllvtlind .. .. 11 J « ,7M 343 3M
Oallu
J 7 0 .SOO 315 IM
Ntw York
7 7 0 .500 -70 334
Washington .... 4 I 0 .41. 357 301
Phllldtlphla ... J . . .JJ7 M 55.
St. Louis
S . 0 .357 314 30_
Pittsburgh
1 « » -H3 301 3»7
x-Eisrern Contertnc. champion.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. Pel. PT OP
OrttilBay
10 1 1 .7<t 314 1X4
Baltimore
10 3 1 Ji. IM ISA,
Chicago
. .. » 3 » .Ml 40. 17]
.SJI 411 40]
San Francisco . 7 4 1
Minnesota
7 7 * .500 Ml 401
Oatroil
4 7 1 .443 157 MS
Loi Angtlci .... 4 10 0 .IM 14. 321
SATURDAY'S RESULT
¦altlrnor* 10, Loi Angilei 17.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Orttn Bay 14, Sin Francltco 14 (tli).
Wlniwsola 14, Chicago 17.
Dallai 38. New York 30.
Clavalind \r, St. Louis 14.
Washington 31, Plttthurgh 14.
Datrolt 35, Phlladalphla ll.
SUNDAY'S OAME
Waslarn Conftranca Playotti
BillImora al Orttn Bay.

American League

(FINAL)
¦
ASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet.
aullala
io i 1 .7»t
Naw York
• I 1 .313
BoiHm
4 • 3 .333
Hovaton
4 10 0 .114
WISTBRN DIVISION
W. L, T. Pel.
San Dlno
• 1 3 .111
Oakland
• S 1 .41]
KanmClty . . . . 7 i l .m
Dan .tr
4 10 o .1(4
SATURDAY'S RESULT
loiton 41, Houston 14.
SUNDAY'S RESULT S
N«w York (4, Outfit. II.
San Diego 34, OaktiiMf 14 .
Kintia Cily 43, O.n.tr JJ.
SUNDAY* SAMS
Clumplonifilpi
Bullalt it San Cltflo,

When San Francisco's Vern Burke caught
the tying touchdown pass with only 67 seconds
left, Shinnick rushed up to the television
monitor and planted a kiss on the image of
the 49ers* offensive end.
Tom Matte started at quarterback in
Baltimore's 20-17 upset victory over the Los
Angeles Rams Saturday, filling in for injured
John Unitas and Gary Cuozzo after five years
as an NFL halfback. And, Matte may have to
play in the spot all the way against Green
Bay.
Under NFL rules, a player is not eligible
for playoff or championship games unless
he was on the roster for the last two regular
season games. That would make veteran
quarterback Ed Brown, picked up on waivers
from Pittsburgh last week, and rookie George
Haffner, added from the Colts' taxi squad
last week, ineligible for Sunday's game.
However, Baltimore General Manager
Don Kellett said he would seek a special
ruling from NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle,
because of the extraordinary conditions involved, to make Brown and Haffner eligible.
Even if Brown is available, Shula said he
would start Matte, "and work Brown into
certain situations." That's what happened
against Los Angeles when Brown threw one
touchdown pass during his brief 'stint after
only one day of practice.

winner taking cm the Cleveland
Browns for the league championship Jan. 2.
Brodie's third scoring pass of
the day, a 27-yarder to Vein
Burke with 1 minute. 7 seconds
to play, and Tommy Davis' conversion kick tied it at San Francisco. Each team led twiqe,
with the Packers taking a 21-17
advantage in the final period an
Jim Taylor's five-yard run and
going ahead 24-17 when Don
Chandler kicked a 31-yard Add
goal with 1:48 left
But in 41 seconds the 49ers got
even on Kerznit Alexander's
kickoff return to the 29, a 15yard penalty, four Brodie passes, and Davis" kick. The 49ers*
quarterback star, in his ninth
NFL season, clicked on 26 of 34
passes for an amazing 76.5 per
cent and 295 yards, and wound
up the year with 30 TD strikes.
Rookie sensation Gayle Sayers
of Chicago extended his league
record with his 22nd touchdown
of the season and won the scoring title, but the Minnesota Vikings beat the Bears 24-17. The
loss left the Bears with a 9-5
record, good for third place in
the West.
Cleveland's Eastern champion
Browns rallied for a 27-24decision over St. Louis even though
they had to play the last half
without Jim Brown, who got his
21st TD of the year but also got
kicked out of the game for
fighting.
In other NFL action — Don
Meredith's passing led Dallas
over New York 38-23) and into
the Playoff Bowl at Miami; Detroit outscored Philadelphia 3528, giving the West a remarkable 13-1 superiority over the
East in inter-divisionplay this
season, and Washington scored
three times on Pittsburgh miscues for a 35-14 romp over the
Steelers.
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Have to Play Much Better
Than We Did Here Today

SAN FRANCISCO UB — "We'll have to play a lot better
than we did today," said Green Bay Coach Vince Lombardi
Sunday as he looked ahead at his Packers' playoff with
Baltimore forced by a 24-24 tie against San Francisco.
"I'm naturally disappointed," said Lombardi. "What
can I say after a tie?'
The deadlock prevented Green Bay from wrapping up
its fourth Western Conference crown in the National Football
League in the last six years. The Colts will meet the Packers
to decide the matter this Sunday at Green Bay, with the
winner host to Eastern Conference titlist Cleveland in tha
championship game Jan. 2.
Green Bay had a last chance to pull out the game Sunday but Bert Starr's bomb aimed at McGee was knocked
down at tbe final moment by a leaping Kermit Alexander.
"I'd like to have had a gun and shot Mm," said Lombard!. Then he added, "Wa had Alexander beaten, but the
pass was a little short A perfect throw would have given
us a score, but that's football and you can't be perfect every
time."
It was not the two leads Green Bay lost or the touchdown McGee didn't make that irked the Packers most — it
was an 85-yard touchdown run by Willie Wood that didn't
count.
In the second period, Brodie flipped a lateral to John
David Crovf who hobbled it and dropped lt. Wood seized
the bouncing ball and weaved his way the length of the foot-

ball field. As the teams began lining up for the conversion
try, officials nullified the touchdown.
The ruling was that the play was an incomplete lateral,
which the book says can be recovered but not run back ,
therefore giving the Packers possession on their own 15. The
Packers protested Crow had caught the lateral , then fumbled
the ball, allowing a runback.
Lombardi snapped at newsmen after the game and said
of the play, "I don't think it's any of your business how I feel.
I said my piece on the field and that's it."
Then he added, "Of course I felt Crow had possession.
The official on the opposite side of the field called the play.
How he could see it , I don't know, but he called it."
A 31-yard field goal by Don Chandler made it 24-17 before Burke's touchdown catch.
"It could have been worse — much worse," said Lombardi. "We could have lost."
The Packers will spend part of this week doctoring their
two top running threats. Jim Taylor and Paul Hornung,
before the playoff game the day after Christmas.
Hornung, who scored five touchdowns ln Green Bay's
42-27 victory over the Colts the previous week , carried the
ball only three times before sitting out the rest of Sunday's
game."
"I banged up some ribs, '' said Hornung. "I wanted to
get back into the flame , but the ribs were sore. So Vince
decided against it. I'm going to have thera X-rayed as soon
as wa get back to Green Bay."

Gophers Hopes Dealt a Cripplin g Blow; Hudson Breaks WWs f
MINNEAPOLI S (AP) - Lou
Hudson, Minnesota's lilho All
America candidate who la acclaimed by Coach John Kundla
as the finest basketball player
in Gopher history, has a broken
right wrist and may have played
his last college game
The loss of Hudson, who broke
a bone at the base of his wrist
early in Saturday night's 8D-77
Gopher victory over Crelghton
hen., dealt a cruel , crippling
blow to Minnesota's hopes of
< h-i)lcnRing for Ihe Big Ten
cage champion- hip and a high
national rating,

The Gophers, with, four
straight victories this year and
ranked 6th in the nation by The
Associated Press, learn tonight
how much Hudson's loss will
hurt when they play at Detroit
ln the- opener of a seven-game,
four-week road (rip.
Hudson's injury, which follows
(he eligibility losses of Terry
Kunze a year ago and Don Yates
last summer, stunned Kundla.
"It seems more of a personal
tragedy to Louis than it does In
tho team," Kundla snld. "It
floes without saying how much
we will miss him — not only for

his scoring but because he was
out best defensive player.
"I feel that he is the finest
college player in the country.
There is no question but that lie
I.s tho finest player ever at Minnesota. This would have been
Ihe year when his greotness
would have been recount/eel . "
Kundla mentioned the possibility of petitioning the BI R Ten for
another year of eligibility for the
fi-fcet-5 senior forward from
Greensboro, N.C. ,
However , Minnesota Big Ten
Max
faculty representative
Schultze said Sunday night he
doubts if such permission would

be granted, based on past cas«s.
Hudson jammed the wrist as
ho fell hard on it while driving
down the baseline toward the
goal. He landed full force on the
wrist after getting his feet taken
out from under him by a Crelghton defender.
Hudson played the rest of the
game with the wrist tightly taped nnd scored 32 points in his
best performance this season,
giving him 89 in four games.
The highest scorer, averagewise, in Minnesota history with
1 ,002 points in 52 games for a
career 20.11 average, Hudson was
considered a leading Ail-Ameri-

ca candidate after being n.amed
all-Big Ten last season.
He scored 439 points his sophomore year and 558 last year.
"I just couldn't believe it at
first," Hudson said of the broken
wrist. I'm trying not to let it
get me down, but it sure isn't
easy. I may be out for ths
year."
The wrist was placed in a cast
Sunday, and doctors said it
would be on his arm at least six
weeks and possibly as long as
12' weeks.
Hudson was drafted on the 20
round by the Dallas Cowboys in

recent National Football League
draft even though he did not
play college football. He has aaid
he does not want to play pro
football, but is likely to be a
high round draft choice in the
National Basketball Association
next March.
Gopher Capt. Archie Clark
said, "We're all bound to be
hurt without him, but we're
going to have to work haxder
—a lot harder. We can only
hope that he is able to rejoin
us before the season is over, "
Kundla said both Dennis Dvoracek and Wes Martins, who have

been alternating at a guard
spot, will start — Dvoracek replacing Hudson at forward.
The Gophers twice let big
leads melt away before turning
back stubborn Crelghton Saturday night. Minnesota led 38-20
in tbe lirst half , but the Bluejays trimmed it to 49-38 by halftime and to only a three-point
deficit early in the second half.
Then Minnesota built a 71-5«
bulge before Crdgliton rallied to
trim that to only five points. A
ltte Gopher flurry put it away.
Behind Hudson, Clark had 21
points, Tom Kondia IB and Paul
PresUius 11.
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Tommies, Huskies
Teams to Beat in
State Cage loops

OPM
tl 43
41
*
tt 75
4. 74
73 ?_
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SUNDAY'S RBESULTS
Ntw York 1, Montroal 2.
Toronto 1, Bolton 1.
Chicago S, Oitrolt 4.
TO DAY'S SAMBS
Ne girn« tehadultd.
TUESDAY'S OAMES
Ho gamas KttedvM .

Elsewhere, New York ended
an ll^game winless streak with
a 3-2 victory against leagueleading IVfontreal and Chicago
trimmed the Canadiens' lead to
two points by coining from behind on Pat Stapleton's thirdperiod goal for a 5-4 victory.
Saturday night , Toronto walloped New York 8-4 as Shack
scored once and Save Keen and
Bob Pulford hit hat tricks, Montreal edged Boston 2-1 arid Detroit stopped Chicago 3-1.
Toronto's Punch Imlarh, who
never seemed quite sure what to
do with Shack, solved his problem this year by shipping exuberant Eddie to Rochester of
the American League.
But when the Leafs lagged
at the season's start, Imlach
brought Shack back and be
hasn 't been sorry since.

SPORTS SHORTS

BLOCK THAT BEAT THEM . . . Cornell
Green of the Dallas Cowboys ($4) blocks the
New York Giants' field goal attempt that
could have tied the score in the fourth period of their NFL game at New York's Yankee Stadium Sunday. Instead , Dallas' Obert

PACKERS

(Continued from Page 20)
his eighth rushing title io nine
season with 1,544 yards.
Dallas' victory over New York
left the two clubs tied for second
in the East with 7-7 records, but
the Cowboys heat the Giants
twice and thus earned the East
spot in the Playoff Bowl for division runners-up.
Meredith hit Olympic flash
Bob Hayes with two scoring
passes and connected with Buddy Dial for another, while
rookie Obert Logan raced 60
yards with a blocked field goal
for a key Dallas touchdown.
Tom Nowatrke, a seldom-used
rookie back, paced the Lions
over the Eagles with two touchdowns, including the clincher in
the fourth quarter on a 22-yard
pass from Milt Plum.
The Redskins got rich on the
passing of Pittsburgh's Tommy
Wade, with TD interception
runs of 34 yards by Rickie Harris and 83 yards by Tommy
Walters. Lonnie Sanders also
picked off a "Wade throw , leading to Washington's first touchdown. Bob Pellegrini notched
another six-pointer for the Redskin* defense when he rambled
31 yards with a fumble recovery.
¦
GOPHER COACH DIl-.S
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Niels
Thorpe, 73, University of Minnesota swimming roach for 37
years, died Sunday after a lingering illness.

_. .•¦¦-.•¦_¦_

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. Thomas and St. Cloud
State have established themselves as the teams to beat ln
the Minnesota and Northern Intercollegiate Conference basketball races, which get down to
serious business after the holiday break.
The Tommies clearly are ahead above the pack in .the
MIAC after the early jockeying.
St. Thomas has won 7 of its 8
games, losing only 88-86 at
Loras, Iowa, last week. The
Tommies came back from that
loss to beat St. Joseph's of Indiana, 79-75, Saturday night.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
All the major college basketball teams are taking the weekend off for Christmas but have
jammed up the early part of the
week with a flock of key intersectional games—including the
Duke vs. Michigan clash.
The Blue Devils, 6-1 after a

With Dolphins

scrambling. After knocking off
UCLA twice in a row the week
before, the Blue Devils had to HOUSTON (AP) - The Mincome from behind twice Satur- nesota Vikings lost their 14thday night in clipping Virginia round draft choice Saturday
75-72.
when Tulsa end Howard Twilley signed with the Miami DolOther important games early phins of the American Football
in the week have unbeaten League after laying against
p
Providence, No. 7, at Houston, Tennessee In the
Blue bonneand unbeaten Minnesota, No. 6, Bowl game here.
at Detroit tonight.
Twilley, who set NCAA passTuesday night it's St. Jo- catching records this season,
seph's, Pa., 64 and No. 2, at was signed by former Viking
Brigham Young; Montana at chief scout Joe Thomas, now diBradley, 8-0 and No. 9; and San- rector of player personnell for
ta Barbara at Vanderbilt, 6-0 the new Miami franchise in the
and No. 5.
AFL.
Fifteen teams were knocked The Vikings signed another
from the unbeaten ranks last don Moomaw, a ft-feet-3, 255week, with No. 4 Kansas having pound free agent.
the roughest go among the Bob Petrella, Tennessee deranked teams, losing twice, 78- fensive back drafted 12th by the
71 to UCLA and 81-69 to South- Vikings, did not sign with anybody after the game, preferrern California.
Eighth-ranked UCLA took an ing to wait.
82-76 licking from Cincinnati
Saturday, its third loss of the North Dakota, Tech
season, but the rest of tbe Top
Head for Showdown
Ten roiled along as expected.
Vanderbilt won three times, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
including a 72*9 triumph over
North Dakota and unbeaten
Western Kentucky in the finals defending champion Michigan
of Vandy's Invitational Tourna- Tech are heading for a collision
ment Saturday night.
Jan. 7-8 at Grand Forks, N.D.,
Other host teams scoring vic- which likely will decide the
tories in their own tournaments front runner in the Western ColBANTAM
Saturday
included Kentucky. 91- legiate Hockey Association.
V. L
W L
North Dakota, now 5-1 in
Central Math, l I Sunburn
1 1 56 over Indiana ; Virginia Tech,
Red Men'.
l l Peerlau
t I 72-62 over Clemson; Marquette, WCHA play to Tech's 4-0, whippAthlatlc Club
1 1
75-74 over Washington in the ed Denver twice last weekend
Central Methodist raced into Milwaukee Classic; and Arizona in the only conference games.
the lead in the Park-Rec Ban- State University 84-81 over The Sioux took the pair on
identical 4-3 scores.
tam Basketball League Satur- Seattle.
day with a 38-2. victory over
Sunbeam. In tbe other game.
Red Men's Club tipped Peerless Chain 30-17.
Central raced away after a
17-13 halftime lead. Bob Browne
with 18 and Pete Hartwick with
12 led the winner. Jim Zaborowski totaled 17 for Sunbeam.
Red Men's Club built an
18-7 halftime lead. Gary Wenzel
scored 16 for the winners, Dick
Wanek nin* for the losers.
NBA
Schaus wears his suitcoat at all
¦
AtTfeRN DIVISION
National Basketball Association
PEE WEE
W. L. Pel. Ol
games—perhaps to hide a few
W L
W L
it
I .714
•ailen
Pilnt Depot
4 « Sunbeam
I 1
. hllidilphli . . . . I* II
.IM 1
tricks up his sleeve.
coce-Coli
s 1 Winona Held
1 J
Cincinnati
1. 11
.113 1
McK Inlay
l l Am*. . Ltflan
I 1
New York
12 II
.AH U_
He didn't doff his jacket Sunday night , a few tricks rolled
W lt. IRN DIVISION
Paint Depot kept its record
w, L. Pet. es
out, and the Lakers beat the
clean In the Park-Rec Pee Wee Ul Angela .
lt H
.113
San Francisco Warriors, 132-120.
_
aaltlmora
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,
basketball League
It. Louis
11 17
.414 >'/>
Here 's a sample of Schaus
topping Sunbeam 27-20 behind San "rancltca . 14 II .In 41.
Detroit
t
.
»
?
.11*
surprises:
eight points from Glen Hubbard.
SATURDAY'S RSSOLTS
Coca-Cola kept one game off
—Players wert ordered to be
New York us, Clndnnitl 114.
in the dressing room early and
the pact by topping McKinley Baltimore
14), Detroit 114.
Methodist 14-11 in the battle for Phlledelpttla 110, fin Prenclice IK. visitors were barred .
second place. Don Florin hit 11
SUNDAY'S RESULT
"UX them sit there and think
for the winners. American Le- Lot Anj-lti ill. San . rj nclice 1)1.
about
basketball ," said Schaus,
gion defeated Winona Hotel 11-8.
TODAY'S OAMI
still rankled at the two defeats
¦
PtilledelpMa at San Frenclice.
TUIIDAY'S OAMIt
Philadelphia handed Los AnReggie Otero, who coached No tamai
icl.e_ ule<.
geles last week on its home
with the Cincinnati Reds last
season, will coach with the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS court.
Los Angeles Laker coach Fred —Elgin Baylor , Laker superCleveland Indians next season.

Methodists Claim
Lead in Bantam;
Paint Depot Wins

McClinton. Played As He Would Have'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"I was playing his position
nnd I wanted to play it as he
would have," said Kansas City 's
Curt McClinton. "I dedicated

Small Engine
Service & Repair
Patt • ¦conomleal

DADD BROS.
It UDD STORB
J74 K. 4th St. Phona 4007
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TODAY'S GAMES
Ouittvus Adolphm al S.O . Stall.
Concordia at St. Cloud.

IQ45
Icr
¦

4 "

Northern Intercollegiate

NIC
W. L.
SI. Cloud
I 0
Btmldll
I t
Michigan Ttch . . . . 1
0
Winona
I 0
Moorhead
I I
Mankato
0
0
TODAY'S CAME
Concordi» at St. Cloud.

the Patriots produced 28 points
for a season total of 1.12 while
winning the scoring title for the
third consecutive year.
Dawson completed II of 22
pusses for 282 yards against the
Bronco . before turning the
quarterbacking over to Pete
Beathatd and Bert Coan, taking
over McClinton'a halfback position, ran short yardage for a
pair of touchdowns. John McCormick passed for three Denver touchdowns and Cookie Gilchrist acored on 44 and one-yard
runs.
PBII I Lowe curried only three
times for 32 yards In the Chargers' victory hut set a league
rushing record with 1,112 (or thi.
aeason, bettering the 1,069

gained by Oakland s Clem Daniels in lUffil. John Hadl's two
touchdown passes to Don Norton
pulled San Diego into a 14-14 tie
and the Chargers pulled ahead
to stay in the fourth quarter on
a «6-yardor from Don Brenux to
Lance Alworth,
Joe Namath. s two touchdown
passes to Don Maynard got the
job done for the Jets against the
Bills , who muffed a conversion
attempl and three field goal
tries . Pete Cogolak. Buffalo 's
kicking specialist , didn't . ven
get a chance to put his fool on
the ball on two of the attempts
and wound up second in the
¦coring race with 11. points.
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( Continued from Page 20)
"and Bukich was rushed hard
and had to throw in a hurry.
I was lucky enough to be able
to cut in trout of the receiver
and had a clear path. Any time
I make a touchdown, I think it's
big."
The Vikings, now, 14-3 early
Fran Tarkenton's touchdown
in the fourth quarter, rallied on
passes of 17 and 22 yards to Tom
Hall and Gordie Smith to tie
the score at 17-17 with 1:26 remaining.

100% O.K. CREDIT
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Factory method retreads on sound MRy) H\\\\ f^Ull
tire bodies or on your own tires KyA |)KYvY f_H___ I

Then the Bears tried the
screen pass, Hawkins picked it I •
*Q25
off and thundered to the victory ¦•.00x13 «>
score with 1:05 left on the 1 I
H iv*
clock.
; I6.50x13 JLU
The first half was scoreless,
but Ronnie Bull ran 23 yards for
a Chicago touchdown in the
third period and Fred Cox booted a 33-yard field goal for
__¦ *EWCoaTtL
Minnesota . Chicago raised its
lead to 14-3 on Sayers' two-yard
plunge , and later Roger Leclerc
added a 20-yard field goal.
It was the Vikings' second
straight victory following a fourgame losing streak that took
them out of the race in the
West.

Tricks or Not Schaus
Has Lakers Thinking Now

DEDICA TES GAME TO DEPARTED TEAMMATE

myself to do It the way he would receptions of 52, 12 and 69 yards
en route to a total gain of 228
have done it. "
The position McClinton was yards for the game. His oneplaying belonged to his room- man show even impressed his
mate and teammate Mack (The teammates, all of whom had
Truck ) Hill, who , died suddenly dedicated the game to Hill.
last Tuesday from complica- "Curtis showed super-human
tions arising over a knee opera- effort ," said quarterback Len
Dawson. "That was a sensationtion,
al effort ," suid punt return speshifted
from
And McClinton,
his normal halfback position , cialist Frank Jackson.
scored one touchdown and set While the Chiefs and Broncos
up three others by grabbing five closed out their regular seasons,
passes for 213 yards as the emo- San Diego and Buffalo tuned up
tionally charged Chiefs out- for tho championship game next
slugged Denver 45-35 Sunday In Sunday, the Chargers defeating
an American Football League Oakland 24-14 and the Bills
dropping a 14-12 decision to the
game.
McClinton scored on an II- New York Jets.
yard touchdown run and set up Boston wnlloped Houston 42-14
three other scores with key Saturday as Oho Cappelletti of

Concordia

C"THESE TIRES ARE LOW, LOW M»|CED \ V *
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Logan (not shown) picked up the loose ball
and ran for a touchdown. Dallas won 38-20.
Others in the photo are Dallas' Mike Gacchter (27) and the Giants' Tucker Frederickson (24), Joe Morrison, who held ball, and
kicker Jerry Hillebrand (87). (AP Photofax)

major scare from Virginia Saturday, take their No. 1 national
ranking to Michigan Tuesday
night for the top game on a busy
slate. Michigan is 4-1 and
ranked third nationally.
That game could have ¦
major bearing on the national
standings going into next week's
hefty schedule of scores and
scores of holiday tournaments ,
a schedule that actually started
last weekend and continues with
a couple of more early this
week.
Michigan was idle last week
and should be well-rested for
Duke. The Wolverines lost Bill
Buntin irom last year's Big Ten
champion team but still have
All-America Cazzie Russell and
6-foot-7 Oliver Darden back
the country. "
from the team that last year
_4ays, 34, highest-paid player reached the national finals and
in baseball; $105,000, and the the year before the semis.
National League's Most Valu- Duke, on the other hand, is
able Player, fell in a faint Saturday while promoting the Job
Corps at a downtown theater.
The National Football
League has added two more
first-round choices to its
b u l g i n g collection and
blocked the American League from keeping Tulsa's
record-breaking Bill Anderson to Howard Twilley
passing combination intact
in the pros.
Striking quickly after Saturday's Bluebonnet and Liberty Bowl football games,
the NFL signed seven players to two for the AFL as
four more major teams
closed out their regular seasons.
The two No. 1 selections
were guard Stan Hindman
and halfback Mike Dennis,
who helped Mississippi to a
1.1-7 Liberty Bowl victory
over Auburn.
#
• •
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Kentucky Gov. Edward T. Breathitt played a major role in
feigning the first Negro to a
Southeastern Conference athletic grant-in-aid.
Breathitt entertained the star
football player from Louisville
at a luncheon at the governor 's
mansion in Frankfort , then
started off on a two-city hop
with the athlete that culminated with a visit to tbe player 's
mother.
By Sunday evening Nat Northington , a tailback at Louisville's Thomas Jefferson High
School, had signed a University
oi Kentucky athletic scholarship and his mother , Mrs. William Northlngton, had given
her approv al with the governor
standing at their side.

NIC. The Beavers , idle for a
week, own a 4-1 record.
The only other state team with
a record above the .500 level is
St. Mary 's of Winona at 3-?.
In other games Saturday
night, Bethel of St. Paul edged
Buena Vista of Iowa 85-84, while
Dakota Wesleyan blitzed Minnesota-Morris, 109-78, and South
Dakota State ripped Moorhead
State, 78-58.

Three games are on tap tonight, before everybody breaks
for a week for the Christmas
holiday. Concordia plays at St.
Cloud, Gustavus Adolphus at
South Dakota State and Morris
at Huron.
Morris is 2-4 and Bethel 4-4
so far, while in the Midwest
St. Cloud boasts a 7-2 record, Conference St. Olaf is 3-1 and
with only two losses on a recent Carleton 2-1.
road trip to Kansas City rriarrMinnesota Intercollegiate
iijfe the Huskies' record. St.
MIAC
Seuon
Cloud bounced Augsburg, deWV. L.
W. L.
Thomai
1 0
r
l
fending MIAC champion fallen Jt.
J ]
G-»t»VD_
1 0
from its one-lofty perch, 82-59, St. John's
i o
1 4
Augsburg
1 1
i s
Saturday night.
Macalester
0
0
2
1
Bemidji State looms as St. St. Mary's
0
1
J
l
o
l
i i
Cloud's top challenger in the Duluth
Hamlin*
»
1
1 4

Michigan-Duke Head
Major Cage ScheduleTwilley Goes

Mays Quits Job
For His Career

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SALT LAKE CITY — Willie
Mays has quit promoting the
Job Corps for the sake of his
baseball career. His third collapse in three years forced the
decision.
Willie explained : "The doctor
here said I was a little nervous
from running around all over

Inventory Reduction
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SATtJRDAY'l RESULTS
Montreal *, Botfon I.
Dttrolt 1. Chicago l.
Toronto I, N»w Yorh 4.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rambunctious Eddie Shack
could be on the way to his best
National Hockey League season
ever after playing his way hack
from exile.
Shack scored two goals—his
12th and 13th of the season—as
Toronto ran its unbeaten string
to six games with a 3-1 decision
over Boston Sunday night.

YEAR END

star, suited up for the first time
since he injured his knee Nov.
27. He didn 't play, but added
an air pf power to tbe Los
Angeles bench,
Schaus jumbled the lineup,
starting Walt Uazzard and Jerry
West at guard , using Leroy
Ellis for Baylor and calling on
Bob Boozer to sub for injured
Rud> LaRusso at the other forward spot. Gene Wiley played
center .
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The Lakers played raggedly
\\M\W_w¥ mlkMm manufacturer 's ^^^B H H - _ *>*»
through the fir.st three quarters
specifications W^_ M ^^^ Mllla |
B
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and trailed 9S-04 going into the
f inal period.
In the decisive period, Schaus
improvised, having Jim King
With tht Purchase of Tire *
and Gail Goodrich join West in -E__MMH__n_M_a_B-____^^
the hackcourt,
That gave the Lakers three
guards—a trick that apparently
shook everybody up, including
the Warriors , and set. the Lnkers
Foryour old batte ry in exchange __ 0 _ _ _ _ _
\_
on a final shooting blitz. Three
II-new
for
an
a
sure
start
top
,
,
TW$
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hot_W
on
West's
J
minutes later ,
|_S____________\
quality battery.
shots , the Lakers had pulled to
120-110
lead.
an unbeatable
• Factory fresh
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The win mover Lou Angeles
to a IMi-gnm o lend over Baltimore in tlie MBA' s Western Division.
All other NBA members were
Idle.

NFL Sets Crowd Mark, J'
Ncars Five Million

• Quicker starts
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• Longer life
• Free installation
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NKW YORK (AP)-Tlie National Football liengtic broke Its
attendance record for tho fifth
straight sea son this yeiir ns il
closed in on the 5-mllllon mnrk ,
Unofficial figures for the season which ended Sunday show ¦ 10B-11_ W. 2nd St,
"Since 1917"
Phon* M4.
flR NFL games drew 4 ,906,3-4.
Opmrt 7 a.m. re t p.m. ~ S.1t>rinyt I' 5 p.m.
Lust year 's official attendance
i
was a record 4,563 ,049,
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'
Ul<
0UNOHR «MC« healer, Jirge il|*>
¦
- ,¦, ¦ ¦; ¦' ¦ ¦•
Taiv. o-iparalter - .g 'p.m. ' ,;

,
(
/;
¦ ¦
' • • ¦ ' ' :;_eiSii*i'. 'i' ^ _ w_ii_ }; 'r 'ii ": 7 :^/ v!>#?f^,/'/:!' : .'A/

:
MONEY ' PROBLB/vi'Sf Every div..pMolei

¦"
;;/^#7?C0v7/AF0tfCr.i, fi:/

, pWrtlw iW, WM_ M _V T t _);W t kk\kA
;W, ror »d\i-ii|ofi(tite m«|r,V.ll»,jf y«a
: are,,fteeullly imr»ley«d <_v _ i : able ,to
- .. mott ,'yo»tr \tmtm .. . P'vrMntnw. n(_»

¦ _ ;..;¦ ¦
'\ ,ftJ ' // ^>iM«i^^^
''

¦\y.m «ii«iieni», to iri:ywr., YiHwt.'.YeiJ
yi nigrji vcyr- l»anH /yw ^ww .j 'W
* mi .
Mrt. ioeit jt . Hit lfll»ll_i»,"l».M«ri_ 0«PtIi
p» ht MBRCHANTV NATION!AL, BANr?.

' 1 '1

. *' '

11

¦' , ¦ ¦'
,'

¦'

¦ '¦'
> '
* (

' 1 ' -| '' !

' v '; ' ,' ,' '' i,
'
''

¦iiha'.^ r i i i-iLj -unniri. i ¦
^ ^

.

1

, , '' .

¦ ¦ ¦'
'J
"' - '~

, , . ,

pay, ue • Wiitt . OUr-iiiry tt,' Kmma
r ,

¦¦
> " c
'
'* , ,
' . "' i
„' / , ¦ ' .
———.——a—m—^^_m_
- «kammm ***
-aaa—
- am_

,

,

-' .

^

^~ (

;. ; \.
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:.

DUAAONT; TV :SET—2V!, rinaiioaanyi on YOU BET . WB carry a yirtelt'•; variety - _i
casters. Tel. -.3007.'-^58; E. King.- ;. -•/
high' grade coals. CommerMlar, S sues,
¦. furnace," stoye./esiej ' .rano»i.:. Patroteupti
FOLDING ' POkER/ .TAltl, felt - fop) $35^
CpKej Pccehonlaei Berwlnd Brlauets ., / IM; B.. :«%'Te|.,'>7_f , : ;-•;• : .;, ¦-;¦. :X ''y
Rilss- ".-'Jtwo vBrleju'etir Jfolt /petroleum
. BrlquB -**- Winter King- Egg. .S virleiUs
¦:¦'.' ¦
TROPIC
AtRE
AAJblFIER
of
Miiofcer coali. -JOSWICK'S.. . UEL- a.
' ' -," ;: , Reg..:$«f,95y special .$3. .957 .
• o iu oo.-f:M-f.- Bth./'/VWiir«7ynu .set
¦
¦
:.
:
.
SCHNEIDER
SAtES
MARK'
i tnfre at;- lower eo$t,!f/¦. -• ¦
¦¦/ .- :-,¦': r: »W^ , Sr-,.GqodvleMy- 77- ' f. . ..- . " ',^.1 • ,;:. ¦' . . ' ./ j ¦ ! " '' . . 7:: ?¦<t|i :
¦
. -/ :, ' . » -HdW/PtowJspJBCIALS ' : •:' '• '..' Fujn;r - -tujj^ Wi^aliiirn ( : (B4
:. 7<- 00«all, 4 h.p. - .-MSP unl for «W •
"
. :• Jaeobsei- .3. h.p/—4219 unit foij
¦ -SlTS . - $14.M BUA5S HI-FI stand, will hold ever
,- : • ywiiieThey uait i .:
100 records, t\\ at BURKES :ftURKl .
¦
»rd
¦;-¦:.. AUTO ELECTRIC iBRVICE . 7
Prarikll^ 7 . . : '
.TURB ,-^RT'
>
/:!wl. .li,-jBhpson / '7 ;.: ;/7: . :- - TeL; MM- •
3-P . . trteiudlnti » atari
TABUE
jGRXJUP,.
'¦
X. :¦ and 1 cocktail table, *1..«,', aJ.pe. dlnSKAT E E- XCHAN E •:¦
¦¦:ic«
;¦
'. / Keller: 'Blcyele :thep_<
- .'.- •
- '¦;nefware set, ' $6.95.- BORZYSKOWSKI
: 400 Manfcato Ave.. -/Tel. MM /
• FURM ITgRE,' 30a .' lyianKafo. Ave,- .Open
,
.;¦
»*enlr-js. . ' . . '.. ' :' . / .- .: 7 :. . ' •¦¦; • •'>'.' ¦ •"

t¦:. DAmr NEWS ¦ ^

H^X y ^M ^ U -^X ,^ - ':
;;
;:TE^ ^|R;:;,[>p6s?

have WW.L COtORSJh-thi. new vei^
¦we
"_ ¦vef :bael-Bfoiin<t 7.PalnN8y-Number '. kits;
¦'. -This -year '..Ink' ., and' color hal/e been
• coniWnea for ' prpttislonsl -quality , - in
;We- ne«r ¦ Dyll|/S,":Brtijh d0.|. yourself
¦ '.Mlntlng5:;::'.S»B ut fef . the liergest. 'selec;
_ tipn of peini. by-nymbei;;crafts.; h/'th.ij

y

-

: -X X .

- vFOR CHRIStMA^
• ,- ., :7;. ':7 :'.. :.:GiVe.;A "7 ; ''X '::X: ' ¦:¦

H 'K 'mEiil^.x x-.x:

Good /TKfngs ;to;-Eat ; :/ : 65

~wr*—r-

. . :„, .,' „ ' - ¦ „.'. —-^

-'

TWO-ROOM ' efflclfncy. apf._ .' private : an.
'trance, cookina facilities, .suitable for
.• 1 vwrtttj i$..malei'lef 'fwiileK .-Tel.;.j-357),

102

j aa i
eeeii
^ ^.

'
;¦ 'j '." > , ¦**." ¦'»¦>'

••• i

¦

_"

¦ ¦!¦!¦ '
_

i _ ._

¦

. .- .', Provision;:jce.,"3930,«ll St.. -/
7.: ,-7/ - .7-";wlnon»<7Tei;, 7J»./..i:/ - - .- '

X:- Z miies _ . ol.JViarshlabd .-"¦ '
.-'.aii'd-' % intle off Hwy. . 35... .

. . ; :;: _ .iJil;:.C_ iristma*/;-":'; ;
,7i|.gurlh«i ft 'CtwamiM :

¦¦
•:.' . '-N ew '•' Shipment '• • • '•- ¦: :
' ' ¦•:'"-.'
'
. • ¦ .'^./,Goo4;Satera/ . ¦/. ' ¦, Xy V ' :
¦'-'
.
iir- GoodiKeepwa''' ^. :"'/ ;/l

;;:V ; Wreatfca^. Bells. S!i&.' .';¦¦
''.7>;/ :-/ :720;% 'Of:f^' -;';;

:

./// / :./' ^-.v 'i.(lii.

-^.

;HOLIDAY^ SPfeiA t,/

PDqk^-r-dw^J ' X•
^
7y&tj fi<e{;: CiJipbobr^:/:
Acroisj- irom.Meoisoja Schooi

Frprii Th^ TKARE iN SHOP
'' ¦
. i-^2(r;Vped Bicyclei ". _ ' x ^-} :
"j Ur2tr.:Us^d, Bicyde ii. itji ¦'. '.¦" :.

;
^e
¦ Service ; and Stock 7
.- '-¦- ' Nefedles ¦ for all 7
KBCORD PLAYERS ; ' X
Hardt 's; Music Stbre

Radios. Telftviilort: .' , ' 71
chirome fenders and - 7
¦
¦'
'
"
;• ..; . baiket, iood condition $12 ;.
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Portable ;Diaper;Washer/

.

M ^<>0^.'.
W:::
' 7/ ; .. Miracie . 'Mallv:
y Hoiiis 9r? Mon. Uirli Sat ;

'• ' . . "¦ ¦', ., '. ¦- ¦'!, . ";: : Sunid|iy.'-i-6'

Ste reo--^AAA-FM Rq</io
¦ ¦
'

"• '. Hand rubbed Valniit fliilih '- .'.' .
- ...'' •: ¦ / - . • Almost ! IU Icn'O ' - '' '
' •' "
/¦$189,« . " , >Ho rhoney doyvhl
¦¦
¦
:
¦
,. - - ' • •'• .,¦' No Mymann / . ".
.. ..'tli Feb. HMi • " / ¦ . ¦

/ FIRESTONE STORE
¦
add w. 3ft . . ' ?/ :
¦
¦— ¦ ' '

¦
?¦'¦¦ '¦*¦

Aluminum
Gornblnatibri Doors ;
;

¦
' ' , * ' ' , . ' : .'
.'r
Best Quality; ' ', , ' :>' ¦' - .'
• ,7;S2x80 or 35x80
'
^

. » » , •'• , »ypi» ,» j ^y«j i. ,¦

;

..

•

'

; "

Sewina^ Machlriei

" . Winona;,
,'

" , ' -- T<.'-e

'¦ - '

73

••

USED! SINGER ' featherweight portable, in
/ cObet/ condition, / Only Stl. WINONA
'iEV .. INO'!C0i, >3I '.Hull. ..Til,. >M»; ' '.

' Stowei, Fure.e -«i. Parti

REGl.,$37,93 Novv^ $2^88
, ,. - i

7J5

SIEOl.BR
HEATERS, oil or pel, Install:
¦
ed, sold serviced/: Aladdin Blue . Flame
oorieble ' heaters i also pll, burner parte.
./RAMOE ' OIL BURNHR CO,,-M7 E, Slh
St,-, T«I. ; »W Ade|ph. Mlchaiowikl,;/
SIONLATURE flea space heater, • ' • 7O,O0fl
BTej, ' 3 years eld, »«;, alto apt, ' size
gas • stnve, IM. Truman Fabian, , Tel,
'. St. Charles ?33-a .37. '
, . , ,;

,8-43pl .
,
' Miracle Mall:! VTel.
,,
Open Mon. thru Prl,. 9 toe .TypoWritai-a' '. '.' ".,''' .-'" . :- , ' ' .','7:7
Satwday 9 to 5, Sun. I to 6 rypeWft lTERi end adding - machines
;

LAST MINUTE/
:
; ;:;-: . :; : : TAMlLr-':'' > ¦¦ :: ; '
7(-'HRl5fMAS ^IFT :
:;

far . tali ' or: rant. Reasonatla rates,
Irani delivery. Bee ui Wr all your ' of. flc* suppllie. < daeke, Nlei' ar of Ilea
chai|rs, Lund Type writer Co. Tal. SVQ,

1
THB -RIOHT CHRISTMAS- Biff for your
sort, daughter, husband, wife, . cled,
mwlher, the OHvettl-Un . erv.owf Letlera
.; 32 typewriter/ light eneuph, to lift with
ona flnoer,: slim enough to slip Into »
deak drawer, See Ihe Letlera 33 priced
at only >. ..SO at WINONA .TYPEWRIT.
BR . SERVICE, W E . 3rd, Winona. /

Wfritynp, Ifonlng Mich. , 79

•'

.Now V EHICLE
;, designed and . bMll*
^r nU typw W
Winter pondlfclons
for Recreation end
. : ' -•;, INDVSm 7V ;

¦ ¦
;. . : " : •: /i .cppB
^i^B'.. ; -;:' . ;
' : 'i 7 ;'Q^ : 'Plspiay ;NQW '-" '
,
,
7' ' ;' ' l7 '' : 'Bre«z^;Acros-v•'' ' •

';,|S ,
WYB 14 and- 61 E.

. FARMS .- FARMS
MS
•• '.. ", ¦¦ . we buy, "we ¦ sell, w ^
»-trade. - -'
¦¦' •."• - • ;.' MIDWEST REA'LTy CO. .
' • • Qsseo, .Wis. :-- .'
? ¦:¦ '¦¦ Res/ ' 695-3157 7' ' ¦
¦
. - -• . / Tel; ..Office; 5""-3B5» - '. •'.

Ho»^M^f^ -siii'V ;.U/..^!?'l.'

REPAIRING OF all makes washing m«<
chines--and - dryers, We slock. i> coirt'
plo|e line of pari* for all makes and
models, ' All v/nrk guaranteed, PUP
Flrn and Sisfely and Easy vVashnr
Sales, ' H« E,. 3rd, . Now under new
management.

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service i

" FEJTE

^

¦U3 Washington;

Wanted »o Buy

tol. 4833
;

/

Nelson T^i refs;
/Bargain G^t^ft
,;

¦'

." . ' . ' .

¦
. !. . ..

i m . I ... i i in .. ..

. /;

' :om§B ::
m{j 9^r
4.
.
¦ iBission,-:- cylinder ^hgi»er
• '• '30' miles to a. gallon of gras;
. I|ght.;heig6 in . - color/.vntn .
matching upholstering, : less
than 3,00ft rhiles/ NBW G<AJt
. . GUABAM7EB, price is rigrit; '

^iitfvl
¦

^ O L D S M C WM .
/ CpREAt ; BlJY$;iC)N:'; : . WICK
Open JMfoit '. . & Sri. Night ' . ../
¦•
/;^r v Pass?_niger /Tir^s / •;.'-;
:• -& - Triicfe/Tires/..^- ,
;¦7 'CHRISTAAAS7^: v;•
^C
: -; ^^act or'Tires/ 'X y - : s
\ $HOPPER'C:bfel- fe r^
:
.> :;/ S- -Ota /NGW> 'iA_r' ¦ •¦ ¦ "<

iff c : £^R. ^cki;/ ;

mi POPP Fairiania; 4-tloor
Sedan, 6 cylinder, 'autotmatlei radio, heate-rV light blue
with .matching interior, $9.5..

CHEVBOUET 1'. PANEL, -1?S1,' flood-'. body,
/ $60; • 1954- Pontiac, . transmission -heede
v»brk- .flped .' nriotor,;i30.-..rel'_ B0.13W;- . - .

- y^/WlNQN;^MtO;:7

pl(i ^VVagert/Wpfbsf Bldg;

.

Attention Veterans

. CHRISTMAS
: SHOPPING LIST
¦ ¦
/,. :¦ - ,FOR; ALL ; '. ;: /¦ ' :
/ THE FAMILY: ;' ;
We have homos that are
new, some that are old but
irtellovved with use arid good
care, We have homes that
are large, and: soma that
are sm«ll and many, that
are in between. Some that
are ready to move- iivto
right no>w.and others, to be
ready next .spring. Some Inexpensive and some quite
dear, Let ' us help you complete your , family Christt
mas shopping !, •
Bob Stjlover Realtor
.. 120 Center St.

. 7 SEULING7IS 7 ,
:OUR; BUSINESS
- And wo would like to acll
your homo for you , Often
our listings" are sold before ,
we get an acl wiltton, Why?
Pecause we lraro an , up-t(H
, dt|to prospect H. t, And becausa we ore ejcperienced In
dealing with Real Estate
, problems ,
bpll us today and wo -will "
. ' .dil our boat to plotise you.,7

6(Jl'Malt\ S|i,

.

Tol. 2B49

/-(^eh''"^^''^'^!;-^?;:-/

with.2 sp^ed ixle,: will take '
7i4 : it: bowc,/ 8.25*20 "10 'ply./ . /ird J , TMarikito/. TeU 8-3.49
¦ Kreis; Looks and riios¦ goodi

7 . ;s^e;-.^!i=-;«m<i"todasr;;^;.;''¦-'T- _ /:_• ;;"/' /

¦
:xMim;Wm^X: ^x
,
'

CHBISmrVS SHOPPING' U'

'-77/ :;/

"i
^X -m ~mX . / '/ . ^

^/'vi-UiCK . .^LpSMdB liE-7;/;
:/ //Qjp^ri MTewni: ;^FH;/Nigli(t;. // ¦ • ;|_ .(^i«f Cprvefcteii• '-'¦/ Wy - -4
/:-;for;iKWdl*5
; / - " :- / ' •714,95; X
¦
" -;:
' - y y 7:.-;:/. - .;¦'. .!
A
¦m<^
Xi
a
^^i
^; ^.^i^i^HM-i;
|ijMiisi^»T» ;
^
*71.EW l966 CH3-^6E^S; i
CHEVROLET—1957. .-door ¦ sedan,/ .-Diva

i&6b .$T_jieic m SABRE

••

:¦ - , 'Y .y' :aAM8U*/^-^S6a?*:'

. /§;;M0E|^.

" lflSS ^fB^A^ipNAl. /
¦
. a tohi :i'• speed tra«s_Bi8-ion ;; ' ¦

and;.neater, - tinted; glassV
wMe; siSewall tires, iotw
green in . color, niatchitiij
im-;
lipholBtefy, AbisOlutely
¦
:maculate.'7 .- - , - .: '•: '

.77 :/-;.$i-r. 5' -^7/;:

; CHE-VSa^li/ CIlEVi. - 7/
XX mXaff lAtRS:timT>: / ¦

¦•¦
/;v(CHE\_RQj_Eir TRUCKS . . . '

:

:

M^0^i^Mm}«rj my t

:,

x WEEK MGHT* ^ n

x ''^ m^m 'x :r-xi

Wobile Homes, Trailflra
11J.
'- ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ; '

.
'
M f ^ k &lB
.' BVIGK - OLDSMOBILE %
Open Won. * Fri- Night :

¦
"/ ¦ . 62Ws .^ORD /V-8 ¦' , ;'
. Galaxie . 500. -XL . Hardtop,
¦;• y. ith poyver steerLjig, bucket \
ieats,/floor f hiEt, Cruiso«
. matic, ill time style leader,/.
"still 1-: in irnmaculate: . condl• .¦;
' t|oh!/ ' - " " " ;:- • ' /.' ¦: ,¦'". '- ' • ; .1 '- .

:

\X y ^' j$ l695 ^y :' :\y 'X: ^
¦
¦
. ;-,' . '/t'Pcai. ' Owner!. -' ' ' / /v ,

7

;We Advertise: di»r: Prices • -i^, -,
^

;
; ; 41; years in Winona

Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
.7
Comet-Falrlape
: Open Mon; , Fri. EveV . '/ '.
nnd Saturday afternoons . ;

7TEST7DRIVE :
THESE/.CJD^T'
1959 FONTiAC -Catalina i
door hardtop, tu-tone , gray
and white finish, radio,
heater , automatic transmisw all tires, locnlly
sion, white
¦¦
¦¦
":''
,owned ; ¦ . - . , ' - ' ¦' -

¦ ¦
¦;: ¦
.. ,:. .; ; :i^;$795
/ ^' ; . .
1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4 door V-fl motor , automatic transmission, whitewall
'U rea '/ ' solid white li-ilsli.
ABOVE AVERAGE CONDI¦TI OM "

¦ ¦:
,'
.'
/ ~-.;$J ;l,95'

--.' ''/: ' ,

1950 OlIlSMO&ILE 88 2
. r^oor hardtop, r^tllo, heater ,, . .
automatic t r a t a mission ,
bov/or steering , P o w e r
brake.% solid blue finish

;"

:

K / : .-~ $995 ~.'^' ¦ ¦ ¦ -

" - ' '. ' " " / / 7
'" ' "' • ' " y - Z *
SCI. OUR ' tine/-selection-ot7eiev. - an*,^
: used mobile homej, all - slz«s. eanlc :
flri-iiclria.- 7-yeer plan, - COULEE ( .0BIL« HOMI SlktlS, Hwy. U.l B„
-. .Winona; .Tei; '.'«76;, / .'/ "" •: ¦ ';¦¦• . '¦, ¦ ' . .
.
¦

¦¦

HWY, 61 / -oblla Heme- Jales, east , of
' Shengrl-La Motel; Wa have u wic.ee
on hand, also new mt model ¦ a wIdas,:
,
• ,; .:- : ;.. •;
Tel. 8-342-.
¦'
KENT OR .'3A(.E—Trailers and 'i camp- '
en;' Leatiyrs, BUHalp, City, - Vrfla. .Tel., : .coelirena nt-iiij or,- ;il4M«o.

¦
'¦<¦, I-. -H
¦
I ll.__.t- IH ¦

¦

;:

I III H.

¦¦¦

/

l I

I

'
/

I.
_

,..' , ! ,.

La 'Grwse Mobile H&mea
7 v-/NeW''&.Used :/ -,- •

R OLUOHOME ;

j >|— .,

-

¦ l'A nil]- S. ¦ol Gity limits on ,,
- • / Hvvy'W, ¦ : ;7 - /¦¦;; .- /;;
Lyle No»rskog • JH0III3 NforsI?og
'¦'. - '. ': . 'i>q. .X« -€roag>;f8554' '. '' ./. ¦ ¦
.
'• / ' ..' ' ' .' / ' •'Auetlon '- SaliB'/ " .

' ¦ ¦¦:.;. ,-/.MINNESOTA ¦/,?. '
'
Land,
Auction Sal^s
¦ ¦¦ , -' &?

. - " . Everett ' J, .kohner ' '
lit . Welnvf. Tel, - -371I>, slter houre ?H 4

'. . ' :' ¦¦' ¦ / A

LVIN

- KOHNER

". 7 7

AUCTIOUetl., Clty.end - Malta ,licensed
and bonded, SSI Liberty St, (Coiner
S, Jth and - Liberty) Tel 4.80. .
:
.' . '. ' ' ' '- CARL . . ANN- JR. ' , . ; ..,. :¦' ' ".
AliCTIOMEE ., Bonded and Licensed,
Tal,' »« . 7ei1, - Riiemord. Minn,. , '
OEC. Jl-TUai, 12:M p.n. , I miles S. ot
Arcadle, Wis . Rlciierd Oeorai, owner/
Alvin Kotiner, aucriimeer/ Northern Inv,
. .. / ,/ ,
- Co,, clert,, /
'
,
e(/,
Dei;, »-V.
11:e,m... 3 ml le« N. vv.
,' of Nodlne end 1 miles E, ol R|dge.
^ey, ' tlov.ard •!,¦• Pearl Med*nan, ownam 'Alvin Kohner, auctioneer) Minn.
. Land 1 Auction Serv,, clerk.

: > RE M INDER

;
:
;MjCTI0ll: '
Howard iSt P«arV Stedman
Located . 3 miles N, "W, of

Nodineo and fl miles E. of
18 mlleo from
Winona and Ha Croase,

Ridgevfi iy;

Wed., :Dec . 2 ^ i ;
sturtini? -nt u ' '%iv 7

/Liut'ch, hy Ladies Aiti X

27; (Jiieirwey Oatlle, Paify
, Equipment,, W a c h i' .ii ' r y r
Feed f 1964 Clievrolet Truck s
Old Items, Some Ho»ise.ho1cI
..

Gdoda and Misc.

81

"T T B B . UH For ' BelTprlcee , ; : '
»<ran Inn, Metal, wool, ' Raw Pure .
. M fc ' W. IRON I
. AABTAU . CO;
7 Tal. 30P4
, ifll . W. >d 61, ;

'

: virid"arid
Washllinlon ' ¦ • ' "' - '.. "¦:¦"
'.,/Open.Mon. & prl, /Nights- , ;

Accessorlei, .Tlr«», RairH 104 . 2^oor Sedan, ' Mpeeflvtra-ti^.

MOUSE,: Cochrane,
THRE-ErYEAR-OLD-7
¦
W|j,v ; Wri9 '¦ transferred reason /for ;'. j-l)|a.7.^t ;,&-;»)h./ ./v ;;./¦-;: ..; - '¦ '. . :,./
:
selling.-Contact Albert "tocy. Cdehrane/
- Wis. ,;Tel.. -2^3-2308." - - . , -;. ' .. : ./ .'
QOING. INTO -..$EBVICE.i- .M8 , Cai'llloe '+
doer . wiftl»/. mtflf . Mi JeehTtD be/apSTOCKTON , MiNN.Ti-3-apt. building and . prtclated.: ,2J, Swset- :j)r.Ve^ Tit, ;M(q4.
Aodrast
-Inlot./
Musi
/ecld.
be
7 vacant'
ieulrlas to tll« Wirehinf . iNatlohai . Bank- PONTIAC-19'«a Sport. Coi»pe; 2;ijwr - bar*
Trust Oept^ " Winona. Tel. 283*./ ..
: , fop, excellent . ccjidllloh- Tel. 7W87S .6r
Inquire MO -.'47th, ''- .Goodview,/ ' . -7 ' :' ./;
THREE-BEDR.OOM home wllh bu.llt-lns,
'
'
-b«fc
. carpitlng '/trirouBhouf, .walMuf
: fnunt," IIVBI lot, . Alio .beautllul view, of
/ Htawethi- Vaellay. Tat.. J3«J for-apw ln).
¦¦> ' • ¦ . ', " ¦'.¦-- . .; ¦ . -; " - • .'. : .¦• . ' :
"¦
¦
. X. - '- '• ' .
' -rniint. ?;/- ". . . .. ./-./., .;:. -: :. '' / ¦/./ ¦ '. ,:¦ ¦ '¦¦
«teer4-door
wdaa
power
,
' '
¦/ ¦? ' ¦
'
'2i>i- tlDiENCB-|.OR7$Al.E'7; - - • „
ingi'r ppwigr- ;br«k«8, radio
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DICK TRACY
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BUZ SAWYER
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^

By Chastar Gould

By Mort W.lk.r

BEETLE BAILEY
9y Chic Young

GLONDIE

By Bud Blako

TIOER
THE FL1NTSTONES

»y Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

By Al Capp
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Pat & Tim have lots of lasst minute Gift Specials —
Listed below are just a few — stop down and see the large selection of g ifts for
the home.
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2.22.50 Pole or Tr«e lamp, colorful re- £e |m AA
movablo plastic shades
$*¦•** ¦
¦
¦
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zttv ^i-,?™. ch°" $29.95
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HMntensity Desk Lamp
in »ix soft color*

._ ¦ _ _ _ _ ._ _ ___________

£"f CA
<$¦eejU

Big comfortable Recliner with TV and
reclined position in long wearing ff£Q CA
na-gqhyrio IOV *g
W «J»«JU
5-Pc. Table Group — 2 walnut itep
-tablet aeid matching cocktail table
and a pair of pretty table lamps, tf <>Q AA

^JQ.uu

«""¦»'-

539.95 walnut finished gla** enclosed £*fcQ AC
Bookcase , 16" deep, 36" wldo. . . . 9-»<*««P9
1
1
M
1 1 ¦ ¦
5249.95 91" 3-cu.hion KroeMer
Sofa in beige or brown Scotch- £ l*T
Q AA
yarded nylon fabric
a? _ 1I«F«UU
"~~~-~~ "————--—------------------ «——

1

"' hand Poln*«dr COA flfl
•Je'-faV iW
Imported Table Lamps

BOOTS

b„d Jn „oyv flun||oek w a,_ uf flni|h
£4 £g (VA

______________________

}Z9.:>U

$119.95 7-Pc. Dinette Set in bronxe
pr chrome, new textured Formica top
,n wa,nut co,or < 6 tatl baek cho,r« ln
«JI«7«#gVW
«"°' c« or naugahy de fabric
____-_-__--_____-»___-_--__
__-_ ^^
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$79.95 20"x42" walnut flniehod Desk £f* A CA

W
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^'"^ ""'** "h ' "* $4 SO
-^-fi^W
|ustable racks
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|

epelVliliwW
with Formica tope
_______
________
-*-*-.-****-*-*-----*— *— *—.*-**-.-***—-.*—
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$42.50 marble top Cocktail Table, f «)A CA

Foam filled decorative Pillow,, corduroy, £1 AA
satin or velvets , as low as
fli
U
U
-. 1 .

THERMO INSULATED

$199.95 3-Pc. Baite-tt Bedroom Set,
double dresser, mirror, ch.it and

a "d Ch0lr W ',h p,B,',e *0P

i n. 11

1 ¦
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OPEN MONDAY TH ROUG H THURSDAY 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

PLENTY OP FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE
AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN
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ALL TOYS SLASHED 50% OFF or MORE! WV .!i%G0LF CARTS: $8.88 1
"Liillechap" Dolls ^^tL - - ¦ R%S8 77« ELTSS
$4.9» B
"Littlechap" Doll Clothes - - - - Jj Tie JIgSs,3T0R
$7.77 H
¦
3-Pc. Exercise Sol • • •
- Refl ,SM $1,99 BOWLING BAG.
QO H
CO
R«». . MS
3>__ «J7 HB
¦ -_
¦
n .a
FameJS Buddy L Tracks - . - - »., «.„ Mc 6,N0IKB lEAtHER „„,¦
GL0VB *5JHf
"ASMALL
Dart Boards
B
9Sc Men
's and Ledles'
£<f OO HB
,
UF0l o
w
¦ •
Instant Cake <T^«5i» ""m
..ch 2Eo " - »- «•¦"•» • W- ¦
SSKSS ZST'. I
Inside Golf-Game ^'_ &_ *ST:.'?7r 9lM VS
•"•rantee. 2 styles .
_PO Alk MB
»"xl0"x-<. ' Site hi Bright Re<), 1 Drawers, With Hangers
fl.. 5 value
4>_£aJef H
Wai-roheTnnks lor Dolly
5s $2.88 CIR W . TCHB! „._ ¦
^. The Ideal gift* Hj
By Mattel — Easy to Assemble, 3-Pc. Set - Crib, Nursery Chair, Wardrobe
Specially low priced
Wllh
and Storage Drawers
.B

B

Chatty Baby Nursery Sat

I
i

Since 1893
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B00TIE SOX - - &
*

Han9*rs

Better T) T T T) IT 77** Q Furniture
Buys ai D \J JAJL VXI/ O Mart
Friendl y Low Terms

MOHAWK

w

••OHr-JU

II

$1188

II
INDIAN BLANKET
^
8-Oi. Dacron Filled
SI£88 TOP QUALITY
Insulated COVERALLS ^ 10 GOLF BAGS - - - 55
THERMAL INSULATED
O ^ Q O C STSMKEL
- --- »
"
SLEEPING
BAGS
L
\
OO
SOX - - - V
&

$29 W ma,bU ba

,qUar* AiH Tfay *" h*OVy br
°" S9 00
!tand
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{•Oz. Bonded Virgin Dacron, 100% Nylen

$265.00

fruitwood flnUh

_T OPEN EVERY NI6HT 9 P.M. 1 1

INSULATED SUITS ¦ ... .

$329.95 England* . Sofa-Bed, »7"
extra long sofa in charbrown nylon
fabric, opens only once to full six*
$79.50 Tention-Easse bed and «ofa M*_\f_ __ AA

«- --»
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for men, woman, bcyt, girl..
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